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THE STORY BEHIND THE COVER . . .

“They’re still pretty high up,” Jason said. “If we had instruments

and could pick up their signals they’d get to us much quicker.”

Helen Simmons shaded her eyes. “But darling, we’ll surely be res-

cued now. What could go wrong?”

“A lot of things,” Jason told her. “They can’t make a landing on

the water and the Sphinx could crumble at a touch. It must be highly

radio-active. The area just beneath its throat has been glowing steadily

for hours. It’s a perfect little island—and that’s the irony of it. You

can’t land on a radio-active island and hope to stay alive.”

“But they could. That gyro-jet has insulated shields.”

Jason shook his head. “There are a dozen reasons why they couldn’t.

Just remember that radio-activity is quite different from ordinary

heat. When it reaches a certain degree of intensity all the shields on

Earth couldn’t wall it out. If they succeeded in landing we’d have to

land too. Without insulation we’d be dead before they could carry us

into the gyro-jet.”

“Darling, I— I can’t believe it even now. How could one hydrogen

bomb exploded over the Nile Valley cause all this destruction? How
long did it take to build the pyramids? How long?”

“I don’t know. Each one was built separately.” He laughed harshly.

“You might as well ask how long it took the Sphinx to elaborate its

secret and make it foolproof. I’m inclined to suspect the secret will

never be revealed now. And incidentally, it was a very large hydrogen

bomb.”

“I know. I know a lot of things, darling. I know that Julius Caesar

once stood here—and Napoleon. Right where we are now.”

“Not quite. If they were standing here now they’d be floating around

in a watery grave.”

“Now you’re being morbid.”

“It’s better to be morbid than hysterical. You’ve got to fight it, my
dearest—every terrible moment of it. They’ll get to us. Those lads up

there know what they’re doing. I wouldn’t trade them in for a dozen

Caesars or a dozen Napoleons. They’re hard-headed realists, aware of

their own limitations and not afraid to take risks. They know what

modern science can accomplish.”

“Caesar didn’t know. Wasn’t he better off? At least he couldn’t blow

the Earth apart.”

“If he had known—you can be sure he would have tried. That’s oui

only real problem. There are still too many Caesars around.”

“Darling, hold me close. I’m frightened.”

“No need to be. They’ll get to us. We’ve got to trust them.”

FRANK BELKNAP LONG



Are iKe tales of strange Kuman powers

false? Can the mysterious feats per-

formed by the mystics of the Orient be

explained away as only illusions? Is there

an intangible bond with the universe be-

yond which draws mankind on? Does

a miglity Cosmic intelligence from the

reaches of space ebb and flow through the

deep recesses of the mind, forming a river

of wisdom which can carry men and

women to the heights of personal achieve-

ment?

Have You Had These

Experiences?

. , . that unmistakable feeling that you

have taken the wrong course of action,

that you have violated some inner, unex-

pressed, better judgment? Tbe sudden

realization that the silent whisperings of

self are cautioning you to keep your own
counsel •— not to speak words on the lip

of your longue in the presence of another.

That something which pushes you for-

ward when you hesitate, or restrains you
when you are apt to make a wrong move.

These urges are the subtle inffnence

which when understood and directed has

made thousands of men and women mas-

ters of their lives. There IS a source of

intelligence within you as natural as your

senses of sight and hearing, and more
dependable, wliich you are NOT using

now! Challenge this statwnenl! Dare the

Rosicrudans to reveal the functions of

this Cosmic mind and its great possibilie

ties to you.

Let This Free Book Explain

Take this infinite power into your part-

nership. You can use it in a rational and
practical way without interference with

your religious beliefs or personal affairs.

The Rosicrucians. a world-w'ide pbilo-

sophical movement. Invite you to use the

coupon helow, now, today, and obtain

a free copy of the fasdnating book. *’The

Mastery of Life,” which explains further.

Scribe T. Z. T. X.
The Rosicrucians. AMORC
San Jose, California

1 am sincerely interested in krmwing
more about this unseen, vital power
which can he used in acquiring the

fullness and happiness of life. Please

send me. without cost, the book. ‘The
Mastery of Life,” which tells how to

receive this information.

Name

Addi

The ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)
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Paul Harvey Hails

New Way For Deaf

To Hear Clearly Again
NEW YORK CITY (Spe-

cial)—A sensational new dis-

covery in the miracle science

of electronics that helps the

hard-of-hearing hear clearly

again was hailed by Paul Har-

vey, famous news commenta-

tor, on his American Broad-

casting Co. broadcast Sunday

night.

Harvey revealed that this

new discovery helps even those

suffering a severe hearing loss

to hear again with unbeliev-

able clearness. It is so revolu-

tionary it makes vacuum-tube

hearing aids obsolete. Noth-

ing shows in the ear except a

tiny, almost invisible device.

“This new invention

changes the lives of the hard-

of-hearing overnight,” Harvey

said. “I’ve seen it happen to

someone I know intimately.”

Harvey urged his listeners

to find out how this amazing

discovery can bring new hap-

piness and success to their

loved ones who need better

hearing. '

To acquaint readers of this

magazine with this new way

to hear clearly again, a fasci-

nating book with complete

facts will be sent free, in a

plain wrapper. No cost or cn-

ligation. Send your request on

a postcard to Electronic Re-

search Director, Dept. B-lOO,

Belton Hearing Aid Co., 1227

Loyola Avenue, Chicago 26,

Illinois.



the

thinking

machine

by . Raymond F. Jones

“Leave everything to me!” the

Machine seemed to whisper. “Love

and marriage, your daily bread.”

But there will always be rebels.

'J'HEY GAVE Rick Thcton a party

before he left.

It wasn’t a rational thing to do,

or even completely legal. But they

were Agros, Sixth Rating, and it

was the kind of thing to be expect-

ed among their class. The Watch
Police knew it was going on, and

didn’t even bother to validate the

report to the regional observatory.

So they darkened the windows

in Sol Hanara’s house and invited

all the people from the neighboring

farms — the friends that Rick

Theron had known since he was a

child—and gave a farewell party.

It was a special doings to show the

special kind of feeling they had

for Rick.

Not that they wouldn’t have

liked to do the same thing for

everyone who went. They would.

But it was for Rick that all those

accumulated and repressed desires

were unloosed.

Rick’s father, Sard Theron,

drove one of the farm’s big cargo

planes down from Rillo to Ri-

Grand. He got clearance for the

flight as a cargo of livestock, but

Like Robert Heinlein and Harry Bates, Raymond F. Jones can point with pride

to a major Hollywood production based upon one of his stories, and more sci-

ence fantasy anthology inclusions over the past seven or eight years than

there are blackbirds in an electronic wizard’s pie. And now he takes a look

at the future as excitingly prophetic as the chill alien face which stared

remorselessly out at us from the silver screen in this ISLAND EARTH and
left us wondering far into the night how long the human race would survive.
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THE THINKING MACHINE

even the traffic officials knew that

he was picking up a dozen other

families from farms along the

way. It didn't really matter. The
Lonestar Region was among the

top producing areas in the country.

No one could expect its Agros to

be civilized as well.

The big plane rolled to a stop,

the last of three bringing guests

to the party, and the farm families

climbed down to the solid surface

of the RiGrand field. They could

smell the night-borne scent of the

Gulf waters and see the distant

shimmering of moonlight on its

surface.

Rick had always loved it down
here. He’d wished ever since he
was a boy that his family could

have transferred assignments to a

farm nearer the water, but his fa-

ther preferred the big, open coun-

try of Rillo for cattle and roughage

crops and the gathering in of a

plentiful harvest.

Now Rick was through with both

kinds of country. He stood a mo-
ment at the foot of the plane stairs

sucking the moist Gulf air into his

lungs. This was probably the last

night he’d ever see this wonderful

RiGrand Agro area.

"There he is!”

He heard the sounds of voices

and running feet, and saw the

shapes of moving figures in the

half light. They came up and
swarmed over him, slapping him
on the back.

"How’s it feel to have your

farming days over?”

"Hear you’re picked to pair with

a Mech!”
"You’ll get fed and brushed like

a prize sire—what a life!”

"They say those Mech women
are charged like a parogun. You
have to say ’yes’m’ and ’no’m’ or

you’re likely to get your head

smoked off.”

"Lay off it!" Rick roared, half

annoyed by the banter that was

supposed to be friendly enough but

which had the effect of small, hot

needles in his skin.

A vacuum of sound swelled out-

ward in the wake of his voice.

"Sorry, guys,” he said. "I didn’t

mean it to come out that way. I

just don’t like it being the last

night of my life at RiGrand.”

"Sure, we don’t like it, either.

Guess there’s better ways of show-

ing it than being damned fools.

Let’s go in and have a tall drink.”

They crowded around, taking his

arms, urging him on. These were

the fellows he’d grown up with

on the vast farms and ranches of

the Lonestar Agro Region. They
knew how he felt. Or at least they

were trying. Most of them couldn’t

really know. They’d never leave.

They’d spend the rest of their lives

here.

For some inconceivable reason

the Machine had picked him to

leave. To pair with a Mech. What
kind of breed was that supposed

to produce ? A Rillo range sire and

a salt grass heifer!

He went along into the enor-

mous guest hall of the RiGrand
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ranch. The families left the drink-

ing table and surged about him,

shaking his hand and offering con-

gratulations as if something won-

derful had happened to him. It was

enough to make a man think they

wanted him to leave.

But he knew how they felt. It

was just a part of growing up, to

them. Maybe the trouble with him
was that he didn’t want to grow

up.

Mendon Carter, RiGrand’s Chief

Agro, stood up on the drinking

table to propose a toast. His mane
of white hair was entangled with

points of quivering, silver light.

"To Rick Theron!” he cried. "May
a thousand Agro sons call him

father!”

It wasn’t a good toast. Not for

a man who was going to pair with

a Mech. But Mendon Carter was
trying, in the best way he knew
how, to supply an expression of

their love which Rick would have

to remember and sustain him in

the years ahead. Until the time, at

least, when he would finally all

but forget that he had ever been

an Agro.

"To Rick!” the others shouted,

even more loudly than they intend-

ed, in order to cover their embar-

rassment at Mendon’s inept toast.

But Rick pretended there was

no cause for discomfort. He leaped

to the table beside Mendon and

held his glass high. "To my sons!”

he cried. "I’ll send every one of

them back to Lonestar!”

Tliat eased their tension, and

gave them license to be as gay as

they liked. They answered back
with shouts of laughter and good
wishes as Rick jumped down from
the table, his eyes intent upon the

figure he had been searching for

ever since he came in.

She was standing against the far

wall, her face bright with laughter

that pained him. He forced his

way through the crowd to Barie’s

side.

"For a little while I thought you
weren’t here,” he said.

"You knew better than that,”

Barie answered. "Come on.” She
took his arm. "The orchestra’s go-
ing to play. You aren’t going to

dance with anyone but me tonight.

And after tonight you’ll never

dance with me as long as you live.”

She . stepped closer and he took

her in his arms as the squeaky,

tootling orchestra assembled by
Mendon Carter at one end of the

room took up its beat.

II

It wasn't a good orchestra and

never would be. It was just some
of the farm boys who liked to get

together on Saturday nights and

beat out a little whimsey. Some-

times it was at RiGrand; sometimes

at Rillo or Worth-Dallas. At best

it was a five hundred mile round

trip, and of course the Watch Po-

lice knew all about it. They didn’t

expect anything better from Agros,

Sixth Rating.

They were doing something call-
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ed "The Lass at the Mech-Shake

Ball.”

Barie bounced happily to its

senseless, repetitious rhythm. Rick

felt the warm touch and vibration

of her body against him, but he

couldn’t keep time.

"What’s the matter?” Barie said

finally. "Don’t you want to dance

with me tonight?”

To everyone but him it seemed

like a time for dancing. "I want

to get out of here,” he said.

He took her out to the patio

under the open sky, where the

stars v/ere so sweet and clear it

made something ache inside a man.

They wouldn’t look like that any-

where else in the world, even if

you roamed tlie world over.

He stopped with Barie just be-

yond an arbor, from which they

could see the distant sheet of rest-

less water against the horizon. He

touched her and drew her close

to him. She looked up, smiling, and

patted his cheek.

"I don’t think you want to go

very badly,” she said.

"Am I supposed to?”

"It’s like growing older every

year. You may not want to, but it

happens just the same.”

"You mean there’s nothing we

can do when a machine a thousand

miles or more from here says one

day that Rick Theron is to leave

the land he loves and go to a city

he never wanted to see and there

be paired with a Mech he never

wanted to know?”

Barie laughed softly and pressed

7

a little closer to him. "Rick, you

talk so silly. I guess that’s why I’ve

always liked you. Even the first

time we met, when Dad took me
with him to Rillo to talk about

cattle with your father. I remember

I thought I’d never seen a boy who
talked like you. I remember how
you spoke of the cattle and the

land as if they were your very own.

You were nine then. Do you re-

member?”

Didn’t she know? Didn’t she

know he remembered every glimpse

he’d ever had of her, every sound

her voice had made in his hearing ?

He gripped her arm tightly in his

big, tough hand. His eyes swept the

fields and the grassy plain that led

down to the sea.

"Is there anything wrong with

having and owning something for

your very own?” he demanded.

"Who’d want to? You’re hurt-

ing my arm, Rick.”

He released her. "I’d want to,”

he said. "I’d want some land, some

cattle that were mine and couldn’t

be taken away. Something to love

and take pride in.”

He turned her so that he could

see her eyes by the light from the

sky. "You don’t know what I’m

talking about, even yet, do you?”

he said.

Barie shook her head. "I don’t

understand you, Rick. Sometimes

you frighten me with your talk

that I can’t make any sense out of.

Why should you want to own

something? It already belongs to

you. You work the land. You turn
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in its production. You make your

living here.”

"Except that now I have to go

away and never come back again.”

"It makes no difference!” Barie

cried. "Wherever you go you’ll

have something to do, sometliing

to produce, something that will get

you your living. If the Machine

says you belong in another place,

paired to a certain Mech, then that’s

right. ’There’s no argument with

it. 'The Machine can think better

than any man ever could! You
know that’s so.”

He regarded her for a long mo-

ment. 'Then swiftly he took her into

his arms and pressed his mouth

hard against hers. She clung to him,

answering his yearning. But even

in the midst of her embrace he felt

a coldness somewhere that was like

a little stab of terror in his mind.

He raised his face from hers.

"Does the Machine know how to

think about love?” he said softly.

"It must.” Barie shrugged and

straightened in his arms. "It says

a certain Mech girl is more right

for your arms than I am.”

"And don’t you hate it for say-

ing that?”

"Hate it for knowing more than

our poor, stupid brains do? Hate

it for being right? Would it make
sense if you and I went ahead and

made a dreadful mistake that would
bring us misery all our lives?”

"Barie, do you really believe

that? In your heart— ?”

"I think I almost hate you when
you pretend to be so blind,” Barie

said. "You know it’s true as well

as I do.”

"Barie—Barie—^has it all been

so empty ? Has it all been meaning-

less—since that day when I was
nine and showed you what land

and cattle could really mean to a

man?”
He had to turn away to keep her

from sensing the sudden, quick sob

that welled up from the depths of

him. And then she came to him
and stroked his long hair with her

soft fingers.

"Of course it has not been mean-

ingless and empty,” she said. "It’s

been wonderful. We’ve been

happy. Our childhood has been

sweeter because of each other. And
now it is time to grow up. Do you

' want childhood to last forever,

Rick?”

He stood looking down at her

face—at her long black hair teasing

about her shoulders in the soft

night wind and her wide dark eyes

so full of trust for the world to

which they were born that she

would not listen even fo her own
heart.

It added to the smouldering,

uncertain hate in his own heart

against that same world.

"Is it childishness that we love

each other?” he demanded almost

roughly.

For a moment the expression of

calm acceptance on her face seemed

to break. "It must be,” she whis-

pered at last, "because no one

keeps it. We have everything else;

we mustn’t expect to keep child-
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hood. And even if we wanted to,

what could we do about it?”

"We can go away! Listen to me,

Barie. There hasn’t been much time

to plan, but I’ve been thinking of

this ever since the notification came.

Tonight’s our chance.”

"What are you talking about?

Go where?”

"The Machine doesn’t do the

thinking for the whole world.

’Tliere are savages it doesn't care

about. We could be one with

the.m!”

"How?”
He pointed to the dark shapes

of the planes beyond the farm-

house. "I’ve planned for us to take

one of them. We can fill it with

spare tanks of fuel and fly it as far

south as the Andes. They’d never

find us there. 'They’d never want

to!”

She seemed to hesitate a long

time, watching the direction of his

glance. "How would you get it

ready? The escort comes for you

in the morning. There isn’t time
—

”

"They’ll help me load fuel.” He
nodded toward the farmhouse

where the music was thumping

ecstatically. "Say you’ll go with

me, Barie! It’s out only chance!”

"All tight,” she whispered. "If

you can get them to help with

making the plane ready, I’ll go.”

Ill

Rick almost ran from her,

bumping into two figures standing

at a corner of the house, smoking.

It was Ten and Sam from his own
farm.

"It’s not fait,” Len complained

jokingly, "to spend all your time

with Barie. After all, you are

going to be paired with a Mech in

a couple more days!”

"I’m not!” he cried in emilta-

tion. "I’m going with Barie. I need

your help.” In a tumble of words

he told them what he planned.

"Get a half do2en mote guys from

inside the house, Sam. Len, you

come and help me get started.

We’ll pump the tanks full and

figure out a way to feed them from

spare barrels inside the plane.

There ought to be enough battels

around the farm.”

But neither of the men had

moved. "Come on!” he said.

"You can’t,” said Sam. "You
know better, Rick. It isn’t right.

The Machine’s told you what’s best.

We like you too much to help with

a fool thing like this. You and

Barie—^we like you both too

much.”

He saw it then, he thought. Sam
had always liked Barie. Maybe he

figured with Rick out of the way

the Machine might give her to

him.

"It takes something like this to

find out who your friends are,”

Rick cried. "There are plenty of

guys who will help me!”

"We’re your friends,” said Len

quietly. But he was gone from

hearing.

One by one, or in groups of two

or three, they were approached by
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him in the hall or out in the yard.

They were appalled by the stupidity

of the thing he asked them to do.

He was stunned by their repeated

refusal.

In panic, he looked about him.

There was still dancing in the hall,

but it was muted now, and the

jumping, frantic rhythm had re-

duced to a low beat that was more

felt than heard. Their eyes were

upon him, averting as he stared

back in defiant bewilderment.

He had not asked them all, but

word had gone around from mouth

to ear, until all knew his frantic

decision.

He held them in his stare when
he had asked his last man, and

knew it was futile to ask any long-

er. He whirled from the room and

raced out to the hangars alone.

The night was half gone and he

had only until daylight to work, but

he had to try. He unreeled the fuel

hose and fed it to the partially

empty tanks of the plane. While

it throbbed with the pump’s pulsa-

tions, he ransacked the tool and

supply sheds for drums to fill the

cabin.

.

He gathered some, but there did-

n't seem to be nearly enough. What
he had he wrestled up the landing

stairs and through the doorway.

He lashed them down and went

searching for more, then came back

to change the hose connection on

the tanks.

The dancing had ceased inside

tlie house. All the guests, those

who were his friends and had

known him all his life, came out

and stood in silent knots watching

his frantic movements silhouetted

against the night sky as he tried

to prepare the plane alone.

But it was too much of a task.

Dawn came, and he hadn’t found
enough barrels. He hadn't filled

those he had, and he hadn’t devised

the way to feed their contents to

the main tanks from inside the

plane.

He was licked, but he was still

trying when they saw the plane of

the Watch Police against the

brightening sky, coming to take

him to the re-orientation center.

He climbed down in defeat and

looked slowly about the ring of

sober faces of his friends who had
watched and refused to help. "I

could have done it,” he cried, "if

you’d given me a hand. I leave

behind no friends at Lonestar

—

only enemies!”

And then it came to him for the

first time, apparently, that Barie

could have helped, but she hadn’t.

He turned to her, in the forefront

of the group, and seemed to read

in her eyes the thing he had al-

ways known was there but didn’t

dare to admit.

She had known it would be this

way. She had never intended going

with him.

"You can’t keep childhood for-

ever, Rick. I had to show you

that,” she said. "It was the last

good thing I could do for you!”

Six days ago he’d had nothing

in his heart but love for the land

—
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and for Barie. He’d expected he’d

have the right to pair with her. If

you were an Agro, you could afford

such hopes. The Machine didn’t

bother Agros too much. It let them

pair often with the ones they had

chosen themselves.

Only a few were denied it. And
fewer still were taken away from

the Region altogether, to pair and

spend the test of their lives else-

where. Rick remembered those who
had gone. Stan Mote, Daly Ctoden

—not more than a couple of dozen

since he’d been aware of the kind

of world he lived in, and the

things that sometimes happened to

people.

Now, he was one of them, borne

through the sky to an alien land

that he had never seen, never

wanted to see. It had happened

to him.

He watched the unfamiliar land-

scape through the windows of the

plane. A couple of Watch Police

were his companions, but they

were busy over a game and paid

no attention to him. His thoughts

remained with the world he was

leaving behind.

There v/as something wrong

with it. He had never been able

to put his finger on it, but he had

always been the odd one, the

strange one who didn’t fit. He
wanted things of his own—in a

world where each man could say

that all the Earth was his, if he

remembered his neighbor could say

it too. He didn’t believe that the

great Machine, which they told

him did the thinking for mankind,

could think out his own problems

as well as he could.

Somehow this wrongness in the

world had destroyed Barie. That

was the sign by which he knew it

was the world and not he who was

in error. It could make her stand

and say it was right for someone

else to take her place in his arms.

Barie—Barie—
It had taken from him every

reason for living.

He had no idea what was ahead

of him, but in his mind there

burned a single decision that would

cover anything that came up. He
would do everything in his power

to obstruct the goals and purposes

to which the Machine assigned

him. He would break, and destroy,

and disobey until they either crush-

ed him or let him go back. And he

had never heard of any who went

back.

With this decision clearly made,

his mind was free to speculate on

what he might find. He knew the

traditional stories that circulated

among the Agros regarding the

Mech cities and their vast produc-

tion centers. He’d heard tales of

the monstrous, unthinkable me-

chanical brain that had finally

brought order out of tlie chaos of

human civilization.

The thinking machine, as the

Agros called it, had direct control

over the life of every human being

on the face of the Earth. At birth,

a tape of data based on brain and

chromosome mapping was filed
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with the central library which fed

the machine. Here it was instantly

available for optimum meshing

with similar data from all other

men and women currently alive.

In as much detail as the machine

considered necessary then, the sub-

sequent lives of the people were

planned. Their station, occupation,

matings, permission to reproduce

—

all of these activities and thousands

mote, at the machine’s option, were

precisely dictated and controlled.

Rick was vaguely aware of the

history of the changeover from

chaos and war to order and peace.

It had come about as a natural

byproduct of the Second Industrial

Revolution. Men had been search-

ing for the answer for all the ages

of history, and then suddenly they

had it without even looking for it.

Automation. Robots took the

place of clerks and mechanics in

the factories. Machines could re-

member ten thousand times as many
facts as the most efficient human
and apply those facts without

error, "rhere was dislocation and

unrest, but eventually the economy

settled down just as it had in the

First Industrial Revolution.

And then the Great Idea that

was so obvious and yet so long

delayed. Automation in govern-

ment. Millions of accurate data on

tape to determine the need for a

new law or change in the old one.

No Senator or Representative could

hope to match knowledge with

such a device. But the one im-

pregnable argument held for many

years: This was mere machine cal-

culation. You couldn’t depend for

lawmaking on an operation in

which no judgment was involved.

Human beings had to be governed

by human beings. There was no
other way.

But finally this limitation, too,

was overcome. Marcroft’s invention

of the judgment circuit made it

possible to construct a machine ca-

pable of duplicating human
thought. ’The chain was complete.

’The changeover was almost pain-

less. Automation, conscription,

emergency regulation had been
with the world so long that it had
become the normal way of life.

Here at last was a device that could,

without error, direct a man’s life

in the most useful channels, and
do it for all men on the globe,

without favoritism or bias. Here
at last was the millennium for

which all the prophets and seers

had searched.

Only a few, like Rick Theron,

felt, burning within them, aching

remnants of something that was not

satisfied or taken into account by

the Machine.

IV

Rick Theron had never been

away from the farms before in his

life and his first sight of the shining

city of Sanlou almost took his

breath away and made him forget

momentarily his hate and his reso-

lution to defy the Machine. His

longing for the fields and ranges.
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the patient cattle and green crops

dimmed a trifle. He hadn’t known
a city could be beautiful, too.

The plane dropped from the sky

almost at the base of its outermost

tall building. Only then was he

aware that the Watch Police had

been observing him closely for a

long time.

The plane rolled to a stop.

"Okay. This is it, farm-boy,"

one of them said. "Let’s go in and

get the manure cleaned off your

feet for the last time."

There was no clear impression

of what followed immediately—

a

thousand blurred details of regis-

tration, identification, movement

through pleasing corridors and

rooms, a complete physical exami-

nation that included everything but

a count of his body cells. Then, at

the end of the day, a moment of

rest in the chambers of the Orienta-

tion Officer to whom he had been

assigned.

The man was tall, like Rick. He
had lighter hair, but a countenance

that was no less rugged, as if he

knew what it was to work with his

hands under the open sky.

"I’m Jackson,” he said, "Bernard

Jackson. We’re going to work in

pretty close association for the next

few months, so we might as well

take it as easy as possible. I know

a few rtiings about you, but I’d like

to hear more. And then I’ll tell

you anything you want to know

about your position here. Fair

enough?”

Rick found himself liking the

man, just as he had the city, in

spite of his determination to hate

everything which had taken him

from the farms.

But caution warned him against

confiding fully in Jackson. He told

the story of his life, briefly, con-

fining himself to those aspects of it

which the man must already know.

He said nothing of Barie and his

terrible disappointment in losing

her.

Even this seemed to be known,

however. "There was a girl, was-

n’t there?” said Jackson. "A girl

named Barie?”

Rick hesitated. "Yes — there

was."

"How do you feel about parting

from her?”

He shrugged and then remem-

bered Barie’s own words. "You

can’t keep childhood forever.”

He repeated them, convinced

that he was saying the right thing.

The Orientation Officer nodded

and smiled. "Sometimes we have

a little trouble over such situations

and corrective steps are necessary.

Apparently none will be needed

in your case.

He looked directly at Rick.

"As to your own situation now

—

the Machine has discovered an

extraordinary combination of po-

tential abilities in you, and has

been able to match them in a very

desirable counterpart with whom
you will be paired.

"You must understand that we
are not wholly unhuman and me-

chanical about all of this. You will
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be properly introduced and given

adequate opportunity to become

well acquainted. We have special

areas set aside for these courtship

preliminaries. Whenever you find

it mutually agreeable an official

sanction is given to your pairing

and you are then ready for the next

step of preparation for your place

in our society. The getting ac-

quainted period usually takes about

two to three weeks.”

"What if it doesn’t become mu-
tually agreeable.’” Rick asked im-

pulsively and wished immediately

that he’d held his tongue.

Bernard Jackson was not disturb-

ed by the question, hov/ever. He
merely smiled. "That just doesn’t

happen. ’The Machine doesn’t make
mistakes.”

Rick managed to get a good
night’s sleep in spite of the experi-

ences of the day. A long time later

he reminded himself that his ability

to sleep had been a very fortunate

thing, too—considering all that

was to follow during the next

twenty-four hours.

He was introduced to Deva
Warel, the woman with whom he

was scheduled to pair, at noon the

following morning.

Bernard Jackson brought them
together for lunch. She was seated

at a table near the window of the

dining room in the Orientation

Building. With her v.'as Jackson’s

counterpart, a female Orientation

Officer, who seemed unhappy about

the v/hole arrangement.

Jackson pointed her out ahead

of time, as they came into the

room. "That’s her, sitting right

over there,” he said.

Rick looked. For a moment he
seemed to be staring at a small,

golden sunburst. Then it turned

into the reddest head of hair he
had ever seen or imagined.

"That’s Deva? The one with the

red hair?”

"In the flesh.”

He knew at once that the Ma-
chine’s traditional infallibility was
sheer idiocy. This girl was as un-

like Barie as it was possible for

a woman to be, and on her face,

as she caught sight of him and
turned, was a look of total, un-

adulterated antagonism.

"She has the highest potential

value of any Mech designer we
have discovered for many years,”

Jackson whispered as they ap-

proached. "So you see, you are

being entrusted with a very valua-

ble property,” he added, with a

smile Rick didn’t understand at all.

Introductions were quickly com-
pleted. The name of Deva’s com-
panion was Flora Johns. She nod-
ded politely, but Deva was openly

contemptuous. Inside himself, Rick

felt like laughing. It occurred to

him that the machine must give

out a good many solutions that hu-

man beings found difficult to as-

similate. This, certainly, was going

to be one of the most indigestible

on record. In a way, he and Deva
were going to be partners after all.

As soon as the painful meal was
over, Jackson cleared his throat. "I
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presume you have carefully explain-

ed the preliminaries to Miss Warel,

Dr. Johns?"

"I’ve explained nothing!" the

woman officer snapped. "Deva

Warel states that she absolutely

refuses to go through with this

arrangement. She had already com-

mitted herself to a companion in

the University."

"That’s extremely unfortunate,"

Bernard Jackson said. "However,

in all fairness to my ward, I be-

lieve we should go ahead in con-

formity with established custom."

"You young people,” he said,

"will be assigned quarters in the

orientation area. Every opportunity

will be offered you to become ac-

quainted and acquire mutual in-

terests. Should this—ah, determina-

tion of Miss Ward’s not be over-

come we shall consult the Machine

for other arrangements. But let us

have a fair trial and see what comes

of it."

V

For three days Rick remained

in his room without leaving it,

except for the brief periods he

spent in the restaurant. He won-

dered how long they would allow

the farce to go on, and what would

happen to him after it was over.

TTie fact that Deva Warel was

as opposed to the arrangement as

he was made it a little easier to

bear. But all the humor had gone

out of the situation. His heart was

sick and empty for all that he had
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left behind—for the farm, the

cattle, even the friends who had

refused to help him.

On the fourth day he decided

he’d at least have to get out in the

open if he was going to preserve

his sanity. He left the building

and walked out through a large,

park-like area enclosed by buildings

and masonry walls. He passed oc-

casional couples who were appar-

ently becoming acquainted and

"acquiring mutual interests.” For

the most part they seemed to ex-

hibit a good deal of enthusiasm

about the process.

Then he stopped short. A do2en

feet away, seated on the grass with

a thick book open in her lap, was

Deva Warel.

She looked up as he approached

and grinned. "Welcome to the bull

pen,” she said. "I wondered when

you were going to come down.

Guess I must have really scared

you, huh?”

"No, I was just taking my time,"

he told her. He dropped down
beside her on the grass and glanced

at the title of the book. Associative

Reflex Circuits of the Memory
Package!

"That's too docp for you, farm-

boy,” she said. "Anyway, since

we’re here to court, suppose you

start courting and get it over with.

I’ve heard they have some real cute

customs down on the farm."

"I wouldn’t know about that,"

said Rick slowly. "But ordinarily

we use courtesy and kindness to the

animals. They’re the only creatures
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below an Agio—Sixth Rating, of

course.”

She looked at him with an ex-

pression of regret in her eyes. "I'm

sorry. I didn't mean it that way.

Or maybe I did. I just don’t

know!” She turned away again,

her expression changing to one of

anguish. "You couldn't know any-

thing about what this means to me.

A week ago I hoped and half-

planned to marry a man of my
own status—a Mech, First Rating.

He’s a genius, and we’ve worked
together all our lives.”

"I’m told that’s what you have

to expect in return for the benefits

of the Machine’s great wisdom.

But even an Agro can understand

what it means to rebel. I had hopes

too—of marrying the woman I

loved.”

She looked up quickly, her eyes

searching his face. "I didn’t know.

That makes us partners in at least

one respect, doesn’t it.^”

"I guess it does. 'The question

is: What will they do to us for

refusing to pair with each other?

Will it mean prison, or alteration?”

"I don’t really know. It happens

so rarely. T don’t suppose you’d

marry me even to escape imprison-

ment.”

"Not if the future of the whole
race depended on it,” Rick said

fervently. "An Agro Sixth may not

have much to be proud of. But he
has a great deal of pride, just the

same!”

"I thought so,” said Deva. "ITiat

makes the feeling completely mu-
tual.’’

Abruptly, she got up and moved
to a more open spot away from
the trees and bushes. She gestured

to him to follow her. Irritated, he
almost decided to walk back to the

building, but his curiosity got the

better of him.

"Closer,” she said as he ap-

proached. "This place is wired for

sound in every bush and pebble.

They’re watching us from observa-

tion posts on the walls and in the

buildings—and they are taking

continuous pictures. They’re inter-

ested in the progress of our court-

ship, you see.”

Rick straightened in sudden
anger. The whole ordeal was be-

coming more disgusting by the

minute.

"No, be careful!” Deva said.

She put her hands up and drew
his head closer to her. "Pretend

you are whispering endearments in

my ear,” she said. "Keep your face

down so they can’t get your lips

on the film. They won’t be able

to read your words then.”

He did as she advised. She

turned her face downward, too,

and plucked idly at blades of grass

as if they were exchanging only

words of love and discussing the

most blissful of futures.

"We’ve a chance to get away,”
Deva said, "if you have the courage
to risk it.”

"I’ve already made one try,” Rick
told her. "It failed because I did-

n’t prepare far enough ahead.” He
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described his desperate, last-minute

attempt to get the plane ready.

Deva looked up in surprise, and
then quickly lowered her head

again. "You’re a bigger boy than

I thought,’’ she said. "Gerald

wouldn’t take the chance either.

He had that much in common with

Barie.”

"Gerald.^”

"The man I worked with and
loved.”

Rick looked at her. "Where did

you want to go?” he asked. "Tell

me, Deva.”

"There are ten thousand square

miles of open country outside the

cities. They aren't patroled very

well, because the Machine doesn’t

consider the area a vital factor.

You’d be surprised how many have

escaped and are living in perfect

freedom between the cities. Gerald

and I could have joined them if

he had possessed the nerve—and

had loved me enough.”

"Why did he back down?” Rick

asked, knowing in advance what
her answer would be.

"He said there was no future for

us out there. We were civilized

citizens of a great community, and

had an obligation to do our part.

If that obligation included bowing
to the superior wisdom of the

Machine our only alternative was
to obey. Can you imagine a weak-

kneed evasion like that from a

man who knows Mech theory and
operation. But of course you would-

n’t understand how that knowledge

should have made him scorn the

17

Machine. Gerald said he had his

work to consider.”

"It hit pretty hard?” said Rick.

'Yes— I can see that it did.”

"When he heard I’d been sched-

uled to pair with an Agro Sixth

he acted as if he’d just had a very

narrow escape—as if I’d suddenly
become unclean. I’d loved him
since I was a little girl. But I

could have killed him then.”

"You’d take him back, though

—

if you had the chance?”

Deva nodded. "I’d be fool

enough to take him back in a min-
ute if he had the courage to go
with me.”

"But he hasn’t,” Rick said,

thinking of Barie. "And you have-

n’t answered my first question. Just

what do we do?”

"We can go out there,” Deva
said fiercely. "We can help each

other escape from the city. After
that, we can split up and go our

separate ways. I haven’t, quite fig-

ured out what I’ll do with the rest

of my life. But I’d rather be a

wilderness outcast than remain
chained here, forced to obey every

life-denying whim of the Machine.”

"Married to an Agro Sixth, of

course.”

Deva nodded. "Married to an
Agro Sixth. Do you know what
you’ll do? Have you given it se-

rious thought?”

He shook his head, thinking

suddenly of all the blank years

ahead, without Barie, without home
or land or friends. But what Deva
said was true. Anything would be
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better than a life of blind obedience

to the whims of the Machine.

"You don’t believe then that tlie

Machine is the infallible god it’s

supposed to be?” he asked curious-

ly. "I thought all Mechs bowed to

it three times upon arising, and

before going to bed.”

Deva's lips tightened in disgust.

"It’s a man-made machine, and

only a fool would let it dictate his

life for him.”

"There are a good many fools,

apparently.”

"Millions of them,” Deva

agreed.

"Including Gerald?”

"Including both Gerald and

Barie,” said Deva.

Rick started to protest, then

grinned. "I think we’ll manage this

getaway if it’s physically possible.

Just what are your plans?”

"Because you're an Agro it will

be possible for me to get permis-

sion to take you out in the city

—

away from the bull pen. We’ll

make several trips, and come back

each time. But on the final trip,

we’ll just keep going.”

"Is it that easy?”

"There’ll be a search, of course.

A search is routine, but it’s never

very intensive. After that, how-

ever, it’s a long way to the nearest

Outlander post and decent food

and shelter. You won’t think it’s

easy when it’s over.”

"I’m ready to start now,” Rick

said, pressing her hand.

She shook her head. "No. Our

wisest course is to separate now.

Tonight there will be a musical

show put on for the benefit of all

the gay lovers in the bull pen.

You’ll take me to that.”

"Fine. We’ll go on our first tour

tomorrow?”

"I’ll see about the arrangements.

You’d better pretend to steal a kiss

now—just to make it look real.”

Rick complied. After a moment
Deva broke away, protesting, with

fire in her eyes. "It doesn’t have

to be that real, farmer-boy! You’ll

behave yourself—or find yourself

left here alone.”

Rick grinned. "From what you

have just told me, you’d have great

dilSculty in escaping without me.

So I don’t intend to worry.”

Even in the sanctuary of his own
apartment Rick forced himself to

suppress his excitement over the

prospects of immediate escape.

From what Deva had said, he was

certain that the watch circuits were

observing him constantly—^here as

well as out in the park.

He smiled to himself at the

memory of Deva’s name for it.

The bull pen. Well, what could

be more appropriate? He looked

down at the strolling couples walk-

ing arm-in-arm, as if the whole

revolting spectacle had been en-

tirely their idea. In disgust he

turned away again. How could men
and women make love at the dic-

tates of a machine? What had

happened to the human race, any-

way?”

At least he had to admire and
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respect Deva. She had courage

enough to rebel against the system,

despite her certain knowledge that

she would lose her place in the

only kind of society she knew. And
perhaps the price would be death.

Inevitably, his thoughts went
back to Barie. He imagined her in

a similar position, facing the same
kind of challenge. What if the

Machine actually should call her

up. It could happen!

He went on to imagine her

walking down through the gardens

and along the flower-scented paths

with some man she’d never even

seen before, a love choice selected

for her by a mindless machine.

The thoughts made him almost

physically ill and sharply increased

his bitterness.

That night at the entertainment

Deva had reassuring news. She had
been granted permission to take

Rick on extensive tours of the city

to acquaint him with the unfamiliar

civilization he would soon be ex-

pected to embrace as his own. This

orientation preliminary was ac-

ceptable as part of their courtship

period, since he was an Agro.

"But we’ll have to wait another

four or five days,’’ Deva said.

"They want us to become better

acquainted in the gardens where
there are not too many other dis-

tractions. So just be patient,’’ she

said as he frowned wryly. "It won’t

embitter you for life to endure my
company for a few extra days!”

She’s right, he thought with a

grin as he tucked her arm in his.

She was going to be real easy to

get along with.

The show was not too bad, he
guessed. He’d never seen any-

thing quite like it, but it wouldn’t

matter if he never repeated the

experience, either. His mind re-

fused to remain passive. It lunged
about, from considerations of his

vague and shadowy future to Lone-
star and Barie, and then back to the

strange little Mech girl sitting be-

side him. He wondered what would
become of her when once they were
safely away into the Outlander

country. Had she some secret plan

of her own?
During the succeeding days they

spent most of their time together

discussing with each other their

past lives in the widely divergent

worlds from which they had come.
They spent long, idle hours in the

gardens or at the music bar. They
ate together and Deva read to Rick

poems and stories that opened up
a new world of beauty to him.

The time passed more quickly

than he could have dreamed. Then
on the fifth day Deva said, "To-

morrow we can take a trip through

the city. I don’t suppose I’ll need
a leash

—

”

He laughed and drew her to him
and kissed her soundly as had be-

come their custom at parting

—

solely to impress the watchers who
recorded all their actions.

"I told you to behave!” Deva
said, how angrily he could o.nJy

guess.

"Tomorrow,” Rick promised.
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VI

It was almost like being let

out of jail. The administrator,

Bernard Jackson, gave them a few

brief instructions and showed them

the way out of the building.

"Just a kind of once-over-lightly

today,” Deva said. "We’ll just go

along the streets and through some

of the shops to give you an idea

of what things are like here."

"Td be a lot more interested in

seeing
—

”

"Hush! General sightseeing is

expected of us. Do you want to

ruin everything?”

He found himself fascinated by

the sights and sounds of the city

in spite of his reluctant interest.

The metropolis was built like a

machine itself, with precision-

placed masses of pleasant-hued

steel and concrete flung against the

sky and linked with a lacy net-

work of connecting ways up to the

highest levels. There was no dark-

ness or filth or visible deterioration

anywhere.

"There was a time when big,

massed cities like this were consid-

ered failures,” Deva said. "It was

all the fashion to abandon them,

tear them down, and spread the

buildings out all over the land-

scape. That was before we under-

stood the true function of a city.

Now we know it can be both a

thing of supreme beauty and of

maximum efficiency. It’s a device

for civilized living. But today’s

model compares with a city before

the Atom War in about the same

way that a starship compares with

the first wooden cartwheels.”

"Are you trying to sell me some-

thing?” Rick asked.

Deva shook her head. "I’d like

to sell it to myself.”

"Why can’t you?”

"Because of the Machine. It’s

inexplicable. The Machine actually

made possible the cities we have

now. And yet because of the Ma-

chine I can’t bear to live here any

longer. It just doesn’t make sense!”

"Everybody seems happy

enough.” Rick said.

And it was true. The people he

passed on the street seemed uni-

versally content and peaceful—to

judge by their expressions. Within

a block or two a hundred strangers

had smiled and nodded to him.

The city was certainly not a place

of violent discontent.

"It’s me and you!” said Deva

bitterly. "Even Barie is happy to

conform to the will of the Machine.

But you’re not. Gerald is glad to

be free of me because he’s con-

vinced that Utopia has come. And

maybe it has! Noone lacks food,

shelter, luxuries, aggressive outlets.

Nothing is lacking—except what-

ever is tormenting you and me.”

Rick smiled at her outburst. "In

the Agro regions you have a chance

to become very wise,” he said

quietly. "There’s something lack-

ing, all right—something most

people don’t even know exists. The

love of something that belongs to

you alone. You take pride in
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moulding it to a state of perfec-

tion. Pride in yourself because

you’re not owned.”

"Owned
"Of course. All men are property

now. Don’t you see.^ They belong

to the Machine and can be dis-

pensed and manipulated as the

Machine decides through its all-

powerful wisdom. A man cannot

have pride if he is owned—and by

a mere automaton, at that ! He can’t

even experience love, because he

hasn’t the right to offer himself.

He’s no longer the proprietor of

his own being.’’

Deva walked slowly beside him,

her face sober with thought. "I

don’t know. That may be the an-

swer. It would be strange if it took

an Agro to show us what was

wrong
!’’

They walked all day—to the out-

skirts of the city and back. They
stood silently at the edge of the

great mass, where the towers

dwindled to a thin layer of individ-

ual homes. Beyond these stretched

the river and the highways leading

north and south. Their eyes scan-

ned the distances in silence, each

sensing the' thoughts of the other,

and each saying nothing.

They went mote deeply into the

heart of the city on the following

days. Deva showed Rick the fac-

tories and plants that worked in

total silence and without attendants,

each throwing up a mountain of

goods that were automatically in-

spected, packed and shipped to

locations within the city itself or

across the continent without a single

human voice to guide them.

On the last day she took him to

the headquarters of the Machine.

These were many tiers of banked
memory circuits and blinking lights

below the surface of the city it-

self, in the depths of the solid rock

where nothing short of a convul-

sion of the Earth could disturb the

intricate mechanism.

But there wasn’t a great deal to

see. And the Machine’s more in-

tangible aspects were totally for-

eign to Rick’s mind. They stood

in the visitors’ gallery, behind the

impregnable plastic sheets which
afforded them a clear view of the

mechanisms and the attendants on
the other side.

"There is really no such thing

as the Machine,” Deva said. "In
reality there are many hundreds of

machines. Every city has one. Its

storage vaults contain data on each

and every resident. It computes
upon that data, and its judgment
circuits render decisions based upon
its final computations.

"Each machine is interconnected

with all others in the nation by
tremendous microwave cables. A
main clearing panel located some-

where in Kansas links the function

of all local machines to a central,

coordinating unit.

"In addition, there is a world-

wide network of interconnections

between New York, London,
Paris, Rome, and Moscow. It even

extends to Africa and the cities

of Central Asia. Actually, for in-
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stance, a Mech, First Rating, could

be checked out for pairing against

a South African native if the Ma-

chine so decided. It’s never hap-

pened as far as I know. But it could

happen.”

"It’s the Machine, all right,”

said Rick bitterly. ”I never quite

realized before how viciously it has

succeeded in wrapping itself around

the whole world. You can almost

feel it strangling, crushing
—

”

"Hush!” Deva warned, her fin-

gers tightening in his clasp.

They stood apart from the other

visitors to the gallery. But Rick

could almost feel invisible eyes and

ears ominously recording their

every change of expression. He un-

derstood Deva’s caution.

"There must be some kind of

human administration involved in

the operation of the Machine,” he

said more quietly.

Deva nodded. "There is, of

course. In the beginning they were

the elected representatives of the

people—the remnants of the old

democratic system.” She tried to

keep the bitterness out of her

voice. "But now that human safe-

guard doesn’t even exist any more.

The machine picks its own person-

nel. The original administrators

spent most of their time watching

and checking on each other to see

that no tampering with the man-

dates occurred. The Machine de-

cided it could do much better by

picking men who would not be

tempted to tamper.”

The Machine seemed so harm-

less, with its rows on rows of black

panels and glowing tubes and mur-

muring relays ! But it was the

enemy. Its very existence had made
it forever impossible for him to

possess Barie as his own. From
every man upon the face of the

Earth it had taken something. A
desire, a dream, a woman, a treas-

ured possession.

They left the gallery quietly, for

they had seen all that they cared

to see. They went quickly out and

up to the street level and took one

of the cars that were freely availa-

ble to the citizens. Rick glanced

at his watch. "It’s almost time to

get back to the bull pen,” he said.

Deva did not reply. Her lips

were compressed, and she was

staring straight ahead of her.

Rick looked around at the mag-

nificent towers and airy bridges of

the city.

"No regrets?” he whispered.

"No,” Deva said. "No regrets.”

She started the motor of the car,

punched the button for the lane

and route she desired, and leaned

back against the seat with her eyes

closed. Swiftly the car moved out

into the stream of traffic, and pick-

ed up speed.

VII

Rick could not shake off a

chill sense of foreboding as the

mass of the city was left behind.

It did not seem possible they could

so easily escape a monster whose

tentacles encircled the earth. Might
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it not even now be watching them
through unseen eyes in the walls

of the great buildings? When they

had gone far enough would it not

jerk them back, willing to play a

cat-and-mouse game with them
until they no longer had energies

enough left to continue the fight?

He told himself that he was tak-

ing too despairing a view. Deva
had lived all her life here, and had

been trained as a technical designer

of circuits such as those employed

by the Machine. She understood its

workings, and knew that it could

be misled and deceived.

He hoped, too, that someday men
would do more than just run away

from the Machine. A vague but

burning desire had been kindled

to activity within him. He would

have given his life to be an instru-

ment, no matter how small, in its

destruction. But he knew that in

his lifetime such a rebellion by the

many might well remain only a

dream.

He turned his attention to the

road as they cleared the advancing

edges of the residential section and

moved out onto the express high-

way, heading south.

Deva slowed the car. "We’ll be

checked at the first automatic sta-

tion,” she said. "The scanners will

note that this is a car from the

city and record our basic identifica-

tion. We’ll have to abandon the

car before then. But that won’t be

safe, either—until after dark.”

His spirits rose as darkness de-

scended and the countryside became
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more open. The sense of confine-

ment, which had been with him
ever since he entered the city, drop-

ped away and he began to feel as

free as he had felt during all the

years of his childhood in the open
country of Lonestar.

"We’ll have to turn off soon,”

said Deva. "Keep on the alert for

some kind of trail that might lead

down to the river. We’ll run the

can into the water if we can get it

safely down the bank.”

A few minutes later, in the glow
of the car’s headlights, Rick called

attention to a sharp turn-off direct-

ly ahead. Deva took the controls

and in another moment they had
come to a halt by the bank of the

river.

She directed Rick to get out, and
then set the car in motion again.

He held his breath as it descended
the steep bank. He thought for a

moment she had stayed with it too

long, but her running figure stum-

bled to the ground an instant be-

fore it struck the water with a

resounding splash, and vanished

from sight in the swirling dark

current.

"Are you hurt?” he called, has-

tening down the bank.

"My wrist—” she answered in

momentary agony. Then, as he

reached her side: "I’ll be all right.

We’ve got to keep moving as fast

as we can.”

Her speed and endurance aston-

ished him as they moved through

the sheltering brush in the dark-

ness. He wondered how her city
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life could have endowed her with

such stamina. But there was little

time for questions.

"There’s the check station,” she

said, a few minutes later. "Tliat

red light over on the highway

about a half mile down. Our best

bet would be to get in the water

and float past it. They might have

detectors out if our absence has

been broadcast.”

"Can you swim that far in the

dark?” he asked.

"We’ll find a drifting—if we

can,” she said.

They found a suitable log in the

next few minutes. They made

bundles of their clothes, so that

they could be held out of the water

and kept dry as long as possible.

Then they slipped soundlessly into

the cold, muddy waters, pushing

the log forward laboriously be-

tween them.

'They kept silent, paddling slowly

through what seemed an eternity

of cold and darkness, letting the

current do most of the work. Rick

tried to estimate the distance they

had traveled, but the light of the

inspection station was invisible

from the level of the water’s sur-

face.

At last Deva spoke, her voice

thin with cold and anxiety. "This

is far enough. I’m sure we must

be well past the station.”

They climbed out on the bank

once more and saw the signal light

a satisfying distance behind them.

They dried themselves hastily

against the chill of the night and

donned their clothes, which had

remained fairly dry.

"Don’t you want to rest for a

while?” Rick asked.

"No time for that,” Deva said.

"We've got to put as much distance

as possible between ourselves and

that station before daylight. We can

find a place to rest and hide all

day tomorrow.”

As dawn approached, Deva could

no longer conceal her fatigue. They

had not slowed during the night,

but now they began searching for

adequate shelter to protect them

from observation during the day.

They found it at last in a thick

cluster of foliage by the river bank.

So dense was its canopy of leaves

that even the sky was hidden from

their sight when they were at rest

in its center.

They ate a small quantity of the

food concentrate which they had

smuggled out, and almost immedi-

ately afterwards Deva fell into a

deep sleep.

Rick remained awake until the

sun was high overhead, keeping

an alert lookout for possible pur-

suit. There was no sign of a hue

and cry from any direction. He
began to let himself think that

they were no longer in any immedi-

ate danger. Possibly the Machine

and the Watch Police were not

even very much concerned about

an escape such as theirs. Citizens

who wanted to tun away were

probably considered of very little

value to society.

He allowed drowsiness to creep
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Upon him as he contemplated his

future plans. His first and major

obligation was to see Deva to the

nearest settlement of the Outland-

ers at which she wished to stay.

Then he’d drift on. No place in

particular. Eventually, he supposed,

he’d have to throw in with the

Outlanders somewhere. But until

that day arrived—well, he’d always

wanted to see as much of the land

as possible.

He thought, too, of Deva. She

had remarkable courage and an

amazing spirit of independence, he

admitted in admiration. He might

even find himself missing that fiery

mop of hair and equally burning

temper. In any event, he owed her

a debt of gratitude he could never

repay.

He was aware next of darkness

and of hands tugging at him in

ungentle persistence. Deva’s voice

whispered impatiently in his ear.

"Come on, it’s time we were on

our way!”

He struggled awake, and snatch-

ed up a food concentrate. He
munched on it as they made their

way cautiously out of the shelter.

"How much farther must we go

before we start hitting Outlander

settlements?” he asked.

"It’s hard to tell,” she replied.

"They move around. But we should

be on the edge of their country by

morning.”

They moved rapidly through the

wilderness again, following the

course of the river, but Deva tired

more quickly now. She was willing
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to stop for rest occasionally but

not for long. It was approaching

dawn when they heard the first

faint thread of unfamiliar sound

in the air. Deva paused in alarm

and glanced up to the sky, listening.

"What is it?” Rick asked.

"I don’t know. Wait—yes, I do.

They’re after us! That’s a helicop-

ter, and it’s heading straight this

way.”

Frantically, she raced toward the

heavy foliage on the shore. The
sound increased and seemed to

arrow toward them. They settled

in a crouch under the densest cover

they could- find. But still the sound

came on.

Suddenly Deva gasped. "I should

have remembered— !”

"Remembered what?”

"Quick!” she urged, grasping

his arm. "Into the water!”

Not understanding, Dick stum-

bled riverward through the brush.

"What for?” he asked.

"Infra-red detectors. 'They’re cer-

tain to have them. They may be

trained on us already. The water

may not mask us. But it’s our

only chance.”

They were out of the underbrush

now and descending the sloping

bank. The sound of the beating

vanes was so loud in their ears

that it seemed almost upon them.

Suddenly a tiny spurt of light

snapped out of the sky. Momentar-
ily it cast a ball of flaming bril-

liance about Deva. Then she cried

out and fell to the ground.
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"I’m hit! Go on, Rick. Into the

water. Forget about me—

”

VIII

In his office high in the tower

of Orientation Center, Dr. Bernard

Jackson put down the report of the

Twelfth Sector Watch Police and

sighed. He removed his glasses and

pinched the bridge of his nose,

his features haggard with strain.

"Action completed,” he said

finally to Dr. Flora Johns, who

occupied a chair nearby. "Every-

thing went precisely according to

schedule. 1 hope it works out. I

liked those two. Remember what

he called himself and the girl? A
Rillo range sire and a salt grass

heifer! I’ve got an idea he’ll change

his mind about her before long!”

"I fail to see why it was neces-

sary to order the Police to deliber-

ately shoot her,” Flora Johns said

with a tartness that verged on bit-

terness. "She might have been

killed. We don’t know yet how

serious the injury was. The Police

aren’t that good at shooting a

moving target from a plane.”

"It was a necessary risk. You
know that. You read the Machine’s

instructions.”

"But I don’t always believe

them!”

"It was necessary because "he

would have taken her to the first

Outlander Settlement, left her

there, and gone on his own way.

And if he had suggested anything

else she would have opposed it.

"It was absolutely necessary to

put her in a state of complete de-

pendency on him for a long enough

period to enable her to overcome

her resistance to his presence. The

injury was the only available

means.”

"So says that idiot Machine!”

Dr. Jackson smiled. "Careful,

Flora—even the walls have ears.

Or so it is said.”

"I don’t care! If the Machine

was going to drag us in for insub-

ordination it would have happened

long ago. Sometimes I wonder just

what the devilish thing is up to,

anyway!”

"That’s something I’ve been

thinking about for a long time,” he

said slowly. "And I think that with

this present case I’ve been able' to

figure it out.”

"What have you figured out?”

"The Machine has recognized

from the beginning that we’ve

asked it for more than it could

deliver. We’ve always assumed that

we had succeeded in creating a

Machine that could think like a

man. We forgot there are two an-

swers to the problem of creating

equal thinking in men and ma-

chines.

"We haven’t built a Machine

that thinks like a man. Instead,

we’ve developed a generation of

men that think like machines!”

"What ate you talking about?”

"Just that. We’ve leveled men

and machines to the same category,

but not by raising machine think-

ing. We’ve done it by lowering
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men. So today we have thinking

machines, all right Millions of

them. All over the globe. We call

them men!”

"The Machine has its judgment

circuits
—

”

"Fortunately, yes. And this gives

it just sufficient ability to recognize

its own failure—and wisdom

enough to turn the problem back

where it belongs.

"What essential difference there

is betv/een true human thought,

and the kind of thought we’ve de-

veloped in the Machine, I don’t

know. And I don’t think the Ma-
chine knows. But it’s throwing the

problem back to the only possible

source of solution; human beings.

Don’t you see?"

Dr. Flora Johns was staring

through the windows of the tower

to the glistening city beyond. "If

only you were right!" she whisper-

ed.

"I have to be right!” Dr. Jack-

son exclaimed. "It’s the only pos-

sible answer. If it weren’t, you and

I would have been ordered drawn

and quartered long ago. But the

Machine picked us—and scores of

others like us.

"It keeps us in our present posi-

tions and gives out wholly insane

instructions—by accepted under-

standing of its purposes. It gives

out pairings like this one we’ve just

handled. And provides a clear

path for their escape to the Out-

lander settlements, and insures that

they will stay together in spite of

themselves. I tell you the Machine
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is bent on seeing that we somehow
rectify our own mistakes and make
men out of those millions of think-

ing machines that inhabit the

world!”

"But to what purpose?" Flora

Johns cried. "We’ll be going back

to the chaos from which we escaped

by the very creation of the Machine.
It has showed us how to insure

peace, prosperity, happiness. We’ve
got the perfection of society that

men struggled for thousands of

years to obtain!”

Dr. Jackson shook his head.

"No. What we have got isn’t it.

We may have come close, but for

all practical purposes we’ve run up
a blind alley. We can thank what-

ever Providence is watching over

us that the Machine has been ca-

pable of recognizing that fact.

_
"Out failure is in turning over

final thought and judgment to

something outside ourselves. Until

we are able to take the responsi-

bility and work out answers with

our own personal gray matter, we
have not solved the problem. Cer-

tainly, out existing solution is a

failure.

"Maybe a definite, positive solu-

tion is unobtainable. Perhaps the

only answer is in the continued

searching for an answer. I don’t

know, and I feel certain the Ma-
chine doesn’t know. But it’s trying

to develop a sector of humanity

that might be able to find out!"

"It sounds right,” Flora Johns

whispered again, and now her eyes

were aglow. "It has to be right!”
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A FULL HARVEST scason had
come and gone, and Rick Theron
had stayed with the Outlanders far

longer than he had at first had any

intention of doing. Deva was on
her feet again. She had a little

limp, but it had been a long time

since her injury had kept her from
running and working with the

strongest of the Outlander women.
It was time to be moving on.

Yet, as Rick saw her coming

from the cabin he’d helped build

for her, something caught again

deep in the middle of his chest.

He wondered what the day would

be like that denied him the sight

of that red crest of hair, tumbled

by the wind, or bound in tender

curls.

He moved toward her resolutely.

"You’re on your way?” she

asked.

"Deva,” he said. "I’ve been do-

ing so.me thinking. We don’t know
yet where we're going to end up,

and you and I haven’t got any bet-

ter friends out here than each other.

We’ve made out pretty good so far.

Why don’t we just kind of stick

together and see what comes of

it?”

She looked at him almost shyly,

with a slow smile starting at the

cornets of her mouth. "I was just

about to suggest the same thing,”

she said.

"You think it could be that the

Machine was right about us, after

all?”

"It might be wise not to be hasty

in going against it,” Deva said.

He reached for her suddenly and
gathered her into his arms and
kissed her long, and passionately.

"Yes,” she said. "I think I could

even learn to like that. In time—
and with practice, darling.”

SO BRIGHT THE VISION
By CLIFFORD D. SIMAK

The tale of the hunt, whether the quarry be human or alien_or the tale of

the search wondrous with a cosmic grail at the end of it_has long been

Clifford D. Simak’s specialty. And what stories he has woven from the richly-

tapestried corridors of an imagination unique in the entire wide range of

science fantasy! We doubt if any reader, caught up in the trident-net of his

singing prose could ever forget a Clifford Simak City, or the small furry crea-

tures perched on the shoulders of his spaceman voyagers, or his talking dogs

and cats. And now he has truly surpassed himself in an epic yarn of machines

and humanoid shadows, of Auto Authors and a writer’s torment, of Green

Shirt and the Wild and Woolies, only he could have made imperishable.
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Secretly Danny and Gwen knew

that the giant was strong enough

to rip the mountain to fragments.

But—they didn’t think he would!

They had been playing on the

plain all afternoon and their

games had lured them away from

the forest, farther away than they

had ever been before. Late in the

afternoon they paused to rest and

that was when they looked up and

saw how close they were to the

Hollow Mountains. For a moment
they were both too frightened to

speak.

Then Danny threw his shoulders

back and stood up very straight and

said, 'T just thought of a new
game. A real game. Let's search

the mountains for the giant-of-

many-voices! Come on! No one’s

going to stop us!”

At first Gwen was terrified.

"You wouldn’t dare!” she said.

"I would too! He’ll be easy to

find. I know, because my father

said this morning that it was time

for the giant to come out of his

cave and sing again.”

They stood together in the crisp

clean snow of the plain, staring

at the honeycombed precipices and

the crumbling crags and then

higher toward the towering pin-

The imagination of childhood is often deep and dark and silent. Or it can
become myth-making in its lightning-swift intuitions, shaping patterns of
light and fire, of beauty and terror, in response to some unexplained inner

necessity. It is never historical, never objectively realistic. It exists in

a sense, completely outside of history. Hence the monuments of a vanished
civilization may loom gigantic to it, and assume contours that never were on
sea or land. That wonder Robert Young has grasped, and made real to us here.
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nacles rising against the darkening

sky.

“Why doesn’t he ever sing in

summer.^’’ Gwen asked. "Why
does he always wait till the first

snow.^’’

“I don’t know.’’ Danny’s brow

was crinkled in childish concentra-

tion. “Maybe he doesn’t like sum-

mer. Maybe he can’t sing unless

it’s cold and the ground is covered

with snow. Come on, let’s look for

him.”

“I’m afraid.”

“Ch, you’re always afraid! I’ll

look for him alone then.”

He started toward the m.oun-

tains, swaggering a little, his

moccasined feet scuffing up dimin-

utive clouds of snow. Gwen stood

forlornly on the plain, watching

him. A sense of utter aloneness

suddenly overcame her—an acute

awareness of the emptiness of the

mountains, of the desolation of

the plain, and the remoteness of the

forest.

"Wait for me!” she called.

Danny slowed until she came up

to him. “There’s nothing to be

afraid of,” he said reassuringly. He
took her hand, clasping her cold

fingers between his own. “When
he comes out of his cave we’ll hide.

He’s so big and we’re so small

he’ll never even see us.”

“But the Warden. Suppose he

finds out we were in the Hollow

Mountains? He said no one could

enter the Hollow Mountains. Not

even the lesser wardens. Not even

the Creat Hunters.”

“Are you going to tell him?”
“No.”
“Then how is he going to find

out?”

She was silent. They walked

closely together, their thin shoul-

ders sometimes touching. It . was

growing colder. 'Their breaths

turned into little frosty clouds and

their feet made creaking sounds in

the snow. Presently the awesome
cliffs of the outlying mountains

loomed above them, chalk-white in

the last pale rays of the sun.

They made their way through

the debris cluttering the feet of

the cliffs to the opening of a nar-

row canyon. There was something

grim and terrible about the sheer

honeycombed precipices; some-

thing macabre about the tiers and

tiers of the yawning caves where

the original tribe had dwelt long,

long ago.

Gwen hung back and Danny had

to half drag her over the piles of

stones and twisted metal that lit-

tered the canyon’s floor. Some of

the stones had odd markings. Once

they dislodged a stone and it

tumbled down between the piles,

quickly freeing itself of its camou-

flage of snow. It made Gwen think

of a man’s face, with its jagged

holes for eyes and its lipless trav-

esty of a mouth.

She shuddered and gripped

Danny’s hand tightly. She remem-

bered with uncomfortable vividness

the stories which the lesser wardens

told around the dying cook-fires

at night. The stories about the
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original tribe and the wrathful

SeeDee. The SeeDee had appeared

after the Great Brightness and

afflicted the tribe with the Sick-

ness. Then he had driven the tribe

out of the Hollow Mountains and

into .the forest.

He had taken the well men and

made them wardens, and he had

taken the almost well men and

made them lesser wardens. And
then he had created the giant-of-

many-voices and made him guard-

ian of the Hollow Mountains, so

that the tribe would never dare

return to them again . .

.

They had come to an open place

where another canyon crossed the

one up which they had been mov-

ing. Danny paused, looking around.

The silence was almost tangible. It

lay heavily upon the mountains,

and overflowed the dusk-darkened

canyons.

'Let’s go back,” Gwen said.

"No!” Danny said. But he stood

quietly in the cliff shadows as

though reluctant to move on.

"What if the Warden misses

us?”

"He’ll never miss us!”

"Suppose we get lost?”

Danny didn’t answer for a mo-

ment. He glanced uncomfortably at

the impassive cliffs. He looked up
at the dark, indifferent sky. He
listened to the brooding silence.

"We’ll stick to this canyon,” he

said finally. "Then we can’t get

lost. Come on.”

Gwen accompanied him reluc-

tantly. They continued up the

canyon, picking their way through

the increasing piles of debris. The

temperature fell steadily and the

cold began to penetrate their thin

deerskins, to creep up through the

padded soles of their moccasins.

The canyon widened abruptly and

the precipices seemed to rise into

the sky itself. Tier upon tier of

sepulchral cave mouths piled end-

lessly upward till the merciful dusk

hid them from view.

They hurried on. Presently they

noticed that the cliffs were dwin-

dling, dropping lower and lower,

and receding farther and farther

back. After a while they came to

a place where there were no cliffs

at all, or mountains either: noth-

ing but a vast circular concavity

ringed by twisted hills of stone and

steel.

The two children stood very still,

looking out across the black deso-

lation. Darkness had fallen and

they could barely see the farther

fim—a jagged line of shattered

pinnacles showing vaguely against

the first pale radiance of the rising

moon.

"The place of the Great Bright-

ness,” Gwen whispered.

"I know,” Danny breathed.

"I—I guess we’d better go back.”

"Let’s run. I’m scared, Danny.”

"There’s nothing to be scared

of. It’s just that
—

” He paused,

trying to keep his own fear from
showing in his words. "It’s just

that the mountains are too big.

They’re too big, that’s all. We
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could never find the giant. Not
even in a thousand years.”

They began to retrace their

steps. Behind them the moon rose,

bringing the mountains into ghast-

ly relief. The contours of the cliffs

subtly changed and the cliffs be-

came pale caricatures with haunted

eyes staring emptily from dark

honeycombed depths.

The canyon’s floor was a be-

wildering chiaroscuro. The two

children slipped and fell, and

helped each other up, and slipped

and fell again. They began to run.

They ran hysterically, scrambling

and tumbling over the piles and

piles of debris. They did not stop

running till they heard the voice

of the giant, and they stopped then

only because the intensity of their

terror transformed them into statu-

ettes.

The voice was all around them.

It was not one voice but many

voices, and yet it was still one

voice, a complex, resonant, mag-

nificent voice that rose and fell on

great crests and troughs of sound.

They listened to it, clinging to

each other, their faces blue-white

with cold and terror. They waited

hopelessly for the giant to come

striding through the canyons. They

listened for the awesome thunder

of his footsteps.

The voice created exquisite pat-

terns, formed transient fretworks,

wove a quivering skein of sound

through canyons and caves, around

pinnacles and crags. It rose on

great crescendos that overflowed

the Hollow Mountains and filled

the night itself. It was overwhelm-

ing; and it was appallingly beauti-

ful.

The two children waited and

waited, but the giant did not ap-

pear. They listened for his foot-

steps and heard nothing but his

voice. After a while some of their

fright left them and they began

to pick their way back through the

canyon towards the plain, circum-

venting the unpremeditated tumuli

of the original tribe, stumbling on

loose stones that sometimes weren’t

stones at all but skulls instead.

The plain was pale-white in the

moonlight. Hand in hand, they

started running across it toward

the dark blur of the forest. The

voice of the giant-of-many-voices

became fainter and fainter as they

neared the forest, and their fear

faded away. Then a ragged mass

of cloud edged across the moon’s

face, and a shapeless shadow

rushed across the plain, engulfing

them.

Fear overcame them again, and

they ran wildly through the night.

When they reached the forest they

crept thankfully between the trees.

For a long while they lay in the

soft snow, testing, and when their

breaths returned they climbed into

the lower branches, passed swiftly

to the upper terraces, and swung

off toward the reassuring tree

houses of the tribe.

It began to snow and the snow

came down silently on the plain.
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It fell softly on the naked moun-

tains.

Joy to the world! the voice sang.

Silent night, Holy night—
O little town of Bethlehem!

The snow began to covet the

mountains. It crowned tivened pin-

nacles. It piled ever higher on

crumbled crags. It filled crevices

and softened the littered floors of

canyons.

ITie voice sang on in the thickly

falling snow.
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Peace on the earth, good will to

men—
God rest you merry gentlemen,

let nothing you dismay . . .

And then the voice faded away,

as the ancient public address sys-

tem, with its thermostatic controls

which the dropping temperature

had activated, again completed its

cycle of recorded carols. And there

was nothing left but the snow and

the silence. The deep crisp snow
and the solemn silence.
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by ,, , Robert Bloch

If you’re determined to change

history nothing can equal a time

machine. But be warned! You may

prematurely whiten your bones!

Early on the morning of July

4th, 1776, Thomas Jefferson poked
his peruked head into the deserted

chamber of what was to be known
as Independence Hall and yelled,

"Come on, you guys, the coast is

clear!”

As he stepped into the big room
he was followed by John Hancock,

who puffed nervously on a ciga-

rette.

"All right,” Jefferson said.

"Ditch the butt, will ya? You
wanna louse us up, creep?”

"Sorry, boss.” Hancock glanced

around the place, then addressed

a third man who entered behind

him. "Dig this,” he murmured.

"Not an ashtray in the joint. What
kind of a setup we got here any-

way, Nunzio?”

The third man scowled. "Don’t

call me Nunzio,” he growled. "The
name’s Charles Thomson, remem-

ber?”

"Okay, Chuck.”

"Charles!” The third man dug

John Hancock in the ribs.

"Straighten that wig of yours. Ya
look like somethin’ out of a Boy
Scout pageant yet.”

We doubt if anyone but Robert Bloch could dissolve what at first appears

to be an outrageous distortion of history—the Founding Fathers in gangster

roles!—into such a sunburst of dazzling humor that we find ourselves for-

giving him almost before we discover that there is nothing to forgive. You
see, the opening scene of this hilarious science fantasy isn’t really in the

least irreverent, for the astounding, turnabout climax sets history by the ears!
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John Hancock shrugged. "Well,

whaddya expeck? Guy can't even

smoke, and these here britches are

so tight I’m scared to sit down in

’em.”

Thomas Jefferson turned and

confronted him. "You ain’t gonna

sit down,” he said. "All you gotta

do is sign and keep your yap shut.

Let Ben do the talking, remem-

ber?”

"Ben?”

"Benjamin Franklin, schmoe,”

said Thomas Jefferson.

"Somebody mention my name?”

The short fat balding man hurried

into the room, carefully adjusting

square-lensed spectacles to the

bridge of his nose.

"What took you so long?”

Thomas Jefferson demanded. '"You

run into trouble back there?”

"No trouble,” Benjamin Frank-

lin replied. "They’re out cold, and

the gags are holding. It’s just these

glasses—the lenses distort my vi-

sion. I’d forgotten I’d have to wear

them.”

"Can’t you ditch ’em?”

"No. Somebody might get sus-

picious.” Franklin peered at his

companions over the tops of the

spectacles. "They’re likely to get

suspicious anyway, if you don’t do
what I told you.” He glanced

around the room. "What time is

it?”

Thomas Jefferson fumbled with

the ruffles at his sleeves and gazed

down at the face of his wristwatch.

"Seven-thirty,” he announced.

"You’re sure?”
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"Checked it with Western
Union.”

"Never mind that Western
Union talk. And take off that thing

—put it in your pocket. It’s stuff

like that can get us into trouble.”

"Trouble” John Hancock groan-

ed. "These here shoes are killin’

me. They ain’t nearly my size.”

"Well wear them and be quiet,”

Benjamin Franklin told him. "I

wish to God you’d remembered to

shave, too. Fine thing—the Presi-

dent of the Continental Congress

on the most important day of our

history, coming in without shav-

ing.”

"I forgot. Also they was no place

to plug in an electric shaver.”

"Well, never mind now. The
main thing is just to be quiet and

remember what you’re supposed

to do. Mr. Jefferson, do you have

the Declaration?”

Nobody answered. Franklin

strode up to the tall man in the

peruke. "Jefferson, that’s you I’m

talking to.”

“I forgot.” The big man smiled

sheepishly.

"You’d better not forget. Now,
where is it?”

"Right here in my pocket.”

"Well, get it out. We’ve got to

sign right away, before anybody

else shows up. I expect they’ll start

drifting in around eightr at the

latest.”

"Eight?” Jefferson sighed. "Do
you mean to tell me they go to

work that early here?”

"Our friends in the back room
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looked as if they’d been working

all night,” Franklin reminded him.

"Ain’t they never heard of union

hours

”No, and don’t you mention it,

either.” Franklin surveyed his com-

panions earnestly. "That goes for

all of you. Watch your tongues.

We can’t afford a slip-up.”

’’Telling me.’” Charles 'Thomson

took the parchment from Thomas

Jefferson and unfolded it.

"Careful with that,” Franklin

warned.

"Pipe down, will ya? I just

wanna take a look at it,” Thomson

replied. "I ain’t never seen that

there thing.” He glanced at the

manuscript curiously. "Hey, dig this

crazy hanwriting. Its’ all lettering,

like.”

He spread the Declaration on a

table and squinted down at it,

mumbling aloud.
" ’When inna course a human

events, it becomes nessary for one

people to dissolve the political

bands which have connecked them

with another, and to assume among

the powers of the earth the separate

—hey, what kinda double-talk is

this, anyway? Whyn’t these guys

write English, huh?”

"Never mind.” Ben Franklin

took the parchment from him and

strode to a desk. "I’m going to

revise it right now.” He rum-

maged around in the drawer, find-

ing fresh parchment and a quill

pen. "Tm not up to copying the

lettering style, I’m afraid, but I

can explain that to the Congress

easily enough. I’ll tell them that

Jefferson here made his last-minute

changes in a hurry. The hurry part

of it is no lie.”

He bent over the blank parch-

ment and studied the Declaration

as it rested alongside. "Got to

keep the style,” he said. "Very

important. But the main thing is

to add the provisions at the end.”

"Provisions?” John Hancock

brightened. "We gonna have some

grub, hey? I’m starved.”

"That can wait,” Jefferson snap-

ped. "Now keep still and let the

guy work. 'This is the most im-

portant part of the whole caper,

understand?”

Then there was silence in the

room—silence except for the busy

scratching of the quill pen as Ben-

jamin Franklin wrote.

Jefferson stood over his shoul-

der, nodding from time to time.

"Don’t forget to put in that part

about me being temporary boss,”

he said. "And stick in that we

need a treasurer.”

Franklin nodded impatiently.

"I’ve got it all down here,” he an-

swered. "Nothing to worry about.”

’’Think they’ll sign?”

"Sure they’ll sign. It’s only

logical. Right after the part about

being free and independent states

there should be a mention of a

temporary governing arrangement.

They can’t object to that. Wonder
why it was left out in the first

place.”

"Search me.” Jefferson shrugged.

"How would I know?”
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"Well, you're supposed to have

written it.”

"Oh, yeah, that’s right.”

Franklin finished, sat back, and

poked at Jefferson’s chest with his

quill. "Cough,” he said.

Jefferson coughed.

"Again. Louder.”

"What’s the big idea?”

"You’ve got laryngitis,” Frank-

lin told him. "A bad case. That's

why you’re not talking. Anybody

asks you any questions, you just

cough. Right?”

"Okay. I didn’t want to talk

anyway.”

Franklin gazed at Hancock and

Thomson. "You two better sign

and disappear. When the gang

arrives, you go in the back room

and keep an eye on our buddies

there. I'll make up some excuse

why you’re not around—can't take

the risk of having you cornered and

questioned. Got it?”

The two men nodded. Franklin

extended the quill pen. "Here. You
two arc supposed to sign first.” As
John Hancock reached for the pen,

Franklin chuckled. "Just put your

John Hancock right here.”

Hancock signed with a flourish.

He gave the pen to Charles Thom-
son.

"Remember, you’re the secre-

tary,” Franklin said, as Thomson
dipped the quill in the inkwell.

"What’s the matter, that quill too

clumsy for you?”

"Sure it’s clumsy,” 'Thomson

said. "And these clothes are mur-

der. And none of us guys knows
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how to talk. We can’t get away
with this. Thinker. • We’re gonna
make mistakes.”

Benjamin Franklin stood up.

"We’re going to make history,”

he declared. "Just follow orders

and everything will be all right."

He paused and lifted his hand. "In
the immortal words of myself

—

Benjamin Franklin—w'e must all

hang together, or assuredly we
shall all hang separately.”

II

They had hung together for

a long time in Philly—Sammy,
Nunzio, Mush and Thinker Tomas-
zewski. They shoved a little queer,

peddled a few decks, but mostly

they made book.

It was a nice setup for all of
them, particularly since the Thinker
came into the deal. The Thinker
was a genuine shyster, with a degree

and an oflice and everytliing, and
he fronted for the outfit. The funny
part of it was. Thinker Tomaszew-
ski had a regular law practice too,

and he could have made a pretty

nice piece of change without cut-

ting corners.

But he worked with them for

kicks, at first.

"The only way I can explain it,"

he told them, "is that I don’t seem
to have a super-ego.” Always with

the two-dollar words, that was the

Thinker.

And it was his two-dollar words
tliat finally got them into trouble.

In the beginning, everything was
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fine. Using his law office as a front,

he had no difficulty in getting ac-

quainted with a better class of

mark—not the two-bucks-on-the-

nose working stiff, but heavy bet-

tors. He steered them to Sammy

or Nunzio or Mush, and they made

a big book.

They made a big buck, too. So

big that they just had to place a

few bets of their own, with some

of the top wheels like Mickey

Tarantino. Playing it smart, of

course, and working only on inside

tips, when they were sure of a

horse getting the needle.

Came an afternoon when the

needle stuck. And they were stuck

for twenty grand. Mickey Tarantino

held out his hand and smiled. But

the smile vanished when Sammy

went to him and said he needed

time to pay up.

"Whaddya mean?” Mr. Taran-

tino had» inquired. "You guys are

loaded. Look at all the rich suckers

you make book with.”

"All we got to show for it is

markers,” Sammy confessed. "It’s

like your old man’s delicatessen.

The poor guys pay and the high-

class trade puts it on the cuff. You
know how those big operators

work. Well, it’s the same in our

line. You can’t collect from them.”

"You damn well better colleck,”

Mr. Tarantino advised. "Because

you got until tomorrow morning.

Or elst you wind up in Plotter’s

Field, Of wherever.”

So Sammy went away and called

a meeting at Thinker Tomaszew-
ski’s office and broke the news.

Thinker had news for them too.

"Tarantino isn’t the only one who
thinks we’re rolling in the stuff,”

he announced. "Uncle Sam is

looking down our throats for a

little matter of back income taxes.”

"Great !” Sammy groaned.
"Tarantino’s hoods in front of us

and the Federal finks behind us.

Which way do we turn?”

"I suggest you turn to our

clients,” Thinker answered. "Call

on some of our investors and ask

them to redeem their markers.”

So Sammy and Nunzio and Mush
called. And early that evening they

assembled and pooled results.

"Three grand!” Sammy snorted.

"Three lousy grand!”

"Is that all?” The Thinker was

genuinely mystified. "I should have

thought you’d get mote than that.”

"Sure we got mote. Excuses we
got, promises we got, brush-offs we
got. But here’s the moola. Three

grand, period.”

"How about Cobbett?” 'Thinker

asked.

"Professor Cobbett? He’s your

baby, isn’t he?”

The 'Thinker nodded. Professor

Cobbett was indeed his baby. One
of the upper crust.

’What’s he into us for?” Sammy
demanded.

“About eight, I think.”

"Eight and three is eleven. Not
so hot. But if we could get it fast,

maybe Tarantino would hold off for

a while.”
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"Let’s get it fast,” Mush sug-

gested. "Let’s go out and see old

Cobbett right now.”

So they all piled into Sammy’s

car and went out to see old Cob-

bett. The Professor had a country

place—a nice layout for a man
who lived all alone—and he was

cordial and pleasant when he

greeted the Thinker on the front

porch.

He was not quite so cordial or

pleasant when he learned what the

Thinker wanted, and he was down-

right inhospitable when the Think-

er beckoned and his three compan-

ions appeared out of the darkness.

They had to stick their feet in

the door and they had to stick

their heaters in his ribs.

"No foolin’,” Nunzio told him.

"We want our loot.”

"Oh dear!” said Professor Cob-

bett, as they marched him back-

wards into his own parlor. "But I

have no money.”

"Don’t con us,” Mush told him.

"Look at this joint, all this fancy

furniture.”

"Mortgaged,” the Professor

sighed. "Mortgaged to the hilt, and

past it.”

"What about this here school

where you teach at?” Mush asked.

"You could maybe brace them for

some advance dough on your salary,

huh?”

"I am no longer connected with

the university.”

"What gives here?” Sammy
wanted to know.

"Yes,” Thinker added. "I
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thought you were a wealthy man.”

The Professor shrugged and ran

his hand through his graying hair.

"Things are not always what they

seem,” he said. "For example, I

considered you to be a reputable

professional man. And when I

innocently inquired about the pos-

sibilities of placing a small bet on

the races, I never dreamed you were

associated with these ruffians.”

"Watch that talk,” Sammy
warned. "We ain’t no more ruffians

than eight grand is a small bet.

Now whaddya mean about things

ain’t always what they seem?”

“Well, it’s like this,” the Pro-

fessor answered. "I did have a

certain sum of money set aside^

—

yes. And I did have a position of

some eminence at the university.

The fact that both money and posi-

tion are gone today can be attrib-

uted to one thing—my private

research project.

'"rhe cost of experimental

models reduced my savings. ’The

revelation of my theories cost me
my faculty position. An attempt to

raise funds to continue my work

led me to the last resort—betting

on the races. Now I have nothing.”

"You can say that again,” Sammy
told him. "In about three minutes

you’re gonna have nothing with

lace around it.”

"Wait a moment,” the Thinker

interrupted. "Experimental models,

you said. What have you been

building ?”

"I’ll show you, if you like.”

"Come on,” Sammy ordered.
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"Boys, keep the heaters warm, in

case he pulls a funny.”

But the Professor didn’t pull a

funny. He led them downstairs to

what had been the basement, and

was now an ornate private labora-

tory. He led them up to the large

rectangular metal struCturCj covered

with coils and tubing. It had a

vague resemblance to an outhouse

designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.

"Jeez,” Nunzio commented.

"Whatchoo doin’, buildin’ one of

them there Frankensteens ?”

"I bet it’s a space-ship,” Mush

hazarded. "Was you gonna make

a getaway to Mars?”

"Please,” the Professor sighed.

"You’re making sport of me.”

"We’re making hamburger of

you in another minute,” Sammy

corrected him. "This doojigger ain’t

no use to us. Couldn’t get twenny

bucks for it at a junk-yard.”

'Thinker Tomaszewski shook his

head. "Just what is this object.

Professor?”

Professor Cobbett blushed. "I

hesitate to designate it as such,

after the rebuffs I received at the

hands of supposed authorities, but

there is no other intelligible term

for it. It is a time-machine.”

"Oof!” Sammy put his hand to

his forehead. "And this is what we

let get into us for eight grand. A
nutty scientist, yet!”

TTie Thinker frowned at him.

"A time-machine, you say? An
instrument capable of transporting

one forward or backwards in

time?”

"Backwards only,” the Professor

answered. "Forward travel is mani-

festly impossible, since the future

is non-existent. And travel is not

the best word. Transit more closely

approximates the meaning, insofar

as time possesses no material or

spatial characteristics, being bound

to a three-dimensional universe by

the single observable phenomenon
which manifests itself as duration.

Now if duration is designated as

X, and—”
"Shuddup!” Nunzio suggested.

"Let’s kiss off this joker and scram

outta here. We’re wastin’ time.”

“Wasting time.” ’The Thinker

nodded. "Professor Cobbett, is this

a working model?”

"I’m practically positive. It has

never been tested. But I can show

you formulae which—”
"Never mind that now. Why

haven’t you tested it?”

"Because I’m not sure of the

past. Or rather, our present rela-

tionship to it. If any person or

object in present time were sent

to the past, alterations would occur.

What is here now would be absent,

and something added to what was

there, then. This addition would

alter the past. And if the past were

altered, then it would not be the

same past we know.” He frowned.

"It’s hard to state without recourse

to symbolic logic.”

"You mean you’re afraid that by

time-travel you’d change the past?

Or come out in a different past

—

a past made different because you

traveled into it?”
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"That’s an over-simplification,

but you have the general idea.”

"Then what good is your work
on this?”

"No good, I’m afraid. But I

wanted to prove a point. It became

an almost monomaniacal obsession.

I have no excuses.”

"So.” Sammy stepped forward.

"Thanks for the lecture, but like

you say, you got no excuses. And
we got no time. This here basement

looks like a nice soundproof place

for target practice
—

”

The Thinker grabbed Sammy’s

arm. "What’s the sense?” he asked.

"The guy welshed.”

"So he welshed. Will muxder

change that? Will murder help us

now?”
"No.” Sammy bit his lip. "But

what we gonna do? We got no

dough. We got Tarantino after us,

and also the govmint. We can’t go

back to town.”

The 'Thinker looked around.

"Why not stay here, then? We’re

safe, isolated, with a nice big roof

over our heads. Let’s enjoy the

Professor’s hospitality for a while.”

"Yeah,” Mush said. "But how
long? We’re gonna run out of

dough, or food, or somethin’. We’d
just be stallin’ for time.”

'The Thinker smiled. "Stalling

for time.” He gazed intently at the

complicated structure in the center

of the cellar. "But here is the logi-

cal vehicle for a getaway.”

"You mean jump in that dizzy

outfit and beat it?” Sammy de-

manded. "You’re kidding.”

"I’m serious,” the 'Thinker re-

plied. "Some time in the near

future we’ll be safe in the past”

III

It took a lot of figuring. 'That

was the Thinker’s job, working

with the Professor during the next

few days.

"How do you set the controls

up? Is this for steering?”

"You do not steer—you press

the computers. Here, I’ll show you

again.”

"And you can choose any time

in the past, any time at all?” asked

the Thinker.

"’Theoretically. 'The main prob-

lem is accurate computation. Re-

member, we and our earth are not

static. We do not occupy the same
position in space that we did an

instant ago, let alone a longer

period. We must consider the speed

of light, planetary motion, inclina-

tion, and
—

”

"That’s going to be your de-

partment. But you can establish

past position mathematically and
set up a guiding-plan for the com:-

puters accordingly?”

"Tm reasonably certain of it.”

"Then all that remains is to

determine where—or rather, when
we’re going to.”

Sammy and Nunzio and Mush
tackled ihat problem on their own.

"Jeez, mebbe alls we gotta do
is go back a couple weeks to before

when the Professor made his bets.

Then we ain’t out no dough.”
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"Yeah? What about them there

back taxes?”

"So we go to before when we
owed ’em.”

"That’s when we went into busi-

ness, stupid. We was broke.”

"Well, if we can go anywheres

we want in time, how’s about way
back, to the Egypians, like? I seen

one of them there pitchers, they

had all these hot broads runnin’

around in their unnerwear
—

’

"You talk Egypian, stupid? Be-

sides, we don’t wanna stay back

someplace forever. Way I figger,

we go to some time where we can

lay our mitts on some loot, real

fast-like. And then come back.”

“Now you got it. 'That’s the

angle. Hey, how about that there

Gold Rush?”

The Professor interrupted them.

"I’m afraid the Gold Rush would-

n’t be of much use to you gentle-

men. After all, it occurred in the

year eighteen hundred and forty-

nine.”

"But you can send us to eighteen

forty-nine, can’t you?”

"Conceivably, if my theory is

correct. But you would not be in

California. You would still be tight

here in Philadelphia, in the filed

which stood here before this house

was built.”

"Then we gotta find our loot in

Philly, huh? Somewheres in the

past?”

“I’m afraid so.”

“Jeez. And we can’t show up in

no vacant field with that machine,

either.”

Then the Thinker took over. "I

am beginning to pinpoint our

problem,” he announced. "Profes-

sor, I am going to utilize your

library for a day or so. Perhaps

I can discover when gold was avail-

able in Philadelphia.”

"There’s always the Mint.”

"Too well-guarded. We'd never

be able to loot it, any more than it

could have been looted by past

efforts.”

"Banks?” Sammy brightened.

"With our heaters, we could knock

over one of them big jugs easy

—

say, a hunnert years ago.”

"And come out with what? Old-

fashioned greenbacks? We would-

n’t be able to use currency of that

era today. Arouse suspicion. No,

I’m looking for gold.”

Finally, in a copy of Berkeley’s

History of the Revolution, the

Thinker found it. He broke in

upon the others as they sat guard-

ing Professor Cobbett.

“Here’s the answer!” he exulted.

"Remember what happened in

Philadelphia on July fourth, seven-

teen seventy-six?”

"That’s a holiday, ain’t it?”

Nunzio brightened. "Must be the

Phillies took on the Giants in a

double-header.”

"Seventeen seventy-six stupid!”

Sammy scowled. "Yeah, I remem-
ber. They made Washington the

President.”

"Nah. It was the Decoration of

Indepenence,” Mush corrected.

"Right. The Declaration of Inde-

pendence was presented to the
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Continantal Congress assembled at

what is now Independence Hall.

And so forth. But here’s another

little-known fact. At the same

place, on the same day, the Revo-

lutionary treasury was turned over

to a small group for temporary

storage. It consisted of upwards

of thirty thousand pounds sterling

in smelted ingots. That’s about a

hundred and fifty thousand dollars

in gold.”

"Brother!” Sammy whistled.

"What a way to celebrate the

Fourth!” ’Then he frowned. "I’ll

bet they had plenny guards

around.”

"No, that’s just the point. It

was all a secret—few people know

of it to this day. Troops brought

it in a wagon, around noon. ’They

thought they were hauling docu-

ments. It was carted upstairs, and

no guards were posted lest suspi-

cion be aroused. Its presence was

known only to Benjamin Franklin,

’Thomas Jefferson, and one or two

others—probably John Hancock

and maybe Charles Thomson, the

Secretary of the Congress. It was to

be used to pay troops and buy

supplies.”

"It sure could help to pay off old

Mickey Tarantino and the Feds.

And leave us plenny to spare.”

"That is exactly what I had in

mind, gentlemen,” The ’Thinker

smiled. "Now all that remains is

to work out the details. I shall

concentrate on the historical aspect

and the Professor here can work
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out the mathematical computa-

tions.”

Professor Cobbett blanched.

"Mathematical computations? But

you’re asking the impossible. Why,
that was over a hundred and eighty

light-years ago; we’ll be faced with

the problem of billion-fold magni-

tudes, and the slightest error or

variation can have serious conse-

quences.”

"Ain’t gonna be no errors,”

Sammy told him. "Or consequences

will be really serious. For you."

He showed the Professor his heater.

"Now get to work. We’re going

places.”

"Going places.” Mush looked at

him. "All this here stuff was at

Indepenence Hall. The machine’s

here in the cellar. We gonna come

out on July fourth inna cow-pasture

or somethin’?”

'"That’s your job,” Sammy de-

cided. "Case this joint. See how
it’s set up for guards at night.

Alarm-system, the works. Look it

over like you would a bank job.

I think we can take over. Nobody’s

gonna think a mob would break

into a Hysterical Shrine or what-

ever. We get things set, we hire

us a truck and cart the machine

right down to the Hall and take off

from there some night soon.

Right?”

“Hey, that’s a tough deal.”

"Things are tough all over,”

Sammy said. "Now get going.”

So Mush got going and the Pro-

fessor got going and the Thinker

got going too. And before the first
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week was up they were organized.

Mush made his report. The in-

vasion of Independence Hall could

be made without too much trouble.

Of course it would cost money for

the truck, and there might be re-

percussions, but they could try to

pull it off.

And in view of their present

hopeless situation—and in view of

the possible gain—it was worth the

gamble, Sammy decided.

The Professor presented them

with the working manual, based on

his computations.

"Are you sure this gets us

there?” Sammy demanded. "And
back, too?”

"Look it over,” the Professor

said. "See for yourself.”

"It’s all tight,” the Thinker told

him. "Tve checked it. See, we have

no set time for return. Our plans

call for us to get the gold and come

back as soon after the noon hour as

possible. So the Professor has

worked out return-variations based

on five-minute intervals throughout

the early afternoon. It's as fool-

proof as we can hope to make it."

"All tight, if you say so.” Sammy
shrugged. "But what I want to

know is, what do we do when we
get there?”

"Tve been working on that

angle,” the Thinker said. "Check-

ing ail the source books and refer-

ences I could muster. History texts.

Biographical data on Franklin and

Jefferson in particular. And I’ve

got a plan. Apparently the first

ones to arrive that morning were

Jefferson and Thomson. Franklin

and John Hancock came in early

too.

"It’s not quite dear whether any

of them spent part of the night

there. The important thing is that

the four men conceivably held an

early morning meeting, discussing

the Declaration before Congress

convened on the fourth. So if we
arrive early enough we’il be dealing

with just four men. The four men
who knew about the gold, by the

way.”

"Got it,” Sammy said. "We come
in, flash our heaters, and take

over.”

"Not quite so simple,” the

Thinker answered. "Remember,

Congress will be gathering that

morning. We can’t hope to hold

our guns on these four key figures

from that time until noon. Any
more than we can hope to pass un-

noticed in the crowd for such a

period.”

He paused as Sammy started to

open his mouth, then hastily con-

tinued. "I know what you’re think-

ing, and that won't work either.

We can’t show up at noon and just

hijack the shipment. Not in front

of fifty or more men, with troops

just outside the door.”

"Then what do you figger on us

doing?”

The Thinker took a deep breath,

and then he told them.

"Oh no!” cried Sammy.

"Me, making like John Han-
cock?” Mush gasped.

"I should run around in one of
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them wigs like a big-shot politi-

cian?” Nunzio scoffed.

The Thinker was calm. "Don’t

you see, it's the only way? The

wigs are perfect disguises. Look,

I’ve got pictures of all these men,

and we can buy a makeup kit. I'm

fortunately bald and approximate

Franklin’s build. Physically, we’ll

get by. And don’t worry about

playing the role of a politician.”

"Yeah.” Mush was thoughtful.

’’After all, what’s a politician, any-

how? Just a crook that’s learned

how to kiss babies.”

"But we won’t be kissing no

babies that morning,” Sammy re-

minded him. "Me, I been reading

up a little on that stuff, too. Them
four guys did a lot of things on the

fourth. Made speeches, tried to get

the rest of the Congress to sign, all

kinds of stuff. And they knew

everybody, everybody knew them.

We’d fluff it for sure, trying to do

what they did.”

"That’s just the point.” Thinker

Tomaszewski was triumphant. "We
don’t have to do what they did!

Because we’re going back in time,

we’re changing what happened. I

think I’m familiar enough with

Franklin’s personality. I can talk

if necessary. Sammy, I’ll coach you.

The other two boys can be absent,

if need be—and it may well be

necessary to guard our machine

and our captives in the rear room.

We’re not going to merely re-enact

history. We’re going to change it,

to suit ourselves. Now do you get

it?"
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They got it, eventually, because

the Thinker rammed it down their

throats.

And so they got their coaching,

got their truck, got their plan, and

actually transported the machine

bodily into the rear of the vehicle

on the evening arranged for depar-

ture.

It wasn’t until they stood for the

last time in the now open expanse

of the cellar that Professor Cobbett

voiced a final, timid protest.

"I hesitate to bring this up,” he

said, "because you’ll very likely

suspect my motives. You’ll think

it’s because you’re preempting my
property, and because you are un-

wittingly involving me as an ac-

complice to your crime. You’ll

think it’s because I have patriotic

objections to your plans for dese-

crating our history.”

"Well, haven’t you?” Sammy
asked.

"Yes, I admit it.”

Sammy glanced significantly at

Nunzio, then back to the Professor

as he continued.

"But what I have to say to you

now I say in my capacity as a sci-

entist. In that capacity I warn you,

as I did on the first evening here.

Time-travel is hazardous. ’Hie pos-

sibility of alteration of the past due

to your invasion cannot be dis-

counted. You may well find your-

selves up against unforeseen fac-

tors, unexpected problems. That’s

why I never dared make the attempt

myself; not even a journey of one

minute, let alone almost two cen-
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turies. Should you fail, I must ab-

solve myself of any responsibility.

I shall await your return with the

utmost trepidation.”

"Don’t bother,” Sammy told

him. "We got that all figgered, too.

You plan on waiting for our return

with a gang of coppers, don’t

you?”

The Professor turned pale.

"Don’t tell me you gentlemen ex-

pect me to come along?” he mur-

mured. "I couldn’t do that. I

wouldn’t. I’d—I’d be afraid. Frank-

ly, the dangers of dislocation or al-

teration in the past frighten me
worse than the prospect of death

itself.”

’Tm glad,” Sammy said slowly.

"On account of it’s either—or. And
you just made up our minds for

us.”

The ’Thinker was already out in

the truck, but Mush and Nunzio

stood beside Sammy in the cellar.

Nunzio took out his heater and

Mush smiled. "Well,” he said.

"Looks like we’re starting off our

trip with a bang.”

IV

And a bang-up journey it was.

There was a route to travel, and

guards to knock out and bind, and

a heavy machine to cart up into

the rear chambers of Independence

Hall. ’Then came the nerve-wrack-

ing business of setting it up, and

the ’Thinker’s frantic re-scanning

of the Professor’s charts and direc-

tions as he set the computers. By

the time they were ready to take

off—1:45 a.m. on the dot—the

transition itself was almost an anti-

climax.

Anti-climax it proved to be.

They huddled in the machine, the

vacuum-lock set and the vacuum-
lined walls enclosing them, and a

generator hummed and their fluo-

rescent light above the dials dim-

med and the Thinker pressed his

finger down after endless adjust-

ment of tab-buttons and then

—

Nothing happened.

Or seemed to happen, until the

moment—or century, or eternity

—

of darkness elapsed. None of them

were conscious of a change at all.

It was when they opened the com-

partment and stepped out that the

change occurred, or they were aware

of its prior occurrence.

'"Thinker!” Nunzio said, blink-

ing in the bright morning sunlight

that streamed through the high

windows. "We made it!”

Sammy and the Thinker and

Mush didn’t even look at him.

’They were staring at the four men
on the other side of the room

—

four men who stared, in turn, at

them.

Then things happened fast,

’Things happened with orders and

heaters and ropes and gags. ’Things

happened with wigs and shoes and

clothing.

Four writhing figures squirmed

on the floor, then calmed to quies-

cence as Mush used the butt of his

heater.

"Fancy this!” he sighed. "Me
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knocking out old Ben Franklin his-

self!”

"Never mind fancying it now,”

the Thinker told him. "We’ve got

to get ready for more action.”

And so they’d gone into their

act.

Altering the text of the Declara-

tion itself was an inspiration on the

Thinker’s part.

"Give ’em something to argue

about all morning,” he said. "Keep
them talking, then we don’t have

to. And if they accept the business

about temporary governing powers

and a treasurer, there’ll be no ques-

tions asked when the gold arrives

and we take charge of it.”

He glanced at Mush and Nunzio.

"You two go in the back room
right now. Watch the machine,

keep the Founding Fathers com-

pany. And don’t forget to watch

the windows—maybe the gold will

arrive early. Professor Cobbett was

no fool. I respect his judgment. If

he said things might be a bit dif-

ferent in the past because our com-

ing changed it, maybe he’s right.”

"Nothing different so far,”

Sammy said.

"Well, one never knows.”

Mush and Nunzio vanished and

the Thinker turned to his com-

panion. "Remember your laryngitis.

They call it quinsy in these times,

and that’s how I’ll refer to it. And
when I do, you cough.”

"Got it,” Sammy said. "But bey,

when’s the gang showing up?” He
pulled his watch out of his pocket

and studied it. "Must be after eight
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by now.” He frowned. '"That’s

funny, it stopped. Still says seven-

thirty.”

"Let me take a look outside,”

the Thinker suggested. He strode

to the window. "Crowd down there

all right. But—wait a minute
—

”

He tugged Sammy’s arm. "Look at

those soldiers
!”

"I see ’em. You mean the ones

in the tall hats, with the red uni-

forms?”

"Red uniforms mean British

troops.”

"British?”

Tlie 'Thinker didn’t answer. He
rushed to the door of the hall, flung

it open. Two grenadiers in scarlet

coats confronted him. He stared at

the white piping on the coats,

stared at the silvery steel of their

bayonets.

“Halt!” cried the taller of the

two. "In the name of His Majesty.”

"His Majesty?”

"Yes, His Majesty, you pesky

rebel.”

"What kind of a gag is this?”

Sammy muttered.

"No gag,” the 'Thinker whisper-

ed. "Professor Cobbett knew. We
changed the past by coming here.

The British occupy Philadelphia.”

"Enough of your blabbing, sir-

rah,” the soldier shouted. "Save

your protests for General Burgoyne.

When he enters the city today you
and your fellow-traitors can explain

at a drum-head court martial.”

The Thinker paled. "Changed
history,” he whispered. "Burgoyne

the victor. The Congress scattered.
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The four men we came upon in

the back room weren't waiting for

it to meet today. They've been

trapped here without warning.

They're prisoners. Which means

we’re prisoners, too!"

"Oh no we ain’t!” Sammy drew

out his heater and pulled the

trigger. There was an almost in-

audible click. He tried to fire again,

but the Thinker slammed the door.

"What good is that?” he mur-

mured. "The place is surrounded.”

"Gun jammed,” Sammy was

grumbling. "Can’t figure how—”
Then he blinked. “Surrounded.

And we’re stuck, huh? Now
what?"

"Obviously we get back in the

machine and get out of here.”

"But don’t you have to wait until

noon, anyway?”

“I’ll worry about that. Let’s get

the boys. And hurry. Those sol-

diers may decide to come in after

us at any time.”

So they retreated to the rear

room and they got the boys and

explained. And in a surprisingly

short time they were huddled in the

time-machine once more; huddled

in the incongruous flummery of

their Colonial costumes; huddled

and trembling and perspiring as

the 'Thinker hastily checked his

data and then reached for the com-

puter levers.

Reached and pressed.

Or tried to press.

"What’s happening?’’ Sammy
shouted, the echo of his voice al-

most deafening them in the cramp-

ed confines of the metal chamber.

"Nothing,” the Thinker groan-

ed. "Nothing’s happening. Thats’

just the trouble.”

"It don’t work?” Nun2io wailed.

"No. And Sammy’s watch does-

n’t work, and your guns don’t

work, because all of the principles

are wrong, altered the way every-

thing is altered.”

"Let me try!” Mush pawed at

the levers, the buttons, the dials.

Then they were all clawing and

scrabbling at once, and still nothing

happened.

The Thinker stopped them.

"Might as well give up,” he mut-

tered. "Professor Cobbett was right.

We’ve changed the past.”

"But even in seventeen seventy-

six, guns and watches and machin-

ery worked, didn’t they?” Sammy
demanded.

"In our seventeen seventy-six,”

the Thinker said. "In our past. But

this isn’t our past any mote. It’s our

present. And by making the past

the present we’ve violated a funda-

mental law. Or tried to. Actually,

fundamental laws can’t be vio-

lated.”

"But we came here.”

"Yes. Here. But here isn’t our

past. It couldn’t be. It would have

to be somewhere else.”

"Where else could it be?” Musli

wanted to know.

"A place where modern mecha-

nisms don’t work, not having been

perfected yet A place where the

British defeated the forces of the

Res'olution and captured the
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Founding Fathers. And that could

only be in—an alternate universe.”

"Alternate universe?"

The Thinker was still trying to

explain the concept of an alternate

universe to them when the soldiers

finally came in to drag them away.

He had time only for a final
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warning as the troops seized them.

They were very rough about it.

“Remember, like Franklin said,

we must all hang together,” he
whispered.

Even there the Thinker was

wrong.

They were hanged separately.
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winner

and

new...

by . . .lb Melchior

A TV Emcee may assume any-

thing he v/ishes about the big ques-

tion contest lads. But it’s unusual

when they know all about Mars!

‘J-jELLO—hci!o—hello! This is

Bob May wishing a wonderful

Qiiizz Night to one and all!”

The effervescent young man
came bounding out on the bril-

liantly lighted stage of the gigantic

Capitol Coliseum. The perpetual

smile never left his handsome face,

but a note of studied sincerity

crept into his voice as he con-

tinued:

"From all of us here I want to

welcome all of you out there in the

Coliseum auditorium, and all you

folks gathered around the over

one hundred million TV sets

watching us tonight. Yes, folks,

tonight’s the night! The one day

in the week I know you impatient-

ly wait for. But before we settle

down to the important business at

hand, here is a little message which

1 know will be of interest to you.”

The lights pouring down upon
the young Quizz Master dimmed,

and simultaneously another part of

the big stage became brightly

illuminated. The small tally lights

on the TV camera aimed at the

IFe have long been convinced that there h something about science jantasy

which attracts, in elcctro-rr.agnetic jashioii, the brilliant sons of famous
authors, artists, actors, physicians and tenors, Fritz Leiber, fr.. Manly Wade
Wellman, and Samuel Meruin, fr. are three writers of distinction in the genre

we could mention in this connection. And now comes lb Melchior with his

second story for us, to strengthen our conviction quite unshakably. It is

both gratifying to find a pet theory confirmed and to publish a story as

unusual as this by a TV director who can tune in on the future at will!
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area sprang to life with a red

glow. A breathtakingly beautiful

girl stood smiling in front of the

camera. After a musical fanfare she

addressed the vast, unseen TV au-

dience, her honied words rolling

off her tongue in dulcet, sexy tones.

"Hi! Here I am again, your own
Barrie Rose, to tell you about a

simply super new product created

for you by those wonderful people

at REJUVENATION ! Remember,

only REJUVENATION products ate

The Real Thing—accept no sub-

stitutes! And now rejuvenation

has come up with something brand

new. It is . .
.”

The orchestra launched into an

impressive fanfare.

. . rejuvenation’s new, un-

equaled Plasti-Form Spray! It

comes in eight gorgeous, life-like

colors and textures. Tough-hard

Plasti-Form Spray for men, and

soft, silken textures for women.

Are you dissatisfied with your

build ? Is your figure sub-stand-

ard? If you want masculine mus-

cles or enticing curves get reju-

venation’s all-new Plasti-Form

Spray! So easy to apply a child of

five can do it! Take Barrie Rose’s

word for it, rejuvenation’s Plas-

ti-Form Spray. It’s marvelorious !

!

And now, back to Bob May, and

the contest you’ve all been waiting

for.”

Again the lights bathed the

Quizz Master with their brilliance.

This time the young man was

joined by two others—one a

rather stout, partly bald gentleman

with old-fashioned rim-glasses, the

other a younger, more robust look-

ing fellow with a shock of iron-

gray hair.

"Well, well, here we are again!

And here. Ladies and Gentlemen,

are our contestants. I hardly need

introduce our Incumbent to you

—

forty-nine weeks undefeated. Here

he is

—

Charles Monroe!"

The little stout man stepped for-

ward and took a bow. 'The ap-

plause was thunderous in the vast

hall. Then Monroe nervously fin-

gered his rim-glasses and returned

to his place.

"And here. Ladies and Gentle-

men, we have this week’s Chal-

lenger, Mr. fames Burton!"

The applause was almost as

deafening. Burton stepped forward

and waved confidently to the mul-

titude.

Pjob May quickly interposed:

"Folks! You all know how The
Quizz is held—and how impor-

tant it is. You remember that Mr.

Monroe’s category is Philately—
and he certainly has shown us that

there’s little he doesn’t know about

postage stamps!”

He turned purposefully to Bur-

ton. His voice was tense with ex-

citement as it rang out in the

hushed auditorium: "And now,

Mr. Burton, will you tell us

—

what is your category?"

A gaudy, multi-colored panel of

many category listings suddenly

blazed on across the back of the

stage. Burton slowly turned and

regarded the panel. The huge au-
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ditoriiim was whisper-silent. Then

Burton said; "The Planet Mars!’’

Bob May fairly jumped off the

stage in his tempestuous excite-

ment. "Ladies and Gentlemen! Our

Challenger picks as his quizz cate-

gory—The Planet Mars!’’

The audience roared its delight.

“All right! You both know what

to expect. The questions in your

respective categories are selected

by our own Univac Cybernetic

Brain. No human being knows

what they will be until 1 ask you

the questions! Are you ready

Monroe swallowed nervously

and adjusted his funny spectacles.

He nodded.

Burton answered; "Yes, sir, Mr.

May!”

"Good ! As you know eadi one

of you will be asked questions of

increasing difficulty—until one of

you misses ! The survivor is the

winner! But just so that you will

have no outside disturbances—or

help—” he waved a waggish fin-

ger at them
—

"you’ll be enclosed

in the special Force-Field. Noth-

ing can penetrate, no light, no

sound, no telepathic prompting!

We can all see you, but you can’t

see us. That should be a com-

fort!”

He laughed uproariously at his

own joke. "Only I can talk to you

through my special communicator.

But we can all hear your answ'ers.

And now—are you ready?”

Both contestants nodded.

"Here we go, then! But

first . .

.”

The commercial message by

Barrie Rose over the cameras once

again focused on Bob May and

the two contestants. Around both

the Incumbent and the Challenger

hovered a curious shimmering,

completely transparent shell. As the

cameras went on, two metal rods

ending in small cylindrical two-

way transmitter heads rose out of

the floor in front of each of the

two contestants.

May adjusted his throat trans-

mitter. "Can you hear me, gentle-

men?” he asked.

"Yes,” croaked Monroe. He had

a frog in his throat.

"Perfectly,” said Burton.

"Stand by for your first ques-

tion then, Mr. Button,” said May.

He turned to Barrie Rose who was

standing off to one side.

"The first question from Uni-

vac,” he said tensely.

Barrie Rose touched a button.

Immediately a multitude of flash-

ing lights on a huge panel traced

an intricate pattern across the

banks upon banks of small bulbs

on the board. In less than a second

there was an audible click, and

Barrie Rose extracted a printed

card from the machine. On it was

Burton's first question. Bob May
winced when he read it.

"Mr. Burton,” he said, his voice

ominously serious, "here it is; One
of the most amazing cases of the

purest coincidence known to the

history of astronomy occurred

when a medieval author in a book

of fiction predicted that Mars has
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two moons! For your first ques-

tion—what was the name of the

book? Who wrote it? And w'hen

was it published?”

Burton’s brow knitted. Tlie au-

dience held its breath. It was not

an easy question. Would the Chal-

lenger flunk out at his first try?

Then Burton straightened up: "The

book was ‘Gulliver’s Travelsj' pub-

lished in seventeen twenty-six and

written by one Jonathan Quick

—

no. Swift—Jonathan Swift!”

"Correct!” shouted Bob May.

The audience applauded wildly.

"Mr. Monroe’s first question,

Barrie Rose!”

"Here it is!” Bob May read

earnestly: "One of the former

Presidents of the United States

was a famous stamp collector.

During a war fought under his

administration he advocated the

occupation of a small island by

United States troops because of his

knowledge of that island through

his hobby. For your first question

—who was the President? What
was the name of the island? In

which postal district was it sit-

uated?”

Almost before May had finished

reading the question Monroe an-

swered: "Franklin Delano Roose-

velt. The island was Mangareva in

the postal district of Tahiti!”

"Right, Mr. Monroe! Right!”

bellowed the Quizz Master, and

the audience clapped and whistled

and stamped its feet.

The questioning continued. The
contestants ran neck to neck. But

S3

the strain began to tell. Monroe's

glasses—forgotten—slid down his

nose; Burton’s shock of hair be-

came disarranged. They had been

at it for more than tn'o hours, in-

terrupted only by the rejuvena-
tion commercials after each set

of questions.

The tension in the audience and

throughout the nation was mount-

ing. And still Bob May kept on

asking questions: "Your seven-

teenth question, Burton. What is

the highest point on Mars? How
high is it? Who discovered it, and

when?”
"Mount Kepler! It’s a little over

eighteen thousand feet above Canal

Level. Discovered by Captain Pe-

ter Eriksen on the Third Martian

Expedition in the year two thous-

and and seventeen.”

"Correct!”

"Monroe—question seventeen

for you. On what Twentieth Cen-

tury stamps do you find the over-

print, Z.A.? What do these letters

stand for?”

"On stamps from old Armenia.

Z.A. stands for Zapadnya Armta,

meaning Western Army!”
"Correct

!”

"Burton, number eighteen—it’s

a toughie ! Of the over nine

thousand different Martian plants,

eight thousand and five are lichens

and mosses. Of the remaining va-

rieties which one is the rarest, and

how does this plant multiply?”

Burton ran his hands through

his already disheveled hair. Hi*

voice had long ago lost its cock;-
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ness. He hesitated in concentration

for a moment, and then said: "I

believe it’s the Lizard Cactus. Its

needles, bearing the spores, get

stuck between the scales of the

Lesser Canali Lizard and poison it.

Then it uses the moisture of the

animal to start the growth of the

new plant.”

"Right! Right all the way!”

"And you, Mr. Monroe, your

eighteenth—another tough one

!

Of the so-called Presidential Series

of postage stamps in use in the

United States in the third quarter

of the Twentietli Century what

was the color of the three-cent

stamp .5 And whose portrait was

on it?”

Monroe licked his lips. Absent-

mindedly he pushed his glasses

up. The great hall was breathlessly

quiet. Monroe was getting visibly

tired

!

"The three-cent stamp was—eh

-—deep violet, and—the portrait

was of—of—George Washing-

ton !”

Bob May sucked in his breath.

"No!” he exploded, "No! It was

Thomas Jefferson! You are

wrong!!!"

The audience gasped.

Wrong!
Monroe stood ashen-faced inside

the Force-Field. Little beads of

sweat were forming on his fore-

head and a tiny artery in his tem-

ple beat—and beat—and beat . . .

He did not utter a sound.

"I’m sorry,” said Bob May in

sepulchral tones. "Genuinely, deep-

ly sorry!”

The communicator in front of

Monroe quickly sank down
through the floor. The shimmer-

ing shell around the man seemed

for a moment to intensify. Then
with lightning speed it collapsed

upon itself and disappeared in a

blinding implosion—and with it

Charles Monroe!

Bob May whirled on the spell-

bound audience. In ecstatic frenzy

he shrieked: "I give you James

Burton—the Winner and New
President of the United States!”

The great audience went crazy

!



peace

in

the

wilderness

by Marion Zimmer Bradley

Like the great wooden horse of

Homeric legend were the Pharigs

—an enemy at the gates of a

new Ilium’s space-defended towers.

Xhe counterman was getting

nervous.

Kerry Donalson was the last

customer in the little cafe. The
clatter of dishes had completely

subsided and to either side of him
the cracked white-tile counter and

worn stools were bare and clean

and empty. Although Kerry was

a well-dressed man far into his

forties, the counterman hovered

disrespectfully around him, giving

a perfunctory toweling to surfaces

already spotless. Finally, his starchy

apron a-crackle with audible irrita-

tion, he demanded, "You got far

to go. Mister? It's getting close to

curfew!”

As if to emphasize the man’s

words, a blinding dazzle of white

light flared in the street outside,

arching through the glass front

of the cafe.

"Not far,” Kerry said and paid

no attention to the lights. For

thirteen years no street on Earth

had been dark at night. And dur-

ing all of those years without

darkness Earth had been in a state

of total war.

To explore the juture with a myth-maker’s divining rod may be a highly dan-

gerous undertaking. You may venture far from familiar landmarks and find

yourself turning a sickly shade of green. But so sturdily built and tremendous

is the "Trojan Horse” which Marion Z. Bradley has envisioned here that the

iron clang of his hoofbeats may even now be deceiving the world of tomorrow.

The strangest of strange events becomes terrifyingly real and suspense mounts
high indeed in this unusual novelette by the author of Jackie sees a star.
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A young man had come into the

cafe with the lights, and was mak-
ing his way toward the far end

of the counter. As the counterman

turned toward the new customer,

Kerry pointedly buried himself in

the front page of the Times-

Telegram. Behind his paper he

turned his wrist to look at the dial

of his watch. Half an hour before

curfew, the message had said. I’ll

come up and speak to you. But

don’t speak to me.

Kerry knew the headlines by

heart, for he had scribbled his

personal blue-pencil okay on every

story. For five years now he had

been editor, and part owner, of the

Times-Telegram. Yet he continued

to study the columns, as if some-

thing might be hidden there that

would give him a clue to the mys-

tery which had led him to seek

a possibly dangerous meeting with

a total stranger.

The main story read: ex-gov-

ernment SCIENTIST AFFIRMS
MOON BASE POSSIBLE. Earlier in

the day Kerry had skimmed it pro-

fessionally for typographical efrors,

and now he shrugged off the story

itself with cynical amusement. It

was nothing but a rehash of the

usual hopeful platitudes. The moon
base project had been definitely

abandoned.

United Earth had been trying

for twelve years to set a rocket on
Luna, and before that, the Free

Americas and the Asian Alliance

had ruthlessly trampled one an-

other in a futile race for a satellite

station. But no drive, no known
fuel could successfully propel a

rocket beyond the outer limits of

Earth’s gravity.

That afternoon, Kerry had re-

ceived a phone call from a dead

man. Ben Thrusher had been a

rocket research-expert for the Gov-
ernment of the Free Americas, but

a tragic accident had made him
one of the earliest casualties in

Earth’s war against the Pharigs.

Or had it been an accident?

Farther up the counter, he heard

the waiter grumble, "Counter’s

closed, lad. Too near curfew. You
want to get picked up by the Night
Police?”

"I only came to meet a friend

here,” the newcomer said.

Kerry, lifting his eyes from a

routine headline, Pharig Atrocities

Spark Curfew Crackdown in Dallas,

looked up quickly and found him-
self staring at the face of a tanned

youngster, maybe nineteen, maybe
even younger. He was wearing blue

jeans and a leather jacket.

"You must be Mr. Donalson?”
the youngster said.

Kerry stood up. "And you’re

Lewis Fallon?” he asked.

The youngster nodded and
touched Kerry’s extended hand
briefly.

"I thought you wouldn’t show
up,” Kerry said. "Coffee?”

"No time,” Fallon said. "Like

the man said, it’s near curfew, and
we don’t want to get picked up by
the Night Police, do we, now?”
The youth spoke with a faint in-
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flection of sarcasm, looking past

Kerry at the recruiting poster which

hung over the cash register.

AN EARTH DIVIDED

B AN EARTH CONQUERED

Join the height Police

Serve in Your Own Community!

Kerry shrugged into his over-

coat, and flung a greenie on the

counter. The counterman, making

change, sounded apologetic. 'T

didn’t mean to hurry you up.

Mister. Only I live way out in the

suburbs and I don’t want to go

home under police escort again.

My wife gets nervous.”

"That’s all right,” Kerry said.

"Sorry I kept you from closing on

time.”

He left the change and went out

into the glare of the streetlights,

the Fallon youngster walking easily

and warily at his side. He noticed

that Fallon glanced nervously to

right and left as they came out,

as if he expected to see someone

waiting. But the street was empty

—a bare illuminated cavern that

stretched away for endless miles,

white with the billions of vapor-

lamps that brightened every street

and alley.

Earth was largely a continuous

network of cities by now—and

every inch of the crammed country-

side, every solitary lane or alley.

"I hope, if you have a wife,”

Fallon said, "that she’s not the

nervous type.”

"I called Ruth before I left the

Times-Telegram building,” Kerry

said.

Fallon jerked his head in sudden

anger. "I should think you’d have

had sense enough to call her from

a public telephone, Mr. Donalson!

Damn it, why do you think I went

to the trouble to meet you way out

here?”

That did it. Kerry stopped walk-

ing and faced the youth. "Look

here,” he said, "I’m not going

another step with you until you

tell me what this is all about. Pre-

cisely where are we going, and

why are you acting like a criminal

conspirator?”

Lew Falloh frowned. "I should

have warned you. Your office phone

—can you swear it’s not tapped?”

"Of course it’s tapped,” Kerry

said, startled. He did not need to

be reminded that newspapers—and

other organs of information—^were

heavily censored for purposes of

public wartime morale.

Fallon jammed his hands down
in his pockets and sighed. "Well,

I’ve brought you this far, so we
may as well go on. But I don’t

like it. If that’s the kind of person

you are
—

” he checked his rising

anger with a visible effort, and

named a hotel halfway across town.

"But we can’t get there before

curfew, can we?” Kerry said.

"Hadn’t we better give our route

and destination to the Night

Police?”

Fallon turned abruptly, his

young face tense in the bluish light.

"Get this, Mr. Donalson. I’m tak-
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ing you to Ben Thtusher. If the

Night Police get wind of this

you’ll lose the biggest news story

of the year—^to say nothing of

what would happen to Ben. It was

Ben who wanted it this way. Now,

are you coming or aren’t you, and

to hell with the curfew! I can re-

member when it wasn’t a crime to

be on the streets whenever you had

business to transact.”

Lawbreaking comes hard to a

respectable man. ‘'If you’d printed

as many stories of Pharig atrocities

as I have,” Kerry told him, "you’d

know the curfew laws were for

your own protection.”

Fallon muttered something un-

der his breath, and went on. Kerry

followed, but he was not at all

reassured. For many years only the

Night Police, equipped with

neuron-guns, had dared to walk the

streets after curfew.

The Pharigs were immobile in

daylight, but at night, despite the

inhibiting curfew lights, they

marauded the world. If they es-

caped the unknown menace of

Pharig attack, there was still the

dangerous risk of a crippling

neuron-blast.

Neuron-guns were fatal to the

non-human Pharigs, and the Night

Police had orders to shoot first and

ask questions afterward. The as-

sumption was that if you were hu-

man, a neuron-blast wouldn’t do

you any lasting damage.

It was assumed that anyone on

the streets after curfew without

police escort—except in the protect-

ed areas reserved for necessary

night workers—was either a crimi-

nal or a Pharig. No honest or sane

Earthman had any business on the

streets at that hour.

Kerry quickened his steps to

match the hasty walk of the young-

er man. And all at once a random,

surprising memory darted through

his brain and he said aloud, "Lew
Fallon I”

The youngster turned impatient-

ly, and Kerry repeated, less sure

of himself, "Lew Fallon. But no,

it can’t be! You’re much too young

to be the Lew Fallon who was

killed by Pharigs eight years ago!”

'"The rocket man? That was my
father.” Lew Fallon’s mouth was

tight. "He wasn’t dead either

—

until a week ago.”

"I don’t understand,” Kerry said.

"Ben Thrusher and I were room-

mates in college, and we worked

at a civilian center during the

Three Days war. He was about the

best friend I had until the Pharig

invasion came, and the Army took

Ben for rocket research. He and

your father were killed when the

Pharigs sabotaged an experimental

rocket.”

"Rubbish!” Fallon blurted out,

then added quickly, "Look I can’t

explain. Ben 'Thrusher will have

to do it.”

Kerry had thought, at first, that

the whole thing was a cruel or

sinister hoax. But now the young-

ster’s attitude convinced him other-

wise. He hurried along, trying to

match Fallon’s stride. It was four
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minutes to curfew, and the streets

were totally empty. But every shad-

ow where the arch of light fell

away became the possible lurking

configuration of a concealed Pharig,

or a uniformed Night Policeman.

And there were many shadows.

He slackened his pace, a hand

to the stitch in his side, angry at

himself for the upsurge of excite-

ment aroused by his own guilt. He
hadn’t broken any laws yet!

"This is the hotel,” Fallon said

abruptly. He stopped, and added

with a shrug, "With just one min-

ute to spare before curfew. Don't

inquire at the desk. Go right up to

Room four-o-seven.”

He swung about on his heels,

and walked swiftly toward the rear

of the building.

Kerry started to follow, feeling

a sudden desperate need to insist

on a further explanation. But the

sudden wail of the curfew siren

drowned thought for a few seconds.

When the noise died away he was

standing inside the lobby, and a

bellboy was bolting the doors be-

hind him.

II

Kerry went on up. When he

rapped at the door of Room 407,

he was still breathless from climb-

ing and it occurred to him, perhaps

tardily, that he might be walking

into a trap. But he put up his hand

notwithstanding and knocked once

loudly, determined to end the mys-

tery as quickly as possible.
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"Who is it.^’’ called a muffled

voice from within the room.

"It's Kerry Donalson
—

”

"Come in.”

Kerry pushed the door open, and
then stepped back in consternation.

The room was in total darkness.

The unseen voice arrested his re-

treat. "Wait! Don’t go. It’s me,

Kerry
—

”

"Ben!” Kerry moved quickly to-

ward the sound, forgetting all cau-

tion. No one could have imitated

that peculiar nasal inflection, even

though the timbre of the voice it-

self had changed almost beyond

recognition.

"Don’t put on the lights just

yet,” Ben Thrusher warned from
the darkness. "I don’t want to

frighten you off before you know
it’s really me. Remember Lavender
Hall—the Marshall twins, Nancy
and Norma, and that old porch

swing? How’s Ruthie? How’s my
godson, little Phil? The baby

—

Judith, wasn’t it? —must be al-

most ten years old now.”

Kerry found that his own voice

was husky. "Okay, you’ve con-

vinced me. Now can I put some
lights on?”

Ben coughed and his voice grew

steadier. "Go ahead. Only—I’ve

changed a lot, Kerry.”

Kerry found the light switch by

the door, and managed to flick it

upward. A wide swath of light

flooded the room. Kerry’s breath

caught in his throat and he hardly

recognized his own voice whisper-

ing hoarsely in the darkness.
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"For God’s sake, Ben! I—I did-

n't know—’’

The thing on the bed stretched

its mouth in a grimace that ought

to have been a smile, but wasn’t.

The skull was hairless, the face

swollen; the lips a festering, tooth-

less sore. "The hands were wrapped

in bandages that bulged out, awk-

ward and useless, below the split

sleeves of flannel pajamas.

Ben Thrusher moved his head

slowly from side to side.

"Radiation burns,” he said,

steadily. "It doesn’t hurt much at

this stage, Kerry. But now you

know why I wanted you to recog-

nize me first in the dark.”

"My God,” Kerry murmured,

and it was a prayer. "We—we
thought you were dead eight years

ago. Did the .Pharigs
—

”

"Pharigs!” Kerry was horrified

to see Ben’s toothless mouth twist

into a wide, tormented smile. "I

might have known you’d say

that
—

”

"But how—how did it happen?

Ben, have you seen a doctor?”

"No. When I came here I was

still recognizably myself in a dim
light. A doctor would have report-

ed to the Army, to make sure I’d

die in a cell and never get a chance

to say what I’ve got to say.”

Kerry started, feeling suddenly

convinced that Ben’s mind had

been unhinged by suffering. But

his eyes—mere slits in angry flesh

—^met Kerry’s with a steady calm,

"I’m not insane, Kerry. If you

don’t believe me, call an ambulance.

Or to save trouble—call the Night
Police. The outcome would be the

same. You’d never see or hear of

me again. They’d hold me incom-

municado and my death would not

be long delayed. If you’re in mortal

terror of the dictatorship, I can

die all right without your help!

Only I thought you had courage

enough from the old days. Tlie

courage to be an honest newspaper-

man and tell the public the truth.”

"Sure,” Kerry soothed. "But

first we’ve got to get you to a

hospital, old fellow. I won’t let

them lock you up.”

Again the slow, tormented smile.

"Stop humoring me, Kerry.” One
of the bandaged hands moved,

clumsily tugging at Kerry’s arm in

an absurd but heartbreaking gesture

of reassurance. "The doctors could-

n't do much. I’ve had it, Kerry.

They’d just make sure I didn’t

talk
—

”

Carefully Kerry lowered himself

toward the bed. Ben winced, ward-

ing him away with a clumsy for-

ward movement of his shoulders.

In tight-lipped concern Kerry drew
up a chair, and leaned forward.

"Why should they do a thing

like that?-” he asked.

"I’m trying to tell you!” The
raw flesh around Ben's mouth con-

tracted in a spasm that could have

been agony—or anger, "I’ll give

you a story that will shake tlie

world!”

"If he can print it,” said a tight

voice behind them. Lew Fallon
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came in, shutting the door carefully

behind him.

Instantly Ben twisted on the

bed, in a convulsive movement of

pain and fear. "What does he

mean ? Kerry, tell me. I must know.

Can you print it ? Do we still have

a free press?”

"What the devil
—

” Kerry re-

membered that Ben was a very

sick man, and compassionately

amended his tone. "Of course we

have a free press. Why not? Where
have you been, to ask that?”

Ben Thrusher said, his voice

muffled, "I’ve been on the moon."

In three incredulous strides

Kerry was across the room, un-

cradling the telephone.

Lew Fallon took a catlike step

toward him. "What are you going

to do?” he demanded.

Kerry let the dial spin back.

"I’m going to call a doctor,” he

said. "Ben needs help.”

Lew Fallon wrenched the re-

ceiver from his hand. "Oh, no

you’re not,” he said, his voice de-

fiant.

As Kerry broke away the band-

aged man on the bed stirred.

"Let him alone. Lew,” Ben

pleaded. Then, more quietly:

"Kerry, you idiot, come over here

and listen to me. I’m not going

to be able to talk much longer. My
throat’s giving me hell. I haven’t

the time nor the strength to spend

hours softening you up and trying

to convince you. You’ve got to

trust me, Kerry! I haven’t got

many words left and I'll be damn-

ed if I’ll waste them—” His voice

thinned and he lay back, his face

ashen. There were dark stains on

the rumpled pillow.

Kerry returned to the bed, and

sat down. He said, "Do you mean
the Pharigs have a prison base on

—our moon?”
"No, not the Pharigs!” Ben

spoke with a flare of furious

energy, then sank back helplessly,

pressing one of his useless hands

against his throat.

Lev/ Fallon brought him a glass

of water from a pitcher on the

bureau, and Kerry supported him

while he drank it, in great greedy

swallows. Kerry could feel the

fever heat in the man’s skin.

He pleaded, "Ben, if you’re

afraid to go to a hospital, let me
take you home to Ruthie. I know
a doctor who can be trusted

—

”

"Ruthie!” Ben’s eyes brightened

in momentary warm gratefulness.

Then he shook his head. "Thanks,

Kerry. But I’ve no intention of

making it difficult for her. I’ve

only a day or two left. It’s just

that—I didn’t want to crawl in a

hole and die like a rat without a

word to anybody.”

His eyes closed and Kerry

thought for a moment that he had

fainted. He arose, and began to

tiptoe across the room. Maybe he

could persuade Lew Fallon to some

logical course of action.

But at the first step, Ben’s eyes

opened. "Come back here, Kerry,

and sit down!” he said, raising

himself with an effort. "I’m not
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dead yet! The Army men picked

up Chapman, and—Vm supposed

to have died in the crash.” His

voice held a brief trace of its old

vigor, and he put a completely

steady hand to his ruined face.

'"ITiere was faulty radiation

shielding in our ship. It was pri-

vately built, but you’d be surprised

if I told you who financed it. We
didn’t have proper facilities to test

it. Quite as important, we weren’t

fit to stand acceleration. That takes

young men—tough, experienced

test pilots. Fallon died when we
took off. I made it—there and

back. But Chapman and I won’t

live to be heroes. How about it,

Kerry? Is the story worth it?”

"Good God,” Kerry said sim-

ply. For a moment, his eagerness

to get all of the facts outweighed

even his concern over Ben’s desper-

ate condition. A dozen urgent

questions trembled on his tongue,

but he resolutely suppressed his

curiosity.

"I still say you’d be better off

at my house,” he said.

Lew Fallon crossed the room to

stand beside him. "I’m afraid he’s

right,” he said. "There’s an alert

out on the Night Police frequency.

I was listening just now. I knew
it was a mistake to call you at the

newspaper building.”

Ben said in a barely audible

whisper, "I don’t want to get you

in trouble if I can help it, Kerry.

Or you either, Lew—

”

Fallon made a reckless gesture

of repudiation. "Trouble’s what

I’m looking for! This was a free

country once! They owe me some-

thing for all the years I thought my
Dad was dead

—

”

Ben Thrusher sank back against

the pillows, his body racked by

coughs. When the spasm quieted

he muttered, "Remember, Kerry

doesn’t know, and we’ve no time

now to explain. Can you get us out

of here?”.

"I guess so—if Mister Donalson

isn’t afraid to take a few risks,”

Fallon said bitterly.

Kerry turned on him angrily.

"Knock it off, will you? I’m here.

Isn’t that enough?”

Like many men who lead fairly

dull lives and only daydream about

adventure, Kerry resented its in-

trusion into everyday life, and felt

almost personally indignant about

what seemed like heroics on young

Fallon’s part. Still, in some obscure

corner of his brain, he knew that

Ben was neither raving nor a mad-

man.

Fallon had slipped out of the

room, and Ben now lay with his

eyes closed. But Kerry, seeing the

swollen lids flicker, guessed that

the dying man was only avoiding

questions. It was vitally necessary

for him to hoard his small strength,

but a furious impatience nagged

at Kerry, and he paced the room
restlessly until young Fallon reap-

peared.

Over his arm the youth carried

a huge, loose raincoat. He said to

Kerry, '"The place is all locked up

for curfew. But there’s a service
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door. If we get caught, leave every-

thing to me." He went to the bed

and drew back the blankets.

“Do you think you can walk,

Ben?” he asked, his voice tight

with concern.

Kerry gasped with horror. Ben’s

feet were swollen to nearly three

times their normal size. Fallon pro-

duced an enormous pair of carpet-

slippers, slit them at toe and heel,

and knelt to put them on the use-

less feet.

Ben forced himself painfully to

a sitting position, and just as he

did so Lew broke into Kerry’s

frozen dismay with a rasping,

"Come and help me, Mr. Donal-

son. Can’t you see we’ll have to

carry him?”

They bundled the raincoat over

Ben’s pajamas, lifting and support-

ing him. Ben crossed the room in

a shambling walk, dragging him-

self along between Lew and Kerry

as if the men were living crutches.

Although he did not say a word,

Kerry felt him wince and heard

the harsh catch of breath each time

he set one of the swollen feet to-*

the ground. They could only guess

at his pain.

Somehow they got him into a

small service elevator and rested,

breathing harshly—^Ben was a large

and heavy man—while it made a

creaky and slow descent.

The back door opened on a nar-

row areaway, lying deserted in a

brilliant vapor-light which bright-

ened its every ugly crevice from
the building to the curb. They
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hoisted Ben bodily into the front

seat of a small, war-model electric

automobile, and Kerry climbed in

after him.

The big man sagged on Kerry’s

shoulder. Kerry looked curiously

at FaHon as the youngster climbed

into the driver’s seat.

As if sensing his apprehensive

scrutiny Fallon explained, “We’ll

take a chance on the law of aver-

ages. How many Night Police are

in the city? They can’t check every

street, and they usually concen-

trate on deserted spots.”

Ill

Lew Fallon drove the car down
the main street. 'They encountered

no other car, and saw only one

pedestrian—a solitary Night Cop
lounging in a doorway, his neuron-

gun a luminescent halo on bis hip.

The police officer did not even raise

his head as their car’s lights swung
across his uniform.

Lew laughed, harshly and con-

temptuously. “See? They think the

whole city is so scared by now that

no one would dare to be here

without a police permit!”

They were rapidly approaching

Kerry’s street, and the newspaper-

man was beginning to relax. He
had almost convinced himself that

the peaceful drive was an anti-

climax to a melodramatic prelude

when a blinding shaft of light

crossed their headlights. One of

the small, fast prowlies darted

from a side-street and completely
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blocked their passage, blinking a

menacing red signal.

Lew jammed on the brakes.

A uniformed man jumped from

the prowlie, his right hand ghostly

by the phosphorescence around his

neuron-gun. He strode up to the

car.

"What is it this time?’’ he asked

angrily. "Are you taking your wife

to the maternity hospital ? If you’re

not, your excuse had better be

good.”

Kerry was startled. As was so

often the case with law-abiding

citizens, it had never occurred to

him that the Night Police had to

deal with such minor violations

fairly often. In the news stories

he printed such violations were

a serious matter and the Night

Police fast on the trigger. This

particular officer had his neuron-

gun in readiness, but otherwise he

sounded like an argumentative

daytime traffic cop.

Lew completely lowered the

front window. "I’m glad we ran

into you,” he said. "My friends and

I were playing cards at my house

and we forgot the time. It was after

curfew when we broke the game

up, and when I tried to call up

for a police escort, my phone was

out of order and this guy’s wife

is waiting for him. We called and

called, but we couldn’t even get

the operator. So we decided to go

out and hunt one up.”

The nightman glanced in the

window, his disinterested eyes pass-

ing over Ben, sagging beneath the

raincoat and slouch hat. He stated

for an instant at Kerry in his neat

snap-brim and overcoat. Then he

bolstered the neuron-gun.

"Go ahead,” he said. "I’ll follow

you.”

They pulled up before Kerry’s

house, and the policeman got out

of the prowlie again and came to

the car window. "I want to see

you get in off the street. Go on in

right now. And another time, keep

an eye on the clock, will you?”

Lew grumbled, "Helluva note

when it’s a crime to drive your

friends home—

”

The policeman was bored, but

courteous. "It’s no crime to be on

the street. But the law says you

have to tell us beforehand for your

own protection. That way we know
who you are and where you’ll be,

and won’t make the mistake of

shooting you for a Pharig. You
want me to radio for a permit for

you to drive home?”

Fallon looked at Kerry. "No
thanks, we’ll spend the night

here.”

"Sure, glad to have you.” Kerry

said, picking up his cue. The po-

liceman lost interest and turned

away.

For his benefit. Lew said in a

loud voice, "Our friend here’s had

one too many. 'We’d better give him

a hand or he’ll flop on his noggin.”

Grudgingly admiring Fallon’s

quick thinking, Kerry helped him

hoist the sagging Ben out of the

car. As they stumbled up the steps

Kerry saw, behind the curtained
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window of the front door, the

silhouette of a woman. He called

out, and the door opened from

inside. Swiftly they hauled Ben

over the threshold.

Ruth Donalson, her fingers still

gripping the doorhandle, cried out

dn relief as Kerry came toward her.

"Kerry! Oh darling, do you

know what time it is? I was so

frightened
—

” Her eyes fell on the

sagging man and all the blood

ebb^ from her face.

Lew Fallon moved, with a catlike

swiftness, to slam the door before

her scream could reach the ears

of the departing policeman.

The woman wailed "Ben! What

has happened to you?”

"Be quiet, Ruthie," Kerry urged.

Ruth subsided and drew back,

her eyes wide with distress and

p‘^y-

Ben’s lips moved in their fright-

ful smile. "Anyway you recognized

me, Ruthie,” he said. "That’s more

than Kerry did.”

Ruth Donalson was quick to

recover her self-control. "But you

are hurt. You’re sick! The front

bedroom, Kerry, it’s closer. Let me
go first and pull down the shades.”

She hurried ahead, drawing

down opaque blinds in a room of

spacious dimensions. There was a

moment of waiting. They heard

the prowlie roar and drive away.

Finally Ruth pulled down a blanket

and let the two men ease Ben

Thrusher down on the clean sheets.

"What’s the matter with him,

Kerry?” she demanded, while Lew
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Fallon bent to help Ben out of the

bursting slippers.

Ben Thrusher closed his eyes and

said huskily, "Radiation burns.

Don't worry, Ruthie—Fm in no

great pain. It’s swell to see you

again. You go on to bed now. I’ve

got to talk to Kerry while there’s

still time.”

"Do as he says, dear,” Kerry

said. "If there’s any trouble I want

you to be able to say honestly that

you didn’t know anything about

it.”

Ruth started to leave, then turned

in bewildered uncertainty toward

Lew Fallon. Kerry, recalling him-

self, said: "Mr. Fallon—my wife.

You remember Dr. Fallon,

Ruthie?”

Ruth nodded. "Yes, of course.

And this young man is his son. I’m

sorry we haven’t another guest

room. But I’ll make up a bed

right away
—

”

"Please don’t bother,” Fallon

protested. "I don’t think any of

us will do much sleeping.”

Kerry asked: "Are the kids in

bed, dear?”

"Yes, hours ago—or they ought

to be,” Ruth said. The words were

hardly out of her mouth when there

was a sudden sound behind her.

"Phil!” Kerry snapped, catch-

ing sight of a small freckled face

in the doorway, "Go right back to

bed this instant.”

"I heard the police car. Dad-

dy
—

” the little boy started to pro-

test. But Ruth hurriedly blocked

the door so that he could not see
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into the room, and pulled it shut

behind her.

Inside the room, Ben Thrusher

said, "Ruthie hasn’t changed a bit,

has she? Bless her! Phil must be

quite a boy by now,” he added

with a faint sigh.

"Did you really want to see the

kid, Ben?”

Ben said quietly, "Sure. But I

don’t want him to see me. Not like

this.”

Kerry said uncomfortably, "Ben,

is there anything I can do for you,

anything you need? Should I try

to get hold of that doctor I men-

tioned?”

But Ben’s eyes had slipped shut.

Kerry drew up a chair, and sat

motionless at his old friend's side

for some minutes. In the back of

his mind he was still as concerned

as ever about Ben. But the instincts

of a newspaperman are a recog-

nizable syndrome. Hunger, thirst

and sex are minor tropisms com-

pared to a newsman’s curiosity.

He got up and joined Lew
Fallon, who had drawn the shade

a little aside and was looking out

guardedly into the lighted street.

He said "They’re not likely to

look for him here. And now don’t

you think you owe me some ex-

planation of all this? I heard that

the Army closed down the rocket

project—about the time Ben was

supposed to have been killed.”

Fallon let the shade fall into

place, and turned around with a

gesture of bitter impatience. "And
didn't it ever strike you as being

deliberately planned? ’When the

whole planet is in the throes of

total war with invaders from outer

space why would the Army close

down rocket research at the precise

moment when four top scientists

disappear!”

Kerry thought he was beginning

to understand. "You mean the

project just went underground?

Then why—

”

The bandaged man on the bed

stirred. He said, "Let me tell it.

Lew. No, it wasn’t an Army ship.

You might call me a—well, a fifth

columnist. The Army really thought

I was dead. I covered my tracks

pretty well.” Ben’s voice had clear-

ed a little, and was almost recog-

nizable.

"Listen carefully, Kerry. When
the Science draft took me in the

Army I was told I’d be working
on rockets and guided missiles for

the Free Americas. We were all

set to beat the Asian Alliance to

the Moon. We even had rocket

bombs with thermonuclear war-

heads to blast the Asians right off

the planet if they gave us any trou-

ble. Then we’re confronted with

the Pharig threat, and immediately

the Free Americas are rubbing

noses with the Asians. And what
does Earth-United Science Service

order me to do? Build solar-power

packs—cheap power for private

homes. War effort, they called it!”

"But the solar-power project was

a wartime measure,” Kerry pointed

out. "The big central power-plants

were too easy a target. Remember
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when the Pharigs bombed Niagara

and Grand Coulee? If we’d ever

had a complete power failure in

those areas
—

”

"Considerate of them, wasn’t it

—to wait until everyone in both

areas was using solar power,” said

Ben quietly. "I know all the argu-

ments for decentralization, Kerry.

I fell for it too—for a while. Do
you remember the big Pharig ships

that crashed in Iceland and Tibet?”

On familiar ground now, Kerry

said, "Sure. I went to Iceland to

get the story.”

Embittered laughter came from

Ben’s ravaged throat. "I’ll bet you

didn’t get within a mile of it
!”

"You lose your bet. I saw it from

two hundred feet. But I wasn’t

allowed aboard, and the Army offi-

cials deliberately exposed all the

film we brought, so we couldn’t

print photographs.”

"For the omnipresent reason of

public morale, I suppose,” Ben

commented. "I wasn’t allowed

aboard, either. Not a single man

from the rocket-research division

was allowed aboard. But they

couldn’t clamp down on public in-

formation eight years ago the way

they can today. Pass or no pass,

I decided I’d get to see the thing

from the inside. So, finally, I did

get aboard. And I snooped and

snooped until I found it
—

” His

voice thinned out.

Kerry had to prompt him.

"Found what?”

"I still don’t know who slipped

up and left it there for me to find,”
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Ben said. "But when I saw it,

I resigned. That Pharig ship was

made right here on Earth, Kerry.

It didn’t come from outer space at

all.”

Kerry looked at him, appalled.

"Does that mean—that some men
from the rocket project sold out

to the Pharigs?”

Lew Fallon cut in angrily, "Lis-

ten to what he says, will you, not

to your own ideas! 'Why do you

think he had to disappear? He’s

trying to tell you that the ship was

a big fake. There aren’t any

Pharigs. There never were any!”

If Ben had said it, Kerry might

have dismissed it as delirium. He
stared at the hard-headed youth,

then back at the dying man on the

bed. Ben’s hairless skull moved in

silent agreement. When the silence

threatened to become unendurable,

Kerry said quite reasonably, "But

that’s impossible.”

"Have you ever seen a Pharig?

Has anyone you know ever seen

one ? What do you know about the

Pharigs? Not just what do you

copy off the news releases and the

news wires and the propaganda

releases of Earth United, but what

do you really know?”

Kerry pressed his fingers against

his eyes. "How do I know the

south pole exists? I’ve never been

there. How do I know the moon’s

not made of green cheese? No,

I’ve never seen a Pharig.”

"And neither has anybody else,

because there aren’t any such

creatures.”
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"You’re crazy,” Kerry said. But

to his surprise his voice carried no

conviction. He was trying to re-

member tire different Pharig atroc-

ity stories he had printed in the

last year. People brutally murdered

in the streets—buildings and prop-

erty wrecked. Yet the crime rate

was falling so low that city after

city was abolishing its prison sys-

tem. If the Pharigs did not exist,

why were such inhuman acts com-

mitted ?

He put the question in terrible

puzzlement, adding, "Of course

I’ve never seen a Pharig. Not to

my knowdedge. But they’re hu-

manoid. It takes a neuron-gun

charge to prove a man isn’t one,

and if he is, there isn’t enough left

for an autopsy. For all I know, you

could both be Pharigs!”

"Convenient, isn’t it?” Ben
Thrusher said, a bleak hopeless-

ness in his voice.

Lew Fallon interrupted. "Have
you ever seen a single so-called

Pharig atrocity that couldn’t be the

work of human vandals or hooli-

gans?”

Kerry said helplessly, "There’s

no arguing on those grounds.”

Ben twisted spasmodically on
the bed, pressing his swollen face

into the pillow. His voice came out

muffled. "No arguing with me.

What about you? You understand

it better now. Even if the hoax

could be exposed, who’d believe it

after thirteen years? And the

longer it goes on, the harder it

would be to convince anyone. Oh

hell, why didn’t I die in the crash?

After all I went through to get

in touch with you
—

” He pounded
the pillow furiously with his swath-

ed fists, then collapsed and lay

still, gasping and choking.

Kerry approached the bed and
laid a hand on the quivering shoul-

ders. "Try to get some rest, old

man. Can’t you tell me in the

morning?”

Ben Thrusher rolled over. His
face had visibly deteriorated in the

last few hours. Now it was a swol-

len, grotesque mask, unnaturally

drained of all expression.

Fallon said fiercely, "Give him
a chance, will you? He hasn’t time

to argue every point with you

!

And if you , believe in this non-

existent war, name one war plant

that’s making anything in the shape

of a weapon! Why did we never

use any of our stockpiled H-bombs
against the Pharigs?”

"In our own atmosphere?”

Kerry demanded. "If we’d done
that the radioactive fallout would
have endangered the lives of our

own citizens!”

"I know what the war plants are

making. Solar power packs. I’ll

bet you have one on this house

right now?” He mimicked Kerry’s

nod. "Cheap proteins, yeast and
fungi stuff, for the Famine Belt

countries
—

”

"Well, what of that? An Earth

divided is an Earth—•”

"I’d rather you didn’t repeat

that one-world propaganda excuse

in my presence,” Ben said weakly.
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"Why didn’t we accept the risks

and wallop the Pharigs right out

of the Solar System?”

"When we didn’t even have

space flight?"

Ben gave an almost inarticulate

groan of protest. "We didn't have

space flight? The everlasting hell

we didn’t! I developed the drive

myself—my team, that is—and the

Army of Earth United thanked us

politely, closed down the rocket

project and told me to go build

solar power packs instead.”

His voice failed, and Fallon took

up the story. It had taken them

eight years. Young Fallon did not

know all of the details, but he

sketched them in. Eight years of

being officially dead; eight years

of hiding, of working in secret.

He would not name the private

enterprise and industries who had

financed the ship. But he was quite

explicit about their reasons. They

were men, and groups of men, who
for one reason or another hated

the new regime. They w’ere men

who had been appalled by w'hat

they considered the betrayal of the

Free Americas through cooperation

with the Asian Alliance and who
rebelled against the military rule

which the population as a whole

accepted as a necessity. They were

above all men who objected to the

decentralized police law—for al-

though the Army of Earth United

functioned on a planet-wide scale,

there was no other government

more central than the local gov-

ernment of each city.
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"But why,” Kerry asked, "would

anyone deliberately set out to hoax

a whole world?”

"Isn’t it obvious?” Ben Thrusher

stirred against Ruthie’s embroider-

ed pillowcases. "Power. The seeds

were planted far back in the Third

World War, when they first began

giving the President special emer-

gency powers The 'Three Days’

War put the whole continent under

martial law, and now their non-

existent Pharig invasion has done

the same for the whole world!”

Kerry was almost beyond speech.

He got up and paced the room

in silence. Finally he said: "It

makes a kind of sense. Only maybe

there was an emergency you don’t

know anything about. Would you

rather have the Free Americas and

the Asian Alliance dropping bombs

on each other? Remember the

Three Days’ War—

”

"But we won it!” Ben said

fiercely. "We were a great nation

then ! We could knock out half

the world at the push of a button,

and now—

”

Fallon chimed in, "And now
we have a non-existent war where

nobody gets killed except on paper,

where the Asian Alliance no longer

threatens our very existence
—

”

"—and where scientists spend

their valuable time and resources

fiddling with solar power and free

food and birth control when we
could have freed the world and

set our course for the stars.” Ben’s

voice shook with the intensity of
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his emotion. "Kerry, what have we
got?"

Beyond the window, the curfew

lights winked out.

"If you're right,” Kerry said

thoughtfully, "We’ve got what

men have been looking for since

history began. We’ve got peace.”

Ben Thrusher shook his head.

"Solhudinem faciuni: pacem ap-

pelant,” he quoted with heavy bit-

terness. "They make a wilderness

and call it peace!”

IV

Sunlight was streaming in

through the window of Kerry’s

private office. He stared at the sheet

of paper which he’d just removed

from his typewriter, and said

—

more to himself than to Lew Fallon—"Someone once said that you

can’t fool all of the people all of

the time.”

"The hell you can’t!” Fallon’s

voice was bitter. "It’s been done

time and time again! Hoaxes, even

clumsy and silly ones, have thrown

whole states into panic until some-

body in an 'official’ position denied

them. This time, there were no

denials, that’s all. What do people

believe? On a world as big as this

one, by and large, they believe what

they’re told.”

Fallon leaned across Kerry’s

desk. "Listen. I was a rookie in the

Night Police. I never saw a Pharig,

but it never occurred to me to

doubt their existence. My training

manuals told me how to fight them.

I had a special gun to kill them.

My whole job was to keep people

off the streets to protect them
against the Pharigs ! If a crime was

committed, and we failed to actu-

ally catch somebody in the act,

everyone assumed that the Pharigs

had done it. Humans weren’t sup-

posed to be capable of such things

!

I’m just learning what humans are

capable of! A thousand—even five

hundred—people could know and

share the secret, and a whole world

could be hoaxed!”

Kerry handed Fallon his edito-

rial. "If we can get this into print

we can start people asking ques-

tions,” he said.

He was remembering all he had

heard from Ben, and from young

Fallon after he had finally per-

suaded Ben to take a sedative and

try to sleep. Kerry himself had not

slept at all. During his years as

head of the Titnes-Telegram he had

been content to print the news as

he received it. He had been content

to be just another dupe in the

human herd!

Now Ben Thrusher was giving

his life so that the truth could

come out. The fact could not be

disputed. If Ben had given himself

up for immediate medical attention,

they might have been able to save

him. By the ghosts of all newsmen,

here was a crusade worth taking

on!

The youngster was musing over

the editorial.
"

'It has long been the

policy of this paper to print all the

news without bias and without
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questioning the sources, when we
had reasonable assurance of the

integrity of those sources,’ ” he

read aloud. "I like this part down

here better, though. 'The people

of the sabotaged former Govern-

ment of the Free Americas have

been made the victim of the most

audacious coup in modern his-

tory—’
”

Someone knocked at the door.

When Kerry drew back the bolt

and looked out the morning sun-

light glinted brightly on a metal

service belt and the sombre color

of a uniform.

"Mr. Donalson?” the policeman

asked.

Kerry nodded, and stepped back

from the doorway.

The man showed credentials. "I

believe you once knew a govern-

ment scientist by the name of

Benedict Thrusher?” he said. "Is

that correct?”

Kerry frowned. "Why, yes. We
were very good friends at one time.

When he died eight years ago
—

”

Kerry paused in consternation.

Lew Fallon’s muscles had gone

rigid. He tried to telegraph to the

youth, with a casual nod, that what

he was witnessing was just the

routine inquiry which he had been

expecting all along. But it was no

use. He knew he had to get Lew

Fallon out of the room before he

did something unwise.

Kerry said to the policeman,

"Excuse me just a minute.” Then

he pointed to the editorial in

Fallon’s hand. “Joe, take that down
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to the press room and tell them

to give it a box on the front page.”

He prayed that Fallon would see

through the little comedy and

would obey him without question.

He had a bad moment—fortunate-
ly the policeman’s back was turned

—when Fallon looked startled and

indignant. But he need not have

been alarmed. Fallon glanced down

at the editorial and almost instantly

departed.

"Check, Mr. Donalson,” Fallon

said.

Kerry tried not to let his relief

betray him. He turned abruptly

and gave his attention to the police-

man again. "You were saying?”

The officer put his credentials

away. "Please come with me, Mr.

Donalson,” he said.

Kerry’s solar plexus knotted.

"Do you mind telling me why?”

he demanded.

"I’d rather not say here,” the

officer replied.

Kerry stood up and reached for

his coat. It still might be the routine

inquiry. More as a test than as a

real question. "May I call my
wife?” he asked.

The policeman motioned Kerry

to precede him through the door.

"There’s no need for that,” he

said. "You’ll be coming right

back.”

Kerry framed a silent "Oh
yeah?" but he did not say it aloud.

He sagged despondently in the

seat of the prowlie, while the

siren screamed through the jammed

streets.
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After a few minutes, he decided

that a too-stubborn silence could

be as dangerously revealing as un-

guarded talk.

"Why am I being taken in a

police car?” he asked, in a digni-

fied way. "Where am I going?”

The officer answered at once.

"Your friend didn’t die, Mr. Don-

alson. He’s up in the police-

precinct hospital. I guess he asked

for you.”

"Ben Thrusher?” Kerry felt

trapped. He had been so sure that

Ben would be safe at his house.

But if they had taken him from

there, what might have happened

to Ruthie and the children? He
found himself wishing that Ben

had chosen a man without wife or

children to confide in.

The precinct station of the Night

Police was an immense re-modelled

factory. Inside, the halls were

dusty, and full of odd unfamiliar

smells. Only on the top floor was

the corridor sanitary, and pungent

with the flavor of disinfectants.

Still shepherded by the policeman,

Kerry found himself being hustled

along behind the white-smocked

back of a capped nurse.

'The policeman said in a whisper,

outside a door, "Your friend’s in

there. I better warn you, he’s a

mess. I guess the Pharigs had him
prisoner all these years. He looks

like it, anyway.”

Kerry went in. The walls and

the bed and pillows were a pale

frosty green. Ben’s face, against

that cool background, was shock-

ing, horribly disintegrated even in

the few hours since Kerry had last

seen him. A needle dripped fluid

into an immobilized arm. The
hands, tightly re-bandaged, showed

brownish stains through the white

folds.

Across the bed, Kerry faced a

tall darkly handsome man, uni-

formed—^not in the sombre color

of the Night Police—but in the

blazing blue of the Army of Earth

United. A commander’s stars

sparkled on his sleeve.

Kerry said softly, "Ben

—

Ben’s eyes forced themselves

open. A pallid flicker of recogni-

tion stirred in them, and the hide-

ous cavern of the mouth moved.

From somewhere back of it a deep

despairing sound came, that might,

or might not, have been a word.

Even that much effort twisted the

ruined face into spasms, and the

tall man on the other side bent

forward.

"Don’t try to talk,” he said

gently. "Everything’s all right.”

Questions were screaming inside

Kerry’s brain—questions Ben could

never answer and the police proba-

bly would turn aside. He stared in

fierce interrogation at the stranger,

who bowed very slightly.

"Mr. Donalson?” the tall officer

said, "I am Commander Shakhara

Lai, stationed in Delhi.” He offer-

ed his hand, but Kerry ignored it.

The commander walked around the

bed. "I assure you, Mr. Donalson,”

he said, "we knew Ben 'Thrusher’s

whereabout’s long before he tried
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to contact you. We had not the

slightest desire to make him prison-

er, although if he had surrendered

himself sooner
—

” he broke off,

looking at Ben’s inert body.

"Dr. Chapman is recovering

nicely,” he added. He spoke per-

fect English, but a certain extra

precision and sibilance betrayed

that it was not his native language.

Kerry started to speak, but just

then the face on the pillow sudden-

ly loosened and seemed to come

apart. The nurse started forward,

then tightened her lips and said

reproachfully, "He’s gone! If we’d

had him here a week ago
—

”

While the nurse drew the sheet

over what had been Ben Thrusher,

Kerry stood motionless, unnerved

by tension and grief and a sense

of futile wrath. He looked up sud-

denly and realized that Commander

Lai seemed equally unnerved.

The Indian was looking down

at the shrouded form, and his fists

were tightly clenched. He said

aloud, and not to Kerry, "If he

could have waited only three more

years he would have seen the end

of it. He could have had the glory

he deserved.”

He raised his head, and now

he was speaking to Kerry. "'There’s

nothing more that anyone can do

now for him here. Mr. Donalson,

will you join me in the office

downstairs?”

He left the room without a back-

ward glance, walking with an air

of authority as if it never occurred

to him that anyone could question
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his orders. Kerry’s brain, cold with

anger, began working again as soon

as he stepped out into the corridor.

He knew that downstairs were

precinct headquarters, offices, the

barracks of the city’s enormous

force of Night Police, and the

detention cells where he supposed

they’d hold him incommunicado

—

like Ben’s colleague. But if he

could get away

—

They’d expect him to hide, natu-

rally. What else does a fugitive do?

But all he wanted was to make

sure that his editorial got printed

and the Tirnes-Telegram reached

the streets.

After that he couldn’t disappear,

or be listed as—he understood it

better now—another Pharig casu-

alty. He could do that much for

Ben’s memory, and he would do

it, or die in the attempt.

At the end of the corridor, past

the elevators, a small and narrow

stairway led down to what was

evidently a back alley. Kerry wait-

ed until the commander had step-

ped into the elevator, followed by

the policeman who had brought

Kerry here. Then he abruptly step-

ped back, dodged, and made a

break for the stairs.

Someone behind him gave a

startled shout. There was the sound

of a door slamming shut, running

feet, and then, just as Kerry reach-

ed the top step, someone yelled,

"Stop that crazy fool!”

A blinding light stabbed at

Kerry’s eyes, and a paralyzing cold

hit him over the heart. 'Then every
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nerve and muscle contracted in

agony and he collapsed in a bundle

of jerking reflexes. Conscious, but

powerless to control his body, he

felt himself rolling, twisting and

bumping, down the stairs. His head

struck marble, and he blacked out.

V
Kerry became aware again of

his surroundings very slowly. First

there was light and air and the jab

of a needle in his biceps. Then
his eyes blinked open, and sunlight

pierced them like another needle.

There was a painful prickling in

every part of his body and he

groaned when he tried to move his

feet. He was lying, without his

coat and shoes, on a hospital bed,

and a young man in a white jacket

was standing beside him.

"You wake up again? Good.”

He looked down at Kerry, chuck-

ling. "What happened to you? A
touch of the sun? Well, we’re all

more or less crazy these days. I’m

afraid you’ll be stiff and sore for

a few days; those neuron-guns are

no joke.”

He beckoned to a nurse, who
brought a sterile tray. ’The interne

rolled back Kerry’s sleeve, dabbed

at it and jabbed him again with

a needle.

Kerry’s lips were still stiff. He
put up his hand and rubbed at

them and managed to mumble,
"What’s that?”

"Neurotone,” the interne said.

"If you have much muscular pain.

see your own doctor and get an-

other shot.” He turned to someone
just outside the door. "He’s all

right now. He must have caught

it right in the chest. Good thing

you have a strong heart, Mr. Don-
alson. A man your age doesn’t

want to take too many shocks like

that.”

A policeman stood hesitant in

the doorway. "Listen, Mister,” he
said, "I’m sorry I had to shoot you,

only don’t you never run away
when a policeman yells at you.

You know we can’t take chances

with the Pharigs!”

"You needn’t apologize. Ser-

geant,” said another voice behind

him.

Kerry, stooping to lace his shoes,

straightened and swung his feet

over the edge of the bed. He look-

ed up at Commander Lai, who
made a dismissing motion at the

policeman.

"A guilty conscience is a very

bad thing to have around a police

station, Mr. Donalson,” said Com-
mander Lai. "If you had waited

for a minute you would have
known there Was no charge against

you. And just to relieve your mind
I may add that you will be perfect-

ly free to leave here in half an
hour. However, I must first request

the favor of an interview.”

Downstairs in a small, window-
less office, the commander took a

seat behind a battered desk, obvi-

ously not his own, and gestured

Kerry to a chair.

"Before we begin,” he said
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quietly, "I want to make one thing

clear. Ben Thrusher was brought

here at his own request—a state-

ment which the members of your

family can verify. At the last mo-

ment, I believe he didn’t want to

make trouble for you by dying in

your house.”

His eyes, dark and level and

severe, met those of Kerry across

the desk. "I assure you that you

are in no personal danger,” he said.

"On the other hand, it is absolute-

ly imperative that we keep you

from making—shall we say

—

irresponsible statements.”

The door to an inner office

opened, and Lew Fallon, escorted

by Night Police, came in. He look-

ed a trifle rumpled and sinister,

with a torn collar and the traces

of a bloody nose, and he was ac-

companied by a man whose face

Kerry dimly recognized before

memory could put a name to him.

He was Paul Qiapman, the Austral-

ian rocketry expert who had drop-

ped out of sight at the same time

as Ben Thrusher. He was bandaged

like Ben, and battered and tooth-

less. But he was recognizable.

Commander Lai dropped a crum-

pled piece of paper on the desk.

"I believe that you’ll want to re-

consider before printing this,” he

said.

Kerry did not need to look at

it to know that it was the editorial

and rough draft of the news story

he had written. He crushed it in

his hand.

Lew Fallon said bitterly, "I did
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the best I could, Mr. Donalson.

Ben’s dead now. Like my Dad.

And for what?”

"Be quiet. Lew,” said Doctor

Chapman in a resonant voice which

had a little of the same blurred

quality as Ben’s, but was made
sharper by an accent of authority.

"We appreciate what you did for

Ben. Only
—

”

"Only it was the wrong thing,”

the commander interrupted. "We
all appreciate it, and I, perhaps,

most of all. But your mistaken

kindness killed him, Fallon.”

He leaned forward slightly, and

said, "I shall be perfectly frank

with you, Mr. Donalson. If you

were a farmer, or a plumber, or the

manager of a cigar store, we would

let you talk all you pleased, for

we could be quite sure that no one

would listen. We could always have

you confined—briefly of course

—

in a mental institution, as a pre-

caution against anyone believing

you. Or at the worst
—

” he paused.

"At the worst we could have you

listed as—another Pharig casualty.”

Fallon burst out, "And they call

this a free world!”

The commander ignored him.

"There are laws against inciting to

riot,” he said slowly, as if search-

ing for the tight words. "And you

are in the peculiar position of hav-

ing a large communications medium

at your command. I assure you we

would have no compunctions about

invoking those laws against you.

However, we hope such drastic

action may not be necessary.
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"At present, there are four other

newspapers in your exact position.

One in Buenos Aires, one in Dallas,

Texas, one in Bombay and one in

Sheffield, England. To the owners

and editors of these newspapers,

we have made the identical revela-

tion we are making to you. Ben

Thrusher was right. There are no

Pharigs. There never were any.”

"So Ben was right,” Dr. Chap-

man repeated, looking hard at

Kerry. We’ve actually got a military

dictatorship.”

Commander Lai said, "We had

a military dictatorship after the

Three Days’ War—or rather, we
had two of them. The Asian Alli-

ance—we freely admit ' it—were

planning to use plague germs in

the next war, and I don’t believe

even your most rabid nationalists

would deny that the Free Americas

were making rocket-bombs with

radiocobalt warheads. Atomic war
is a lemming urge, and it would
at least have remedied our worst

problem—overpopulation. Natural

lesources were going fast. Coal and

oil were virtually gone, and we
had to save the heavy isotopes for

space flight, or we’d never get off

the earth, and die on a worn-out

planet.”

He shrugged heavily. "The
Pharig invasion w'as a desperate

expedient. ’The so-called military

decision not to use H-bombs on the

invaders was another. Actually, all

the thermonuclear weapons had
been dismantled to replace dwin-

dling power resources until we
could get workable solar power

—

and to conserve something for

space flight.”

"If you were saving heavy metals

for space flight,” Kerry asked

bluntly, "why did the Earth United

pigeonhole Ben Thrusher’s space

drive

Dr. Chapman started to answer,

but the commander asked bluntly,

"Do you know w’hat the birth rate

is?”

Kerry didn’t. "I undentood,”

he remarked with sarcastic empha-
sis, "that it was a statistic that

could give aid and comfort to the

enemy.”

"Any development of a new
frontier tends to raise the birth rate

explosively. "That’s fine. When we
open the planets we’ll need a high

birth rate. But after the "Three

Days’ War—you remember—the

crime wave was so terrific that both

the Americas and the Asian Alli-

ance had to throw their whole

armies into policing.

"With the high birth rate and
scarce food supplies, most families

couldn’t get along unless both

parents worked. With neglected

children—and too few schools and
teachers—crime skyrocketed. The
emergency—even a non-existent

one from outer space—let us pass

drastic laws which the public

wouldn’t have accepted in peace-

time. Food rationing. Conversion

of luxury crops to food raising.

The non-worker law for mothers

of families. 'That was unpopular.
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but it did cut down juvenile

crime!”

"And the curfew law,” Kerry

said. "If there are no Pharigs, that’s

tyranny.”

“You’re perfectly right,” the

commander said. "But the Night

Police drain off the unemployed

population. It’s cheaper to pay

them, as a civilian army, than to

maintain prison systems and public

welfare programs. If a man is un-

employed or unemployable, he goes

in the Night Police and it’s up to

him and his intelligence whether

he sweeps the streets or becomes

responsible for the peace of a whole

city.”

"So that was it!” Fallon mut-

tered.

Commander Lai rose restlessly

and paced the room. "The curfew

lights—crimes were worked mostly

in darkness—brought the crime

rate down right away. Getting rid

of unemployment and starvation

took away all excuse for crimes.

There are no more victims of so-

ciety. 'The only criminals now are

those who commit crimes of pas-

sion, and we don’t need to be

sentimental about them any more.

Most crime is prevented and the

rest can be punished effectively.

Attributing all crimes of violence

to the Pharigs made crime, in the

public eye, equivalent to saying

inhuman or alien, and destroyed

the superficial glamor around crime

and violence.”

Dr. Chapman raised a hand and

made the very protest that was on
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Kerry’s lips. "But in a free so-

ciety, certainly man has inherent

rights and freedoms.”

The commander looked tired.

"Yes. But freedom exists only

where there is elbowroom for a

man to move without gouging his

neighbor’s ribs. We just don’t have

it on Earth any more. And all

idealistic statements to the con-

trary, no honest man needs that

kind of freedom in these days.

"Men have short working hours

and ample leisure. Any further

freedom is license we can’t afford.

We’ve had to keep the population

fed and in order until .we can find

living space or a differential meth-

od of birth control. I mean by that,

a way to lower the birth rate with-

out also lowering the rate of in-

telligence-per-thousand.”

He looked at Kerry. "We could

use your help.”

"'To keep on hoaxing the peo-

ple?”

"No, to un-hoax them, if that is

an allowable expression.” Com-

mander Lai returned to his seat.

"The Pharig invasion is almost

over. When we get out into space,

it will be simply to stage a few

mock battles and defeat them con-

clusively—and forever.”

Fallon demanded "But why not

tell them the truth?”

The Indian propped his elbows

on the desk. He seemed worn out

with his long explanation. The

blazing insignia of Earth United

seemed a glaring anachronism on

his austere frame.
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"There is an Indian proverb,”

he began slowly, "concerning the

man who rode a tiger. He couldn’t

stay on and he was afraid to get

off. Now that we’re on the verge

of leading the people of Earth out

into space suppose we did reveal

that the Pharig invasion was a hoax

staged for our own purposes. Then

suppose we met a real alien race?”

"Good lord!” said Kerry.

"It’s entirely possible.”

Chapman said, "I suppose history

must eventually look at the Pharig

invasion as a kind of air-raid drill.”

"Yes,” the Indian agreed, "To
see whether Earthmen were capa-

ble of putting aside their individ-

ual concerns and functioning as a

united world.” With an apologetic

smile he touched the insignia he

wore.

Somehow to Kerry it seemed that

the insignia was insignificant now
and the man himself was the

symbol of a greater power. Kerry

slowly crumpled the editorial he

still held in his hand, shredded it

and dropped the pieces on the desk.

"You win. Commander.”

Fallon said, "But Ben—and my
father. What about them?”

"Ben 'Thrusher was a martyr,”

Commander Lai said. He looked

sorrowful, almost shaken. "But he

was a martyr only to a lie. Go and

v/rite that editorial over again,

Donalson. Make it an obituary in-

stead, and make it good. Ben
Thrusher—and Doctor Fallon too

—deserved it. Say, if you want

to, that they gave their lives for

space flight. It’s true and they ought

to rest in peace. Because the dis-

covery of space flight means the

end of the Pharigs. I’m not in a

mood to think up famous last

words.”

So even Ben’s death was to he

converted to the sober uses of
expediency.

"Maybe his own last words
would do!” Kerry said bitterly.
"
'They make a wilderness and

call it peace!’
”

The commander swung around.

"Tacitus,” he said. "The words of

a barbarian chief inciting his tribe

to revolt against Rome. But Rome
won, even though the barbarians

sacked her. She kept peace, of a

kind, until the very barbarians

who destroyed her found time to

repent and admire what they’d

destroyed, and a few of them re-

membered enough to preserve what
they could.

"Even the decadence of Rome
was valuable in its way, and so are

the curfew and Night Police. If

they lasted, it would be genuine

decadence. It’s almost over. The
day of the barbarians and pioneers

will begin again when the first

rocket reaches Mars. But we’ve ac-

complished something.”

Lai pointed to the recruiting sign

on the office wall, which Kerry and

the others had taken so much for

granted that they had not even

noticed it.

AN EARTH DIVIDED

IS AN EARTH CONQUERED!
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"That sign means something,"

the commander said. "Even Ben

Thrusher would have admitted that.

Although he died fighting it.”

And Kerry left with the first

lines of the obituary already ring-

ing in his head: "A martyr to the

desire for freedom, Benedict
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Thrusher, listed as a dead man for

eight years, died today after wrest-

ing from the Pharigs the secret of

the space drive that will mean

their eventual extermination from

Earth ...”

And all the rest is written in

history.
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the

movie-

makers

by .. . Henry Slesar

Was it the future’s very own

contribution to the gentle art

of blackmail? Or was it really

something far more terrifying?

Mrs. Vera Saville, wife of the

great physicist, was a widow of

five' days before she asked her

friend and adviser Martin Bruch-

ner for the answer to a troubled

question.

"Why did my husband kill him-

self.^” she said, as they sat in the

darkened library of the Saville

home.

"Vera,” said Bruchner painfully.

"Surely you must know."

"I know his mind was failing

him, Martin. If that’s what you

mean.”

Bruchner v.'ent to the fireplace

and rested his arms on the high

mantel. "That’s tragedy enough

—

for a man of John’s nature. Ap-

proaching the end of one of the

most significant theorems in

physics, and then
—

’’ He took an

andiron in his hand and poked idly

at a clump of ashes.

"They say he felt guilty,” said

the woman softly. "The newspapers

stressed that. ’They say he was con-

cerned with the danger that might

arise from the practical applica-

tions of his space-heat theory.”

"It’s not impossible, Vera,” said

We’ve almost invariably found that if a young man goes quite far in the adrer-

vertising field—Henry Slesar is a creative director of a leading adve, tismg

concern—he can be depended upon to display unusual talent in the science

fantasy field. He must first, of course, turn his creative energies in that

direction. This Air. Slesar has done—presumably in his "spare” time—and

a more exciting story than this it has seldom been our privilege to publish.

So
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her friend. He reseated himself

and took her limp fingers in his

hand. "Do I have to tell you what

John was like? He wasn’t a world-

ly man. Yet he felt for the world

so deeply
—

”

"A gap-filler, he used to call

himself," said Vera Saville remi-

niscently. "Plugging up the holes

of ignorance. Do you know how
many years he spent as a youth, just

in an effort to add one percentage

point to the elements table?"

Martin Bruchner had made peace

with his emotions several days be-

fore. But now the old woman’s

mournful face and melancholy

voice stirred the carefully-banked

fire of grief, and the flames began

to mount again. His eyes moisten-

ed, and he fought the return of

tears with an angry speech.

"Do you realize what kind of

military end could evolve from

John’s theory?” he said, almost

savagely. "Did you see the News-

week interview with General

Fletcher? 'A planet wrapped in

flame!’ That’s a horrifying way to

employ a theory, isn’t it, Vera?

Well, that’s the sort of thing John

had to cope with. A lesser man
might have been proud of himself.

A more ascetic man might have

shut the world out of his laboratory.

But I’m not describing your hus-

band now, am I?”

"No,” said the woman dully.

"John cared.’’

"Yes, he cared,” Bruchner said

intensely. "And he paid the price

of caring. These last six months
—

”

He squeezed her hand. "They must

have been terrible months for you,

my dear.”

"I’m not sure,” said Mrs. Saville

strangely. "I knew John was dif-

ferent. He had become so vague,

so forgetful. And he left the house

so frequently. Every day, for hours.

I don’t know where he went.”

"It was the same at the Univer-

sity,” said Bruchner. "He rarely

did any work. Even the simplest

mathematical propositions confused

him suddenly. It was as if he was

resisting
—

” He stood up suddenly

and put his hand on her shoulder.

"Listen, Vera,” he said. "There’s

something else we’ve got to talk

about. I know you’ll find it un-

pleasant, but it has to be done. We
have some legal matters to clear

up, you and I, and we might as

well get it over with.”

"Legal matters?” she answered

uncertainly.

"Oh, you know. We have to pro-

bate the will, for one thing. And
then there’s John’s insurance. Sev-

eral other matters. It’s best we take

care of them now, especially if you

plan to move—I mean, to spend

some time with your sister.”

"Yes, of course,” Mrs. Saville

replied. "You are quite right. You
will help me, Martin?”

"Naturally,” said Bruchner,

smiling wanly. "Our most impor-

tant immediate task is to get John’s

papers together. The things he has

in the vault.”

"All right,” she said. "I'll do

it tonight.”
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"Fine.” Btuchner took his hat

and coat from the chair and started

for the doorway. "I’ll come around

tomorrow afternoon and we'll look

them over together. Meanwhile,

you should get some sleep. Didn’t

Dr. Kahn give you some pills

"Yes,” said Mrs. Saville. "I’ll

do as you say, Martin. Thank you

for coming. "Thank you very much.”

The darkness deepened in the

library, the night filling out the

shadows surrounding the old wom-
an as she sat unmoving in the

chair by the fireplace. Then, with

an audible sigh, she got up and

turned on a table lamp beneath a

portrait of Isaac Newton.

She moved the painting aside,

uncovering the round wall safe

underneath. It took her a full min-

ute to open it, for manipulating the

combination had been John’s func-

tion ordinarily. The contents of the

safe bulked large, much to her sur-

prise, and emptying it took several

more minutes.

She shook her head despairingly

at the mound of documents, and

slowly began to sort them out on

the scarred antique table, which

was ringed with the outline of a

thousand cups of coffee she and

her husband had shared together.

Some of the papers were incom-

prehensible to her, and these she

set aside for Bruchner’s perusal

the following afternoon. Then she

came upon a cancelled letter at-

tached to a small, leather-bound

notebook with a thick rubber-band.

She looked at the long white

envelope curiously, remembering

the day it had been delivered. How
many months ago had that been?

There was something unusual about

it, and she tried to recall why.

Of ccairse! She remembered sud-

denly with a puzzled smile. Open-

ing and reading the morning mail

had been one of their pleasant little

rituals. ’They would sit in the sun-

room over a leisurely breakfast,

reading each letter aloud—even
reading the advertisements and

bills. But for some inexplicable rea-

son, John had never shared this

particular piece of mail with her.

She wondered why now, frowning

with puzzlement as she scanned

the envelope.

There was no return address,

and the letter was postmarked

Boston. She withdrew the stapled

sheets of paper inside, and noting

the absence of a letterhead, began

to read the typewritten words.

Dear Mr. Saville:

Your interest is kindly solicited

towards a unique proposition we

would like to ojfer you.

Unknoivn to you, and by means

of a process hitherto thought im-

possible, our organization has been

photographing your life since the

date of your birth on October 2nd,

1940.

As a scientist, you are certain to

realize the enormous complexity of

such a photographic undertaking,

and the amount of research re-

quired to unearth the radical new
concepts involved. Nevertheless,
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our firm has perfected this process

over several generations of scien-

tific study, and we are now attempt-

ing to realize some profit as reim-

bursement for the inevitably great

expense we have incurred.

To this end, we are offering pri-

vate showings of these films to the

selected group of individuals upon

whom we have been experimenting.

We plan to limit these showings to

one hour daily, and are forced to

charge a minimum fee of $25 per

visit. The films will be projected

at our own offices at 430 Oak Road,

Carrington, Massachusetts, which

is eighteen miles north of Boston.

We cannot help but feel that you

will he greatly interested in seeing

once again the memorable moments

of your life—re-living, so to speak,

your days of greatest happiness and

success. We are sure you will take

especial delight in recapturing the

days of your courtship with your

lovely wife, Vera, and of seeing in

exact detail the hours of scientific

triumph which has earned you the

honor and respect of the world.

The films have remarkable clar-

ity, and are in full color. There

is a multi-groove sound-track which

reproduces sound with unusually

high fidelity.

If you are interested in a trial

session, we would be delighted to

have you pay a call at our offices on

Thursday of this week, at 10 A.M.

There is one other, consideration

upon which we must insist. Due
to the obvious fact that publicity

about our process would encourage
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curiosity from the press, we ask

that you maintain complete secrecy

about our organization. We are not

yet willing to make our methods
public, and premature recognition

would greatly inhibit our ability

to profit from this venture. For this

reason, we are forced to request

that no one, not even your closest

kin, he informed about the contents

of this letter, or the nature of your

visits to our offices.

We are looking forward to see-

ing you on Thursday, and can as-

sure you that you will not be dis-

appointed by what you will find

here.

The letter was signed: Howard
Frank, Vice-President, Life Films,

Inc.

Mrs. Saville sat for a few min-

utes in utter silence, the incredible

letter in her lap. She removed her

glasses and closed them carefully.

The proposal she had just read was

certainly extraordinary, and she

knew how it would have intrigued

her husband, with his exaggerated

sense of curiosity. But surely it was

some kind of clever hoax?

She picked up the leather note-

book, certain that it was in some
way connected with the almost un-

believable communication. She was

right. The first page bore the date

of the Thursday following the let-

ter’s arrival. The page was covered

with John Saville's economical

scrawl, and she was probably the

only person on earth who could
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decipher it so readily. The notes

read:

June 2
,
1991

This has been rather an astonish-

ing day and worthy of being re-

corded in a special journal, of which

this is the first entry. One hour ago,

I returned from a small town called

Carrington, some eighteen miles

from the city of Boston. I have

spent this morning in a ramshackle

frame house at the outskirts of the

town, whose interior has been con-

verted into a modern, office-like

arrangement of some four rooms.

In one of these rooms I have been

watching myself as a youth of

twenty-eight, attending a small

gathering at the home of a man

who has been dead for eight years.

I realize that I am writing with

unscientific detachment, but this

experience has shaken my soul like

dice in a gambler’s cuff, and the

emotional man inside me has wrest-

ed control from the scientific man

who normally occupies my con-

sciousness. But I will try to start

at the beginning.

It all began with the letter which

I have secured to this journal. Up-

on receipt of this communication

my attitude was one of—how shall

I describe it?—amused interest,

perhaps. I decided to accept the

terms of the offer as stated, and

refrained from telling even my wife

of my destination this morning,

I took the car and drove up to

Carrington myself. It was a pleasant

drive. The trees are wonderfully

lush this year, displaying a luxuri-

ance seldom encountered so early

in June. It was a satisfying experi-

ence, I told myself, even if I was

destined to find nothing but an

empty hoax at the end of my
travels. As it turned out, of course,

I found a great deal more.

I arrived at the address given

me at approximately ten-thirty, but

the gentleman who answered the

door gave me no need to apologize

for my lateness. He was a tall, ex-

tremely thin man of indeterminate

age—possibly forty. He wore a

rather shapeless suit of clothes, but

he was pleasant enough, and he

welcomed me inside warmly.

He introduced himself to me as

David Morrison, and led me into

an inner office. There I met the au-

thor of the letter—Howard Frank.

The two men were almost as alike

as twin brothers, and I deduced

that Life Films, Incorporated, was

a family affair.

"I shall be interested in your re-

action to my letter,” Mr. Frank

said to me when I had taken a seat

directly facing him. "I imagine you

read it with some skepticism."

I confessed that such indeed had

been the case.

"I am not at all surprised,” said

Mr. Frank, smiling. He offered me
some brandy, which I gratefully

accepted. (I beg Dr. Kahn’s pardon

for this lapse, but it seemed in

keeping with the spirit of the ad-

venture.) "I must say, however,"

he continued, "that no one has ever

left disappointed.”

The other man signalled silently.
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and Mr. Frank stood up. "No need

to delay the business at hand,” he

said cheerfully. "Will you come
this way, Dr. Saville?" I reached

for my checkbook, but he stopped

me with an urgent gesture. "No,
no,” he said. "Please. No payment

until after you have seen one of

our films. And I neglected to tell

you that we prefer our fees in

cash.”

I followed the two men through

a doorway and into another room,

holding back an odd feeling of

excitement. The room was in total

darkness and the light switch which

Mr. Morrison flicked on merely

produced a soft yellow glow that

was not strong enough to enable

me to see much of its interior.

After a while, my eyes became

accustomed to the dimness, and I,

could make out a narrow, low-

ceilinged room which contained

nothing but a large, overstuffed

armchair, and a standing ash-tray

with a massive base, and a bowl

of burnished bronze. The side Walls

were covered by strange round

"portholes” a foot or so in diam-

eter, and I believed I could

detect some electronic apparatus

behind their glass faces. But the

owners of Life Films, Incorporated

gave me no time to investigate.

In a moment, they had me
seated in the armchair, and I must

admit that it was as comfortable

as the friendliest seat in my own
home. Another switch was flicked

on, and the far wall directly op-

posite me suddenly became a glow-
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ing white rectangle. This, of course,

was a view screen. But it was so
remarkably white that I was forced
to shade my eyes from its glare.

‘ Now if you’ll just make your-

self at home,” Mr. Frank said,

we 11 proceed with our demon-
stration. We shall want to know
first, of course, what period of your
life you are most interested in

seeing.”

I had already determined what
I would say on the trip up to Car-

rington. "Fm afraid I don't recall

the precise date,” I told him. "But
it was around the middle of May,
in nineteen sixty-eight. It was the

day I first met my wife, Vera. Do
you think you can locate the exact

film?”

Actually, I felt like a fool in

just asking the question, but the

rules of this game were theirs.

"Of course,” said Mr. Morrison
smoothly. "It won’t be any trou-

ble.”

"It was a small party,” I told

them, "at the home of a Mr. Hugh
Donato—a colleague of mine at

the University. He died many years

ago.”

"It will take just a few minutes,”

said Mr. Frank. "Just relax. I’m

sure we will have no trouble in

locating the film you mention.”

'They moved the ash tray a bit

closer to my chair, and left the

room. I sat there for some five

minutes, feeling silly, and not a

little drowsy. For a moment I toyed

with the idea of investigating the

peculiar orifices that lined the room
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on both sides. But I quickly decided

it wouldn’t be "cricket” under the

circumstances. I leaned back in the

chair, squinting up at the brilliant

whiteness of the screen.

Then the colors appeared.

Lord ! "What the Hollywood and

television people wouldn’t give to

duplicate the marvelous process

that produced those colors ! At first,

they were faint pastels, and then

they shone forth with all their

amazing fidelity. Only the human

eye could have exceeded their per-

fection, the depth and magnificence

of their contrasting greens, yellows

and blues.

When the colors finally became

shapes, the screen held a picture

of a room I haven’t seen in forty

years.

It was Hugh Donato’s living

room, beyond any possible doubt.

How could I have failed to recog-

nize that big, ugly, square room,

with its incongruous walls of wood

paneling and flowered wallpaper?

There was the very sofa that

Hugh’s wife, Deborah, had bought

at some ridiculous price at a rigged

country auction. How Hugh had

moaned to us about that! There

was the same blackened old fire-

place, with its Modigliani print,

sooty and hung askew over the

mantel. There was his wife’s pre-

cious collection of whatnots, and

Hugh’s battered bookcase, with the

works of Bulwer-Lytton precarious-

ly balanced on top.

And there were people in the

room. Why, there was old Hugh

himself—looking not a day over

forty! My God, would there ever

be a face so animated again? And
there was his wife, Deborah—

a

pretty, brittle thing. Nobody really

liked her. And Professor Mills!

That old pontifical windbag! And
Jane Anderson! What a handsome

woman she was before . . .

Then I realized that I could actu-

ally bear their voices, and I leaned

forward eagerly in my chair, to

catch the sound of -a conversation

long relegated to memory.

Yet I actually heard very little,

for the scene suddenly shifted to-

wards the old bay window of the

D'onato living room. Standing there

quietly, in isolation, was a young

girl in a gray cashmere sweater,

looking lost, and lovely, and su-

premely wonderful. Need I write

that my eyes filled with tears when

I saw 'Vera, my wife—unchanged

by time’s tyranny.

And now I was approaching her.

"Hello,” my voice said.

"Hello,” she answered shyly.

"You must be Professor Saville.”

"Hardly,” I said, and I could

feel my self-conscious blush all

over again. "I’m not a full pro-

fessor yet. Not for a while.”

"Oh. I’m sorry.”

"Don’t be. It sounds good.

Miss— ?”

"Peterson. Vera Peterson. I’m

in vocational guidance.”

"Do you know that you’re squint-

ing, Miss Peterson?"

"What?”
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"You’re definitely squinting,

young lady.’’

"Why—I don’t know what you

mean!”

"You know very well what I

mean. I’ve seen you at the Univer-

sity, and if I remember correctly,

you’re always wearing glasses.

Where are they now?”
"Well . . . they’re in my purse,

if you really want to know.”

"I think you ought to wear

them.”

"You do?”

"Certainly. How else can you

know what I look like? I might be

a veritable Mr. Hyde, for all you

know. On the other hand, I might

have just the kind of impudent

charm you may like.”

She laughed. "All right,” she

said. "You’ve convinced me.” She

reached into her handbag and pro-

duced her spectacles. She put them

on, and looked up at me coquettish-

ly. "Well. You’re not Mr. Hyde,”

she said. "But I don’t know about

that impudent charm!”

"You know something?” I said.

"You should never worry about

wearing those glasses. I mean, all

the time. Nothing in the world

could hide the beauty of your eyes.”

My hour was up, and much too

soon. The colors faded away, and

the screen went blank.

The owners of Life Films, In-

corporated appeared to be under-

standing people. They allowed me
some minutes alone to recover my
equanimity, and wipe away my
tears.
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Then they returned, and asked

me if I had enjoyed the film. I

replied that I had, and asked them
when I might come to Carrington
again.

"Anytime, Dr. Saville,” said Mr.
Frank. "Tomorrow, if you like.

There is no limit to the number
of films we can show you. And
by the way—to set your mind at

rest—^we allow no one but the sub-

ject himself to see these films. You
are assured of complete privacy.”

I thanked them very much, and
gave them twenty-five dollars in

bills. ’Then I went out to my car.

It was not until I had driven

out of the driveway of 430 Oak
Road that the full import of what
had occurred struck me. 1 knew
that I had just witnessed a great

scientific mystery. But to be frank,

my mind dwelt more on the per-

sonal aspects of the discovery. And
as I write these words, I am trem-

bling with impatience for the

morning, and my next visit.

The next entry was dated

June' 22.

Shall I tell Vera what I have
seen? Shall I jeopardize this oppor-
tunity to relive my life in the

strangest of all possible ways? I

am caught up in an inner conflict

that cries out for resolution. How
have they performed this miracle?

What wizardry has allowed them
to put on film my every living deed,

without my knowledge? What a

contribution to the world’s knowl-
edge these two business-like gentle-

men could make if they should de-
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cide to reveal their astounding

method ! And how can I, a scientist,

remain silent?

And yet, I am so deeply en-

tangled in the net they have cast

that I lack the will to do anything.

Is entangled the word? No. I am
doped, drugged, a hopeless victim

to the narcotic spell of these in-

credible films. Every hour I have

spent in the Carrington projection

room has been infinitely precious

to me. The past has become more

real and more important to me than

the present.

Today I spent an hour with my
father—a happy hour on a trans-

continental Pullman, sitting in the

dining car, watching the towns and

farms of America flash past the

window. My father had some in-

teresting tale or legend to recount

about almost every re-visited vista,

for his engineering work had given

him the opportunity to know every

state in the Union with a home-

town familiarity. His comments on

the natural beauty of the country-

side were fascinating to my four-

teen-year-old mind.

How wonderful it was to have

seen my father again! No, I must

amend that—not merely to have

seen him. I have photographs, and

even jerky home movies of my fa-

ther. This was different. This was

a precious hour actually re-lived.

How could I surrender such de-

lights—even in the name of sci-

ence?

July 8

I am learning so much about

myself. The Life Films process may
well exert a transforming influence

on psychoanalysis—if and when its

inventors decide to release it to

humanity, I have had revealed to

me aspects of my personality I

scarcely knew existed. And if I

ever truly believed myself to be

a humble man I seriously doubt

that I appraised my character cor-

rectly.

I have now prevailed upon Mr.
Frank and Mr. Morrison to parade

before me the moments of scientific

tribute which I have enjoyed in the

past. I have watched myself ac-

corded tributes usually reserved

for popular entertainers—tributes

that once embarrassed and con-

fused me. Yet now I find myself

treasuring every one of those oc-

casions, recalling with unhealthy

satisfaction every award and com-
mendation which the ablest scien-

tists of our day were so eager to

confer upon me. I am ashamed of

my immodest interest, and yet I

cannot claim that I do not enjoy

reliving those flattering hours.

I am aware that my attendance

at Carrington is threatening the

security and happiness of my home.

My unexplained disappearances

are disturbing Vera greatly, but my
wife is the understanding woman
she always was, and asks no ques-

tions. Even mote disturbing, how-

ever, is my diminishing interest in

my work. The space-heat theory is

so close to completion. It would

be unforgivable to allow my efforts

to lag because of my need for a
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solace that I cannot regard as al-

together worthy.

August 10

Today I spent what was probably

my most trying four or five hours

since my first visit to the Carring-

ton projection room.

I have become dismayed by my
inability to work. It has become so

vital and tormenting a concern that

k has actually impaired my health,

and Vera is insisting that I consult

Dr. Kahn. My colleagues are

equally aware of my failing mental

powers, and they are obviously

worried. Sometimes, I feel like

some poor C student, struggling

with the intricacies of calculus. I

have read and re-read my notes, but

they seem to make little sense

—

seem, in fact, to be the work of

some other man.

On the drive to Carrington this

morning I was struck by an inspira-

tion. Didn’t the files of Life Films,

Incorporated contain every waking

hour of my life—including the

long, secluded hours when I had

been engaged in formulating the

space-heat theory? Watching the

films, why could I not quickly re-

orientate myself to the foundations

of my work? It would be a "re-

fresher” course—and I would be

my own instructor!

I went ahead with the plan

—

and this morning I viewed the

scene in my library when I had

at first seen the glimmer of sense

in my mathematical formulae. The
blackboard covered with equations

was a friendly sight, and as I

studied it eagerly elation came upon
me.

I left Carrington afterwards with
a sense of well-being. But then, as

I arrived home and made myself
a makeshift lunch at 2 p.m., the

dreadful truth occurred to me. It

had all been so clear—earlier in

the day in the projection room.
Each equation had made sense, and
had integrated beautifully into the

over-all pattern. But now, sitting

in the quiet kitchen, the film seem-

ed like a long-forgotten dream

—

a hazy memory from the distant

past: The cosmic sense of all I had

seen on that blackboard had be-

come a meaningless half-formed

jumble of ideas. I could recall

nothing—absolutely nothing I

September 13

I did not go to Carrington to-

day. The effort was monumental.
I left the house as usual, not want-

ing the change in my routine to be

noticed by my wife. Instead, I drove

the car through the countryside,

in an effort to clear my clouded

brain. But the attempt was unsuc-

cessful. I could think of nothing

but the narrow room at Carrington

and the brilliant white screen that

brought my past into view again. A
thousand glorious hours, came into

my mind, and I craved the comfort

of the armchair and the screen like

an addict must crave heroin. Those

hours are now essential to my ex-

istence. I must have them at any

cost.

October 2

My mother was a beautiful
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woman. I’ve always thought so and

now I am sure of it. She was like

some golden angel, with long

blonde tresses and gentle hands.

She died when I was not yet five

years old, but I have spent an un-

forgettable hour with her on this,

my birthday. I wept like an infant

when the lights returned to the

Carrington projection room, and

even now, driving through the

countryside, my eyes cloud as I

remember. Oh, God! If only they

would leave me alone ! My so-called

friends and now—even my wife.

Why must they trail me about like

sad-eyed dogs, nagging me about

my health, troubling me about

every move I make. Why can’t they

accept my actions? Why can’t they

leave me alone?

Vera Saville wept as she read

this entry in Dr. Saville’s journal.

Then she wiped her eyes and turn-

ed the page, to the last entry in

the hook. It was dated November

2nd—-just six days before her hus-

band had committed suicide—put a

bullet in his brain.

My hand is shaking. I can barely

v/rite these words. Today I have

beard terrible news. I cannot quite

believe it. I shudder to think of

what tomorrow will be like when

—

when the reality of what has oc-

curred must be accepted. Mr. Frank

has told me that they will be un-

able to show me any more films.

I offered them more money—

a

considerable sum of money. But

they would not accept it. 'They were

terribly apologetic, but the excuse

they gave did not satisfy me. I

pleaded with them, humbled my-

self, tried to convey to them how
terrible my predicament had be-

come. "They were sorry, but it was

unavoidable. 'They were moving to

another city, and nothing could be

done. I begged them to tell me
where they were going, but they

would not.

What shall I do? ’They are taking

the crutch out from under my
crippled life. They are destroying

me . . .

The rest of the pages were blank.

Vera Saville sat in her chair,

numbly, for what seemed a small

portion of eternity. Then she placed

the journal back on the table, and

went slowly to the telephone. She

spoke briefly to her friend, Martin

Bruchner, asking a delay of one

day before they examined the dcxai-

ments from her husband’s safe.

'Then she returned to her chair,

took the letter from its envelope

again, and jotted down the address

on a small slip of paper; 430 Oak

Road, Carrington, Massachusetts.

The man who answered the

door in response to Vera’s ring was

tall and thin, and he seemed a little

startled by her appearance at their

doorstep.

"I’m Mrs. Saville.” she said. "I

think you knew my husband. Dr.

John Saville.”

"Yes, of course,” the man said,

a bit flustered. "Please come in.”

She went inside. 'The man, whom
she knew would be David Morri-
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son, seated her in the outer room,

and asked her to wait. He disap-

peared through a doorway, and

when he returned, it was with an-

other man who resembled him.

"This is Mr. Frank,” he said,

and she gravely shook hands. "Mr.

Frank is our managing Vice-Presi-

dent.”

"Is there anything we can do for

you, Mrs. Saville?”

"I know what you’re thinking,”

she said. "You think John dis-

obeyed your instructions. But you

are wrong. He kept a journal of his

visits here, and I found it after he

—after his death.”

"You have our deepest sym-

pathies, Mrs. Saville,” said Mr.

Morrison. "Your husband was a

great man.”

"Thank you,” she said with bit-

terness. "You should know, of

course. I’ve read about your films.

It's difficult for me to believe that

such a thing can be done. But as

the wife of a scientist, I have more

liberal ideas, perhaps, concerning

what is possible.”

“It’s certainly possible, Mrs.

Saville. Your husband
—

”

"My husband died because of

your ingenuity, Mr. Frank!” She

spoke sharply, but her voice qua-

vered. "Surely you must realize

that!”

"Mrs. Saville, please!” Mr.

Frank put his hand out pleadingly.

"They destroyed his will,” she

said. '"They were a drug to him

—

and then you cut them off. Are

you proud of your enterprise.^”
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The man’s extended hand now
touched her shoulder. "Mrs. Saville,

you must hear our side of the story.

I know you’re overwrought, but we
deserve a hearing.”

"That’s why I’ve come,” she

said softly. "I want to know how
you can justify what you’ve done!”

"Please hear us out,” said Mr.

Morrison. "You’ll understand a

good deal more.”

"You may be even angrier when
you hear it,” said Mr. Frank. "But

you deserve the explanation.”

"Very well,” said the woman.

Mr. Frank seated himself. "Mrs.

Saville,” he began softly, "there

are no films.”

"What?”
"We are not movie-makers, Mrs.

Saville. There has been no photo-

graphic record made of your hus-

band’s life.”

"But his journal
—

”

"Things are not what they

seem,” said Mr. Morrison. "Our

people have learned many things,

but this is not one of them.”

"I don’t understand!”

"Your husband saw his past,”

said Mr. Frank. "Just as his journal

told you. But the method was some-

what different from what he

thought. It had to be—and we
couldn’t tell him the truth for fear

it would reveal our purpose.”

"What purpose?”

"The purpose of peace,” Mr.

Morrison said gravely.

"Your husband was on the verge

of an important discovery,” Mr.

Frank explained. "A discovery that
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our people of Letisan have been

aware of for many centuries.”

"Letisan?” Mrs. Saville’s confu-

sion showed in her eyes.

"That is not the name you give

our world, Mrs. Saville,” said the

tall man. "It is a planet of a sun

not too distant from yours—as

measured, at least, in terms of pos-

sible attainment. Some day, your

people will reach us, just as we

have reached you. And when that

day comes, we will welcome you

peaceably, if you come in peace."

"This is incredible
—

”

"Incredible, perhaps—in this

year, this century. But we are given

to the long view, Mrs. Saville, and

that is why we have been sent here

to prevent your husband's theory

from being born before its time."

"Prevent it?" Mrs. Saville said

in horror. "Is that what you’ve

been doing? Did you plan to kill

my husband?"

"No, no!” said Morrison plain-

tively. "We do not kill."

"Our purpose was not to kill Dr.

Saville. Please believe us. All we

wanted to do was to make him

forget."

"How? By destroying his

mind ?”

"That was not our intention. We
hoped to have him forget only

enough to make completion of his

work impossible.” Mr. Frank stood

up. "Come with me, Mrs. Saville.

I want to show you out 'projection’

room.”

The men lead her through a

doorway, and then through another.

They entered the narrow room with

its mysterious glass portholes.

"Here is where your husband

watched scenes from his past. But

not on films, Mrs. Saville. We have

evolved a method for producing

from a man’s own mind the stored

images of his memory. The princi-

ples involved are perhaps more

complex than your husband’s space-

heat theory.”

"Then—John only remembered

what he saw?”

"The mind forgets nothing, Mrs.

Saville. There is a storehouse in

the brain that keeps its treasures

well—until some outside force

brings them to the fore again. We
have discovered that force, and

through it Dr. Saville discovered

his past. It was a wondrous experi-

ence for him, but we expected to

be repaid.”

"You can’t mean the money
—

”

"The money was only a ruse, to

make our enterprise seem legiti-

mate. We would be pleased to re-

turn every dollar. We were paid in

another kind of coin—the coin of

forgetfulness.”

Mrs. Saville steadied herself

against the wall.

'"rhe effort of extracting the past

is a great one,” Mr. Frank said.

"The price is memory itself. Each

hour your husband viewed here

would later be forgotten by him
in its entirety—no matter how hard

he tried to recall it.”

'"Then you did destroy his

mind,” she said numbly.

"In the interest of peace,” said
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Mr. Morrison. "Please don’t lose

sight of our purpose, Mrs. Saville."

"And when you were through

with him,” the woman said tear-

fully, "you tossed the shell aside!”

"We must return home soon,"

said Mr. Frank sadly. "Our task is

ended on Earth.”

His eyes did not waver.

Vera Saville put her head in her

hands and wept openly. The two
men watched her unhappily for a

while, and then Mr. Frank reached

out and put his arms around her

thin shoulders to comfort her.

"What shall I do now.^” she

moaned. "He was just an assign-

ment to you—something to attack

and destroy. But he was my hus-

band, my life
—

” The tears cascaded

down her cheeks.

"Please,” said Mr. Morrison.

"We are not proud of what has

happened. Try and understand.”

Vera Saville wiped her eyes. She

looked up at the two strangers, and
then at the armchair in the center

of the narrow room. She walked

over to it, touching the back with
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trailing fingers. Then she looked

up at them again.

"Very well,” she said, control-

ling the tremor in her voice.

There’s nothing I can do about
it now. But there is something you
can do for me.”

"Anything, Mrs. Saville,” said

Mr. Frank.

"I want to see a film,” she said.

A young man with a pleasant,

cheerful face, and a Martini in his

hand, smiled at the girl in the gray

cashmere sweater. She laughed
back.

"All right,” she said. "You've
convinced me.” She reached into

her handbag and produced a pair

of spectacles. She put them on, and
looked up at him coquettishly.

"Well . . , you’re not Mr. Hyde,”
she said. "But I don’t know about

that impudent charm."

"You know something?” he said.

"You should never worry about

wearing those glasses. 1 mean, all

the time. Nothing in the world
could hide the beauty of your eyes.”

Once a year in leading cities throughout the United States readers of science

fiction and the writers and the editors, the artists and bibliophiles, all get
together in convivial fashion for a most stirring event. It’s called the would
SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION and if you've attended one of these gather-
ings you won’t have to be urged to make your reservations now for the 14th
W. S. F. C, to be held in New York City from August 31 thru Sept. 3. This
convention will have four days of entertainment, including a costume party,
a banquet, a S. F. movie preview, speeches, displays, exhibits and many more
exciting events, with famed British rocket authority and "Book-of-the-Month
Club” writer Arthur C. Clarke as guest of honor. For further details get
in touch with World Science Fiction Society, Inc., P. 0. Box 272, Radio City
Station, New York 19, N. Y., and start planning now for the biggest one yet
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by .. . Ward Moore

A miracle worker who makes too

great an effort may alter the

very structure of Time itself.

"Only a miracle,” Jessie hid

gasped, dying, leaving him with

the unfinished sentence.

"Only a miracle,” Morgan Voll

muttered to himself, thirty years

later.

"Something, Mr. Voll?”

The copy boy laid the early edi-

tion beside his hand. Next year-

—

if they were both still on the

Gazette—the boy would call him,

carelessly, Morg (Old Morg behind

his back), though everyone else in

the city room would continue to be

respectfully "mistered.” He picked

up the paper. Once he would have

been looking for a byline on the

front page, or a feature. Now he

read only to see if he had again

exposed his incompetence as a re-

write man, and if so, how se-

riously.

It was buried in the inside pages;

he had a sudden cold feeling in

his legs and a faint sickness in his

stomach. "Jess . . . Jessie . .
.” he

murmured, but the talisman was

rubbed thin and defaced. Once his

dead wife’s name had been a call

for support; now it was a mechani-

Havhig written a Harper novel with a title that the most blase of readers

would almost certainly find elecIrifying-BKEATHE THE AIR AGAtN-Ward Moore

turned his writing talents to science fantasy and won major accolades for

GREENER THAN YOU THINK, Sloane Associates, and bring the jubilee, Farrar,

Straus & Young and Ballantine Books. Mr. Moore has a style of rare distinc-

tion and we sincerely believe him to be one of the most brilliant practition-

ers in the genre we’ve ever had the privilege of welcoming to our pages.
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cal Utterance, made out of long

habit.

ELDERLY MAN TRAFFIC

FATALITY

Victim Struck at First and Pine

George Baker, 73, retired, of

1779 Webster Avenue, was hit

at dusk by a car driven by Thur-

low W. Handson. He was taken

to the Memorial Hospital.

There was nothing wrong with

the item, except that the address

didn’t lo(A right. He was sure he

hadn’t heard "one seven seven

nine; repeat, seventeen seventy

nine” over the phone. He searched

back through the stack of gray

newsprint slips scrawled with soft

pencil. Euphemia Lang—no; An
unidentified . . . Councilman

Henry ... A rubbish fire of . . .

Here it was; Geo Baker 73 ret

9771 ’Wbstr ...

Mirror writing. He could picture

the skipper’s mock sympathy as the

ax fell: "Morg, when they begin

getting everything backward . .

.”

At sixty-two he would never get a

job on a newspaper again, never get

another job at all.

There was a bare chance—Voll

knew just how bare it was—the

mistake had been the linotyper’s.

Trembling a little, he got up from

the desk and walked across the hall

into the composing room. He pass-

ed the tables where the ads were

being scrupulously checked, to the

battery of slanted steel desks where
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the eye-shaded proofreaders work-

ed.

"Al,” he said, manufacturing

heartiness, putting his hand on a

hunched shoulder.

Al looked up, expertly keeping

the cigarette smoke from his eye.

’’What’s on your mind, Morg?”
"Uh— Could I see the copy on

this?” He held out the folded

Gazette, his thumb indicating the

story.

"Wrong?”

"Just wanted a look, Al.”

Al grimaced, meaning. You guys

louse things up and then come

blaming us. "Yeah. Hold it.” And
began riffling through a stack of

galleys pierced by a great spike.

"Voll shifted uneasily. A chance

in a thousand—a chance in a mil-

lion—that the printer had trans-

posed the numbers and the proof-

reader hadn’t checked them care-

fully. The skipper

—

"Yeah, here it is. I’ll get the

copy for you.”

He waited, resigned. There were

too many people ready to raise a

squawk for him to hope the slip

might pass unnoticed. The victim’s

family, the actual residents of 1779

Webster, the

—

"Here y’are.”

"Much obliged. I’ll do as much
for you some time.”

"Nothing at all.” (What could

you do for me?) "Beef?”

"No beef, Al. Just—uh—some-

thing.” He looked down at the

typescript, helpless. For 'Of course

the item was exactly as it appeared
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in print; the blunder was his alone.

"Thanks.”

Suppose he caught the error be-

fore the later editions.^ Would that

help? He had barely got fresh pa-

per in the mill when his phone

sounded. '"Voll,” he answered.

"Morg? Bert Beatty. Just saw the

bulldog. You saved my hide, you

genius. How’d you know I flubbed

that Baker stiff’s address?”

"Wha— ?”

"Bum connection. Anyhow I

mixed two George Bakers. Quite a

follow-up story; second cousins,

family feud, hadn’t spoken for

years. Same name, age. They even

lived on the same street, only with

reversed numbers. One of them

—

the old coot still living—picketed

the city hall about it. Man, lis-

ten
—

”

He wrote down Bert’s follow-up

absently. Saved! His job was saved

by one of those coincidences that

happen once in a thousand years.

Not only that, but Bert was actu-

ally grateful—grateful to him—
for having caught the switch. No
one, not even a legman like Beatty,

had owed Voll a favor for years.

By two o’clock, quitting time, the

faint warmth in his stomach had

gone again. This was always the

worst hour, walking through empty

streets to the same all-night lunch

for the same tasteless food dutiful-

ly eaten, going another block to the

fusty hotel where his was the

shabbiest room. "Jess . . .

Jessie . .
.”

This was when he sought sleep

witli whiskey and fought it off

with daydreams. The stories he had

never shaped, the books unwritten,

came now, useful only as material

for constructing and reconstructing

a life which might have been if

Jessie hadn’t died at twenty-two.

To live widowed for thirty years

did no honor to Jessie. A stronger

man—he did not balk at the adjec-

tive—would have cherished his

thoughts of her as part of his life

and not narrowed his whole exis-

tence to a grisly celebration, a per-

petual funeral.

Sitting on his bed with the

cloudy tumbler in his hand, staring

vacantly at the outdated calendar

opposite, he went over the design,

never changed, merely elaborated,

of an imaginary thirty years in

which Jessie grew older (this was

hard, but he had once believed him-

self capable of creating credible

characters) without losing her

young sureness and wonder. He
dreamed of the things he would

have done because she knew he

could do them, of coming home to

her welcome,, of falling asleep

easily and peacefully beside her,

instead of commanding the w'hiskey

to bring unconsciousness.

He always woke with dry mouth

and the fear of being fired from

the Gazelle. Afternoons were not

for daydreaming; they were passed

somnolently, filled with half-form-

ed, chaotic thoughts. He lay in bed

late, sometimes with a book whose

pages he rarely turned, more often

with his hands over his eyes. He
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had no friends, no acquaintances,

only the Gazette.

n

On the day after the odd
chance of the two George Bakers,

he rose with less reluctance than

usual, and went almost briskly out

to breakfast, the idea of food being

for once not repulsive. In the li-

brary, his customary retreat until it

was time to go to work, he read

two chapters of Bishop Berkeley’s

Treatise—a book once engrossing

to him, but which he had not read

for years—instead of sinking into

his usual apathy.

He had hardly settled himself

in the city room when he was
slapped on the back. An experi-

enced judge of such gestures, he

knew this one was not contemptu-

ous (rouse Old Morg up out of his

trance) or attention-getting (hard

enough to heat anything in here

anyway, but you could holler in

Old Morg’s ear all night and he

wouldn’t know you were there)

or an expression of active dislike

(when I see that old mummy sit-

ting there, year after year, I just

want to poke him to see if he’s

still alive). This slap was' genial,

friendly, even. He turned his head

to look up into the plump—yester-

day he would have said, fat—face

of Bert Beatty.

"Morg! Chum, I’m on the fly

—

got just a second. The little woman
wants you Saturday for chow. Like

to see a real newspaperman.’’
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Voll felt the blood warm in his

cheek. "Why Bert, I—uh . .
.’’

"Won’t take no for an answer,"

said Beatty firmly. "Sixish, and
bring an appetite; the little woman
likes her vittles et.’’

The jovial affectations—chum,
little woman, chow, sixish, vittles

et—hardly irritated him. Only the

thought of disturbing his routine

was disquieting. But not enough to

refuse Beatty’s invitation; it was
easier to break the pattern of habit

than the pattern of acquiescence.

Reviving half-petrified reflexes, he
had his other suit cleaned and his

hair cut sooner than usual. He made
sure his shirt-collar was unfrayed,

and he bought a box of chocolates

for his hostess.

Not unexpectedly, the Beattys

lived in a studio—that is, a large

room with a doublebed disguised

as a couch, a couple of bookcases

stuffed with books long undusted,

a naked phonograph, and a kitchen

table with typewriter, dictionary,

thesaurus and a confusion of paper,

manuscript, letters, clippings, mem-
oranda and other odds and ends.

Allowing for the difference in

period, it duplicated the room
Jessie and he had lived in.

Beatty’s wife was plump and

wore glasses; she didn't seem to

regard 'Voll as a silly old dodderer.

She fussed over him, asked his

opinions on subjects of which he

knew little, and listened respect-

fully to his vague replies.

She told him all about Bert’s

novel, with Beatty only interrupt-
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ing at dignified intervals to ex-

plain, No, that wasn’t quite right;

in fact it was just the opposite. She

also told him how publishers, blind

to their ov/n interests, had con-

sistently rejected the book ("Well,

perhaps not consistently,’’ Beatty

said judicially. "Remember the en-

couraging letter from Macmillan?

And soineone did burn a cigarette-

hole on page tv/o hundred; shows

it held the reader’s interest that far

anyway.’’) and how Bert v/as keep-

ing right on in the face of obtuse-

ness and contumely.

It had been years since he felt

so close to communicating with

other living beings. They drank

beer, and he ate with something

like zest. He even talked a little

about things that had once inter-

ested him: the nature of reality, ego

and death, will and circumstance.

Later, in his room, the old un-

easiness returned. Had he allowed

himself to become too vulnerable?

He had used to talk like that to

Jessie when she was alive. He re-

alized he no longer talked to the

imaginary Jessie that way any more,

if he ever had.

The dream Jessie had become

imperceptibly too fragile, too

ethereal, too much—^lie hesitated

and then admitted it—^too much a

puppet to hear any conversation but

the most innocuous billing and

cooing or the recital of apocryphal

success. Little by little he had

sentimentalized and romanticized

her, degraded her to the level of

a Victorian heroine with set smile

and passive ear, a jointed Galatea

moving in galvanic jerks instead

of the flow of life. Now the musty

hotel room disgusted him. He
would never have brought the

living Jessie to such a place; it was

a measure of what he had done to

her memory to conjure her up

here.

Yet in spite of his disgust the

warmth persisted; the whiskey had

never been so good, and the day-

dreams—perhaps because he had

shakcm the pattern—so vivid. Even

back at the desk on Sunday night

the warmth stayed with him. It

took the form of wishing he could

do something for the Beattys. Not

that they needed it; they were

young and confident. No matter

—

he would like to help them. As

though Old Morg could help any-

one . . .

Suppose he— No, it wouldn’t

do any good anyway. Why should

he risk his job for a useless gesture?

But a little prestige now might

make all the difference in Beatty’s

future, and the chances of harm

to himself were slight. At least he

could see what it looked like. He
typed

:

A well-known New York

publishing firm is negotiating

for a novel written by Bert

Beatty, Gazette reporter. Beatty,

who has—
"Then, before prudence could as-

sert itself, he sent it on. They tan

it on page 13, right under the ad

for Alcoholics Anonymous. Ap-
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patently no one read it—at least in

the early editions—for no summons
came to inquire why he was con-

tributing fiction to the staid col-

umns of the Gazette, nor did

Beatty, calling in the first report

of a fire, mention it. Then about

eleven, someone was on his phone.

"Mr. Voll? This is Eve Beatty.

Do you know where I can find

Bert?"

"He’s covering a fire at Twenty-

second and Snell. Is— I hope
there’s nothing wrong?”

"Oh no. In fact it’s wonderful,

really wonderful. A special delivery

came from Franklin House. I tried

so hard not to open it, but finally

I just couldn’t hold out. What do
you think? They want Bert’s book
if he’ll change the end and rewrite

the first half. Isn’t it marvelous?”

A u/ell-known firm is negoti-

ating, was what he had written,

only hoping to give Beatty a trifling

boost, a little salve for vanity’s

sake, sure that no firm, well-known

or not, would be interested. And
now a well-known firm was nego-

tiating.

"M-marvelous,” he repeated.

"Marvelous.” He pulled himself

together. "I’m happy for you both.

I’ll tell Bert to phone you as soon

as he calls in.”

As soon as she hung up he re-

membered he’d said nothing about

running the story. He’d have to

explain to Beatty that he had been
struck dumb by the astonishing co-

incidence. Or, perhaps if he said

nothing, Bert mightn’t notice that
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it had been in type before the

telegram was opened.

Of course it was ridiculous; like

the coincidences in Dickens. You
laughed at their absurdity. Morgan
Voll, who was rarely known to do
more than smile pallidly, laughed.

Billsby, who worked next to him,

looked over in alarm. Voll laughed

again, not so heartily.

"Just thinking,” he explained.

"Something damned funny.”

He’d not had a drink for many
hours, but it didn’t seem that way.

He felt light, airy, irresponsible.

Who wouldn’t, in a world of ab-

surd coincidences (two George
Bakers with reversed street num-
bers) and crazy puffs turning out

true in the face of all probability

and reason? If things like this were

going to happen he’d try a good
one. Really good.

Gravely he addressed the type-

writer. Let’s see, he thought—five

thousand ? What’s five thousand

dollars? Cigarette money. Let’s

shoot high—ten thousand. Still

feeling tight, he wrote without

pausing for words. It made a

paragraph which would certainly

cost him his job if its falsity were
discovered, but he was completely

reckless.

It read well. It read well enough
to be true. The way he felt now it

could be true; didn’t they use to

say, I feel like ten thousand dol-

lars? Right at this moment he felt

like ten thousand dollars. Actually,

however, his exaltation couldn’t be
measured in monetary terms.
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The walk to the hotel sobered

him, nor did the whiskey bring

back the carefree mood. It had

seemed like such a good joke then;

now the possible consequences

made him shiver. And it wasn’t as

if he could quietly kill it. The
Gazette was highly sensitive about

such things ever since it had been

accused of shielding some politi-

cian’s reputation.

He thought he had steeled him-

self, but he^ was unprepared when
A1 strolled in from the composing

room. "Congratulations, Morg old

man. Couldn’t happen to a nicer

guy-”

Voll winced; tried to work his

mouth into a smile. "Thanks, Al.

It’s not much though, when you

come right down to it.”

"I’d come right down to it any

day at all. You and I’ll have to

get together and baptize it. Drinks

on me.”

"We’ll do that,” he said.

"Thanks.”

“Don’t thank me yet, old man.

Save it till you hear the sweet deal

I’m going to let you in on.”

This too, he thought: to be con-

ned out of the non-existent. The
paragraph itself, deadly as it was,

was anticlimactic when it came.

windfall for gazette

WRITER

Lost Relative Leaves Legacy

Gazette staffer Morgan Voll

has received a bequest of

$10,000 in the will of an eccen-

tric Manhattan recluse of whose

existence and kinship Voll was,

until now, unaware. Voll says

he has no intention of leaving

the Gazette but plans to continue

in—

-

He read it with the feeling of

being in an elevator w'ith brc^ren

cables. How could he have been

so stupid (a joke, a funny, funny,

funny joke) as to do it in the first

place, and to bungle it so badly

in the second? It wasn’t even faint-

ly a surprise to hear the managing

editor’s voice on the phone and

Goodgins say, "I want to see you

right away.”

What was the use? If he had

any guts left he would say calmly,

I quit two minutes ago. Instead he

shambled down the hall and opened

the groundglass door.

Goodgins looked him over with

the impersonal relish of a cattle-

buyer inspecting a steer. Voll tried

to meet the little pale green eyes

or even watch the expressive

mouth; instead his glance dropped

to the freckled hands and arms,

covered with red hairs like monkey

fur.

"Publishing your autobiography

as a serial in the Gazette? And for

free? Shouldn’t we be paying you

at least space rates?”

He said nothing. What could he

say?

"What the hell kind of a writer

are you anyway? I see you have no

intention of leaving out little nest.
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This relieves my mind. It will also

reassure the stockholders. How
could we hope to survive if you
left us for W''omen’s IFear, or the

Oil and Gas Journal?”

With nothing more to lose, why
was he unable to say, How can any

paper survive under you.^ Or, Are-

n't you the man the Times fired

because he couldn’t distinguish be-

tween Andrew and Dale Carnegie?

"How long have you been a

newspaperman?”

It was a trick question; he knew
better than to answer it. "Over
thirty-five years,” he mumbled.

"Well, by God,” said Goodgins
in awed tones. "Well, by God."

Voll waited.

"Ate you by any chance taking

a journalism course in your spare

time? No, you couldn’t be; even in

those bloody things they teach you

to get the facts. Facts!” he bawled,

making the pudgy hands into fists

and hitting the desk with both of

them at once as though to drive

his point home into Voll’s head this

vicarious way. "Where are the facts

in this preposterous freshman com-

position? Manhattan recluse—and

eccentric to boot! What sex? Age?
Name? I can deduce she was a she

(they never should have given

women the vote). Also that she

was senile. But our readers, hap-

pily, aren’t so smart. And even I

couldn’t figure out what relation

she was to you. Grandfather’s con-

cubine? Aged uncle’s wetnurse?

Cousin-germane’s deceased wife’s

sister?”

He stopped banging his fists

and threw himself back in his chair.

"God knows I’m a reasonable man.
A patient man. Write that story

over again for the next edition and
I’ll try to forget this fiasco. But
get every damned fact into it this

time, and leave the eccentric re-

cluses to the Sunday supplement.”

The tyrant was being astounding-

ly generous. Or perhaps the edge
of his wrath was blunted by the

thought that he was talking to a

man who had just inherited ten

thousand dollars and so was no
longer at his mercy. If there had
been a real story to write, Voll
would have been feverishly eager

to write it and confirm the reprieve.

Again it was bitterly ironical that

this unexpected geniality (or cal-

culation) would only expose him
more completely.

Sure, he could go back and fill

up the blanks with more fiction, but

that would only stave off discovery

for a day or two—till someone
checked the Gazelle against the

New York obits. He had a wild

thought of confessing everything,

but that would be worse than use-

less. There was nothing to do but

clear out his few personal belong-

ings and leave. They could send

his last check to the hotel.

Back at the desk he sank into

lethargy. He had worked so des-

perately to hang on to his job;

now he had thrown it away in the

most pointless, most absurd fashion.

"Jess . . . Jessie . . he whis-

pered hopelessly.
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His phone signaled. This will be

my last story, he thought—some

trivial, mean incident gabbled by a

bored reporter: Joe Doaks, 60, of

No Place, attempted suicide but

was revived by

—

"Mr. Morgan Voll? This is

Western Union. I have a telegram

for you from New York. 'Relevant

portion of Miss Agnes Bewdwick's

will reads "to the son of my second

cousin’s daughter, Mary Louise

Voll nee Crabdon, Morgan, I de-

vise and bequeath the sum of ten

thousand dollars free and clear of

all taxes and fees which are to be

paid out of my residuary estate.”

Upon receipt of identification we

will be pleased to send you a check

for this amount. Curtuss, Johansen,

Horowitz and Murphy.’ Shall I

mail you a copy of the message,

Mr. Voll?”

"Y—es. Wait a minute. Read it

again, will you, please?”

On the third repetition his shak-

ing pencil managed to get it all

down. Then he stared at the soft

black scrawl. It was true. The un-

believable was true. Whatever he

wrote, no matter what he wrote,

turned out to be fact.

He had written that a hypotheti-

cal Baker had been run down, and

Baker turned out not to be hypo-

thetical but real, and had been

killed by an automobile, just as he

had said. He had reported that Bert

Beatty’s often-rejected novel had

been accepted, and it was. He had

sent in the story of his legacy, and

it had been verified in detail. At

the moment when he had reached

the very depths he had acquired

the power of wonder-working.

Only a miracle, Jessie had said;

now he was a miracle maker. If

he wrote that the Antarctic icecap

was melting, the Antarctic icecap

would melt and the seventh conti-

nent be uncovered. If he wrote

that men had landed on Mars, they

would. If he wrote that human na-

ture had suddenly changed, it

would change. Not only would the

lion lie down with the lamb, but

nations not know war any more.

If he wrote—was that the extent

of it? Or only if he wrote for the

Gazette and the Gazette printed his

copy? Were his powers unlimited

or were they circumscribed by his

job? He had dared to test them,

not knowing he was testing. Now
he must be fully on guard against

any more such chances. He was

even less free than he had been;

it was more vital than ever not to

incur the managing editor’s dis-

pleasure. Quickly, rechecking each

detail, -he rewrote the story of his

legacy from the facts in the tele-

gram.

Another unnerving thought
struck him. Suppose Goodgins had

merely been playing with him, in-

tending to fire him as soon as he

relaxed into some sense of security?

It would not be out of character,

as experience told him. He seized

another piece of copy paper and

wrote,

Harold Goodgins, managing
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editor of the Gazette is resign-

ing to accept a position with the

New York Times. Mr. Goodgins
came to the—

He picked up the phone.

"Morgue . . . Willy? When did

the skipper come here? Yes; maybe
you'd better get the file. I’ll hold

on.’’

The excitement—^half satisfac-

tion at the end of Goodgins, half

apprehension at the changes a new
managing editor could be expected

to make—swept the news of Mor-
gan Voll’s legacy from all minds

but his own. There was only mild

reproof for releasing news of the

resignation prematurely and sketch-

ily; no one asked him how he had

heard about it. (A full story, com-

plete with picture and tribute ap-

peared under a byline—not Voll’s

—^in the final edition.)

As he considered, he saw more
clearly the sharp limits to what he

could do. The grandiose schemes

generated so spontaneously had to

be discarded, or long postponed,

or approached obliquely. He could

not write, RUSSIANS TO DIS-

ARM; GIVE UP UN VETO. Any
such dispatch would have to come
in through the press services, not

the city desk, 'The best he could

do was nibble: LOCAL IN-

VENTOR CLAIMS DEFENSE
AGAINST H BOMB and VISIT-

ING DIGNITARY SAYS NO
WAR THIS CENTURY.
Whether the local Edisons and

junketing senators he thus called
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into being had sufficient substance

to make the inventions and proph-

ecies he attributed to them real

enough to put the first in operation

and make the second come true was

something which might not be

known for years. It might be more
practical to find already existent

inventors and statesmen—assuming

there were such in the area covered

by the Gazette—and build them up
into world stature. Through them
he could transcend the limitations

imposed on his gift. He began an

intensive study of old issues of the

paper.

Meanwhile he used his power
as best he could. A bill providing

a civic housing project for low in-

come families, long tabled by the

city council, was signed into law, a

much lower bid than the most scru-

pulous estimate was tendered, and

work began with startling speed.

The local utilities companies, to

their surprise, read in the Gazette

that their rates had been cut ten

percent, and found the directives

and publicity releases in their own
files.

Unhappy couples, whose domes-

tic troubles were news one day,

were tranquilly reconciled the next.

Victims of lingering illnesses—as

soon as their condition was recog-

nized in print—enjoyed sudden

cures. A judge, notorious for his

boast of throwing the book at any-

one who came into his court, devel-

oped an understanding mercy.

Strikes which had dragged on hope-

lessly for months were abruptly
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settled by granting the union de-

mands. All local broadcasting sta-

tions agreed to a firm policy of

limiting commercials to thirty sec-

onds out of each hour, eliminating

serials, and devoting non-simulta-

neous time, the equivalent of a full

day between them, to eighteenth

century music.

IV

Voll’s researches into the Ga-

zette files turned up three prospects

for use in his larger purpose. One
Gilbert Pinckny, a chemist, had

been written up respectfully for

his work with a premium motor

fuel, and then with scarcely veiled

derision for his wild theories of

the utopia bound to be realized in

the coming chemical age.

In contrast. Dr. Winterhalter,

a marine biologist, was always

treated neutrally by the Gazette,

which reserved a tone just short

of slander for a faith-healer and

"self-styled metaphysician” by the

name of Ahasuerus Smith.

Without actually misrepresenting

himself as a reporter, Voll inter-

viewed all three for "background

material.” He soon understood

Pinckny’s bad press, for the chemist

was garrulous to the point of ex-

hausting his hearer. However his

talkativeness seemed to spring from

a strong concern for humanity and

an irrepressible enthusiasm for his

work in which—Voll guessed—he

was extremely competent.

Dr. Winterhalter spoke in terse

syllables and cryptic allusions. Voll

gathered that icthyology was a bad

word in the doctor’s vocabulary.

His specialty was marine vegeta-

tion, and he had considerable in-

terest in plankton; fish, crustaceans,

and aquatic mammals he despised

as parasitic intruders into his other-

wise peaceful domain. Evidently

Dr. Winterhalter’s ideal world

would be a completely watery one,

with plankton floating and seaweed

gently waving, both completely

undisturbed by what he called, with

a sneer, higher life forms. Chlorella

and kelp were sacred to him.

Ahasuerus Smith was of a dif-

ferent order. At very first glance

he was obviously a charlatan; the

well-fed face, the expensive clothes,

the lilac-flashing diamond, the

sparse but well-tended beard smell-

ing of perfume, combined into a

caricature of the racketeer who
preyed on susceptible women.

The greasy platitudes he uttered

so smoothly revolted Voll; he was

on the point of crossing the faith-

healer off his list of potential in-

struments when Smith said, in a

voice which suddenly lost its

wheedling, persuasive accents and

assumed a drier, lighter tone, "You

are a skeptic, Mr. Voll?”

Voll, startled, muttered, "Why
—I have an open mind, I hope.”

Smith shrugged. "Open minds

are open on both ends and con-

sequently empty. I wasn’t talking

of that. The skeptic is ready to lis-

ten alv/ays; to examine, v/eigh,

measure, question even the most
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cherished beliefs. He has no credu-

lity. He does not believe the sun

will rise tomorrow just because it

rose yesterday, nor that the sky is

blue just because it appears blue,

or that death is real because it seems

so.”

"Death is very real."

"How do you know? Because you

fear it? No, I see you don’t. Evi-

dently someone you loved died—

a

long time ago. I'd guess. Is that

proof? No, wait You believe death

is real because you take it for

granted life is teal; you predicate

one on the other. Credulous man."

Voll smiled. Smith was a cleverer

charlatan than he had thought. "I’m

ready to concede that matter is an

illusion—philosophically.”

"What does 'philosophically’

mean? That you accept a formula

because it ends discussion. A con-

vinced materialist would accept the

diametrically opposite formula for

the same reason. Certainly, matter

is an illusion, but there is not one

uniform state to be arbitrarily label-

ed illusion. A skeptic recognizes

degrees of illusion when they are

shown to him. For instance—an

absurdly shallow example—look at

me.”

Prepared for some well-managed

quackery, Voll was not too startled

to see the florid complexion turn

sallow, the fleshy cheeks sink into

hollows, the sparse beard become
even thinner and ragged, the gross

body dwindle and hunch, the veiled

eyes grow bright and compelling.

Instead of the fake, he thought
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wryly, there stood the fakir. Cheap
hypnotism.

Yet there were potentialities in

Smith. Suppose he did deceive

those who would find purer dem-
onstrations too hard ? Hadn’t near-

ly all prophets resorted to tricks

and miracles to bring their mes-
sage home? Definitely he could
use Ahasuerus Smith. And the man
had given him a glimpse of part

of what might lie behind his own
gift. Philosophically, time as well

as matter was illusory. Might not

his rewrites which turned out to be
"true” be simply intuitive glimpses

of things to come? Incidents of

prophecy were curiously scattered

through history. Perhaps, instead

of the stories creating the events—

•

He rejected the theory even as

it formed. Baker, yes; Beatty, yes;

his legacy, possibJy. Also Goodgins’

resignation. But not for the util-

ities companies about-face or the

other bizarre happenings, all so

completely foreign to logical pat-

tern. The cumulative evidence was
overwhelming. Unless there were
a force outside himself reshaping

destinies, and he was merely tuned

to it and allowed to forecast its

decisions.

He would, not accept this either.

It might be pride making him re-

fuse demotion but he preferred to

think reason excluded any explana-

tion involving two apparent impos-

sibilities until all answers embrac-
ing only one had been discarded.

By some means unexplained but
not inexplicable, he had acquired
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the ancient power of the word
which to all appearances suspended

the laws of nature (Smith implied

that there were no laws of nature)

as the ancient miracle-workers had.

Or there was the possibility of

telekinesis; if you could move dice

by thought power, why not human
action ?

The troubling questions did not

slow his plans. A brief item men-
tioned that Gilbert Pinckny was

working on a project to convert

seawater by a radically new method.

Another noted Dr. Winterhalter’s

proposal to prepare algae for hu-

man consumption so economically

that it could be gathered, dried,

packed and shipped to Asia for

less than the cost of rice grown
there. A third said simply that

Ahasuerus Smith, "the metaphysi-

cal experimenter” intended to dem-

onstrate that some of the classical

miracles could be accomplished

even in the present material age

by means of little understood

psychic forces.

V
VoLL NOTED with Satisfaction

how papers from all over picked

up the Winterhalter story. An arti-

cle, Plenty For All From the Sea?

appeared in the Post and—-in

slightly longer form

—

EReader’s

Digest. Life ran two pages of sea-

weed photographs and some micro-

scopic slides of plankton, all in

color. Interest even doubled back

to the Gazette, which printed a dig-

nified editorial, "The Answer to

Malthus.”

He was less happy over his other

maneuvers. .Pinckny was generally

dismissed as a crank trying to in-

vade the legitimate publicity earned

by the slow and careful researches

of more academic scientists who
would eventually solve the prob-

lem he was tackling so brashly. As

for Ahasuerus Smith, he was

ignored except for a few satiric

comments (a new character, Neb-

uchadnezzar Jones, appeared in

Lil Abner), and some stern ad-

monitions about blasphemy and

good taste.

Nettled, Voll wrote in rapid

succession stories which appeared

under these heads: FAITH HEAL-
ER MAKES "DRY” WELL
GUSH; HEALER DEMON-
STRATES LEVITATION TO
SCIENTISTS; TELEPORTATION
ALLEGEDLY ACHIEVED;
"MIRACLE MAN” WALKS ON
WATER, EMERGES DRY-SHOD,
SAY ONLOOKERS. He realized

how right had been Smith’s classi-

fication of skeptics and the credu-

lous, when these feats, carefully

authenticated, were either blandly

ignored or denounced as frauds.

Turning back to Pinckny, Voll

was emboldened by his mounting

success to skip many steps in the

build-up of the chemist’s inven-

tion. He announced, first, that

Pinckny had taken out a patent on

his process, and second, that the

French government was negotiating

for its use in reclaiming the Sahara.
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He had a momentary nervousness

about this; could a story in the

Gazette, even if it were picked up
and relayed by the wire services,

influence a French cabinet—and
retroactively at that?

It did, and Gilbert Pinckny’s

picture, the brand new ribbon of

the Legion d’honneur in his lapel,

the portrait roguishly embellished

with benevolent gremlins pouring

streams of fresh water from cornu-

copias, appeared on the cover of

Time. Inside, though primarily con-

cerned with human interest, the

editors allowed themselves a single

paragraph of enthusiastic foresight.

The tensions of the Near East

and North Africa, they prophesied,

would disappear in a generation,

as soon as their arable waste spaces

were irrigated; the great Australian

deserts would become lush as Ire-

land; half of China’s six hundred

million could find living space in

the Gobi. Pinckny’s process might

mean the end of war if—here

Time’s optimism suddenly deflated

—if its benefits could be realized

immediately instead of forty or fifty

years hence.

Here Dr. Winterhalter came in.

His plankton could feed China and

Japan, his algae India; the food

could be paid for in the immense
amount of labor needed to con-

struct the conversion and pumping
plants, the canals, pipelines, dams
and reservoirs for the Pinckny

process. More than ever Voll wish-

ed he could write AP dispatches.

But as it was, he could only hope
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political ambition or economic

greed would not upset his plans,

that the Communist world would
be too busy developing its own
areas with the Pinckny process and
fattening its workers and peasants

with Dr. Winterhalter’s high pro-

tein products to embark on new
conquests and that the Asians and
Arabs, once their hunger pains

were stayed, would reject totalitari-

anism.

He hoped landowners would
relax their grip when they saw
they no longer held monopolies

and that the producers and capital-

ists of the free world would under-

stand how global plenty was more
to their advantage than tariffs,

shortages and surpluses. He had,

he hoped, done all he could to set

events in motion to make it diffi-

cult for human nature to thwart

his arrangements. Short of an-

nouncing his acceptance of a high-

ly sensitive job with one of the

press services—a step he dared not

take for fear his powers were tied

to the Gazette alone—^he could do

no more.

If the use to which he put

Ahasuerus Smith seemed on a

smaller scale, within it lay a tremu-

lous hope he dared not yet admit

even to himself. Referred to simply

as the miracle worker—without

scornful quotation marks—the mir-

acles Smith performed were no
longer simply spectacular. Often
taking place at long distance, they

relieved conditions later to be cured

by Pinckny and Dr. Winterhalter,
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or removed obstacles to their work.

Smog was dissipated, deformities

and mental illnesses were cured in

mass demonstrations. Disasters were

averted or minimized at the last

moment; suicides had sudden

changes of heart, conversion over-

took men of wickedness or avarice

and those who, through mistaken

self-sacrifice, threatened needless

unhappiness to others and lowered

human dignity.

Now that he had outlined his

grand design and seen the first

promising results (DICTATOR
QUITS: SAYS UNABLE TO CO-
ERCE WELL— FED.) — (GUE-
RILLAS ACCEPT TRUCE AS
GOVERNMENT DISTRIBUTES
FOOD)—(DUSTBOWL'S SUB-
MARGINAL LANDS TO BE RE-

FORESTED), Voll allowed him-

self, hesitantly at first, and then

with a rush of longing, to dream

again. But this was no wistful,

aching dream, helped and shaped

and limited by whiskey. It was a

breathless, awesome hope of re-

voking the irrevocable and recover-

ing the irretrievable.

He had come little by little to

accept the reality of his power, but

now, as he prepared to put it to the

ultimate test, the old doubts re-

turned. Yet every story he had

gotten into the Gazette had become

fact; logic assured him that this

most marvellous of all could come
true also.

He found he was shaking as he

struck the typewriter keys, hurry-

ing and at the same time holding

back, though this was only the

preliminary story, the ground
breaker. But in writing it he was

starting the greatest adventure of

all. "Jess . .
. Jessie . .

.” he

prayed as the short paragraph un-

folded.

M'lracle-working Ahasuerus

Smith said today he would un-

dertake the most momentous

demonstration of his spectacular

career. Sometime tomorrow

Smith will try to raise the dead

back to life. For obvious rea-

sons, details of time, place, and

subject cannot be made public

at this time. However Smith—

His heart pounded wildly. Hav-

ing sent the copy to the composing

room, he was unable to control his

frantic urgency. He could not

possibly wait for tomorrow to write

the story which would change the

world for him, which would wipe

out all the wasted, hopeless years.

It could do no harm to write the

story and leave it in the drawer.

He could send it in as soon as he

came to work and wait for the

blessed consummation. Carefully

he began to type,

fessie Voll was brought back

to life today.

He was sweating and shivering.

A dull pain dragged at his chest;

his breath came in gasps. In a few

hours Jessie would be alive again,

waiting for him to take her warm
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body in his arms. The anticipation

was almost unbearable, a joy so

strong it merged into agony. The
overwhelming excitement made
him dizzy. He put the unfinished

piece in the drawer in case he

should faint.

But he wasn’t going to faint.

"Just need air,” he gasped, trying

desperately to breathe the suddenly

stifling and unbreathable air of the

city room. He stood up, pulling

open his collar to ease his closing

throat and cool his burning skin.

The pain in his chest sharpened,

piercing his heart, killing him just

as the presses finished their run on
the early edition of the Gazette

containing the first of the two

stories he had written that night.

It was headed:

"miracle-worker” claims

SUPERNATURAL POWER WILL
RAISE DEAD, SAYS CONTROVER-
SIAL HEALER CLERGY PROTEST

POSSIBLE SACRILEGE, ASK PROBE

The unfinished second story re-

mained in the drawer until it was

thrown away with other waste pa-

per. Late editions of the Gazette

did, however, have a relevant item:

NEWSMAN, WIFE, SUCCUMB
by Bert Beatty

Morgan Voil, 65, dean of the

Gazette staff, died at his city

room post last night of a heart

attack near the desk where he

had worked for more than 30
years. At almost the same mo-
ment, at their home of the last

20 years, 2117 Washington
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Ave., his wife fessie, 54, also

died of heart failure.

The Veils celebrated their

55th anniversary only last

month. Noted for their romantic

devotion, the couple gave as

their recipe for happy marriage,

"Being together every possible

moment and remember—

Two days later the following

communication appeared on the

letter page:

Editor, The Gazette

Damaging to my reputation

was the paragraph about me un-

der a misleading if not libelous

headline. Your story was false.

To raise the dead would require

the use of such tremendous

spiritual power that its exertion

would undoubtedly kill anyone

making the attempt.

Ahasuerus Smith

Morgan "Voll could hardly have

known that his last story for the

Gazette would do a little more than

raise his wife from the grave. He
could hardly have known that it

would link her to himself in a

time frame which depicted her as

never having died. But how else

could her resurrection have been

made plausible to the world? In

restoring her in the flesh to the

"might have been” pattern of both

their lives he did indeed exert

tremendous spiritual power—and

quite naturally ceased to draw
breath.

Thus do miracles confound the

wisest of men.



absolutely

inflexible

hy . , . Robert Silverberg

It’s never really safe to go

skating on the quicksands of

Time. But Mahler was determined

to execute a complete letter Y.

The detector over in one cor-

ner of Mahler’s little office gleamed

a soft red. With a weary gesture

of his hand he drew it to the at-

tention of the sad-eyed time-

jumper who sat slouched glumly

across the desk from him, looking

cramped and uncomfortable in his

bulky spacesuit.

'You see,” Mahler said, tapping

his desk. "They’ve just found an-

other one. We’re constantly bom-

barded with you people. When you

get to the Moon, you’ll find a

whole Dome full of them. I’ve sent

over four thousand there myself

since I took over the Bureau. And
that was over eight years ago—in

twenty-seven twenty-six, to be

exact. An average of five hundred

a year. Hardly a day goes by with-

out someone dropping in on us.”

"And not one has been set free,”

the time-jumper said. "Every time-

traveler who’s come here has been

packed off to the Moon immediate-

ly. Every single one.”

"Every one,” Mahler agreed. He
peered through the thick shielding,

trying to see what sort of man was

hidden inside the spacesuit.

IfTe have never been seriously disturbed hy the paradox of the man who went

back into the past and killed his own grandfather, thus making time-travel

as inconceivable as a journey to the South Pole on the back of a whale,

Robert Silverberg will have no truck with such nonsense and when ive read

this story we could understand why, A real time-traveler just wouldn’t have

a grandfather. He’d come out of nowhere and end up—his own worst enemy!

no
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Mahler often wondered about

the men he condemned so easily

to the Moon. This one was small

of stature, with wispy locks of

white hair pasted to his high fore-

head by perspiration. Evidently he
had been a scientist, a respected

man of his time, perhaps a happy
father—although very few of the

time-jumpers were family men.
Perhaps he possessed some bit of

scientific knowledge which would
be invaluable to the 28th Century.

Or perhaps he didn’t. It scarcely

mattered. Like all the rest, he
would have to be sent to the Moon,
to live out his remaining days un-

der the grueling, primitive condi-

tions of the Dome.
"Don’t you think that’s a little

cruel the other asked. "I came
here with no malice, no intent to

harm anyone. I’m simply a scien-

tific observer from the past. Driven

by curiosity, I took the Jump. I

never expected that I’d be walking

into life imprisonment.”

"I’m sorry,” Mahler said, get-

ting up.

He decided to end the interview

then and there. He had to get rid

of this jumper because there was
another space-traveler coming right

up. Some days they came thick and
fast, and this locdced like one of
the really bad days. But the effi-

cient mechanical tracers never

missed a jumper.

"But can’t I live on Earth and
stay in this spacesuit.^” the man
asked, panicky now that he saw
his interview with Mahler was

coming to an end. "That way I’d

be sealed off from contact at all

times.”

"Please don’t make this any

harder than it is for me,” Mahler
said. "I’ve explained to you why
we must be absolutely inflexible.

There cannot—must not—be any

exceptions. Two centuries have now
passed since the last outbreak of

disease on Earth. So naturally we’ve

lost most of the resistance acquired

over the countless generations when
disease was rampant. I’m risking

my life coming so close to you,

even with the spacesuit sealing you

off.”

Mahler signaled to the tall, pow-
erful guards who were waiting in

the corridor, looking like huge,

heavily armored beetles in the cas-

ings that protected them from in-

fection. 'This was always the worst

moment.

"Look,” Mahler said, frowning
with impatience. "You’re a walk-

ing death-trap. You probably carry

enough disease germs to kill half

the world. Even a cold—a common
cold—would wipe out millions

now. Acquired immunity to disease

has simply vanished over the past

two centuries. It’s no longer need-

ed, with all diseases conquered.

But you time-travelers show up
loaded with potentialities for all

the diseases that once wiped out

whole populations. And we can’t

risk having you stay here with
them.”

"But I’d—”
"I know. You’d swear by all
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that’s holy to you or to me that

you’d never leave the confines of

the spacesuit. Sorry. The word of

the most honorable man doesn’t

carry any weight against the safety

of two billion human lives. We
can’t take the slightest risk by let-

ting you stay on Earth.

“I know. It’s unfair, it's cruel

—

it’s anything else you may choose

to call it. You had no idea you

would walk into a situation like

this. Well, I feel sorry for you.

But you knew you were going on

a one-way trip to the future, and

would be subject to whatever that

future might decide to do with

you. You knew that you could not

possibly return in time to your own

age.”

Mahler began to tidy up the pa-

pers on his desk with a brusque-

ness that signaled finality. 'Tm ter-

ribly sorry, but you’ll just have to

try to understand our point of

view,” he said. “We’re frightened

to death by your very presence

here. We can’t allow you to roam

Earth, even in a spacesuit. No.

'There’s nothing for you but the

Moon. I have to be absolutely in-

flexible. Take him away,” he said,

gesturing to the guards.

They advanced on the little man
and began gently to ease him out

of Mahler’s office.

Mahler sank gratefully into the

pneumochair and sprayed his

throat with laryngogel. These long

speeches alwavs left him exhausted,

and now his throat felt raw and

scraped. Someday I’ll get throat

cancer from all this talking, Mahler

thought. And that’ll mean the nui-

sance of an operation. But if I

don’t do this job, someone else

will have to.

Mahler heard the protesting

screams of the time-jumper impas-

sively. In the beginning he had

been ready to resign on first wit-

nessing the inevitable frenzied re-

action of jumper after jumper as

the guards dragged them away.

But eight years had hardened him.

They had given him the job be-

cause he had been a hard man in

the first place. It was a job that

called for a hard man. Condrin,

his predecessor, had not been the

same sort of man at all, and be-

cause of his tragic weakness Con-

drin was now himself on the Moon.

He had weakened after heading the

Bureau a year, and had let a jumper

go-

The jumper had promised to

secrete himself at the tip of Antarc-

tica and Condrin, thinking that

Antarctica would be as safe as the

Moon, had foolishly released him.

Right after that they had called

Mahler in. In eight years Mahler

had sent four thousand men to the

Moon. The first had been the run-

away jumper — intercepted in

Buenos Aires after he had left a

trail of disease down the hemi-

sphere from Appalachia to the

Argentine Protectorate. The second

had been Condrin.

It was getting to be a tiresome

job, Mahler thought. But he was

proud to hold it and be in a posi-
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tion to save millions of lives. It

took a strong man to do what he

was doing. He leaned back and

awaited the arrival of the next

jumper.

Instead, the door slid smoothly

open, and the burly body of Dr.

Fournet, the Bureau’s chief medical

man, broke the photoelectric beam.

Mahler glanced up. Fournet carried

a time-rig dangling from one hand.

"I took this away from our latest

customer,” Fournet said. "He told

the medic who examined him that

it was a two-way rig, and I thought

you’d better be the first to look

it over.”

Mahler came to full attention

quickly. A two-way rig? Unlikely,

he thought. But if it was true it

would mean the end of the dreary

jumper-prison on the Moon. Only

how could a two-way rig exist? He

reached out and took the rig from

Fournet.

"It seems to be a conventional

twenty-fourth century type,” he

said.

"But notice the extra dial,”

Fournet said, frowning.

Mahler peered and nodded.

"Yes. It seems to be a two-way

rig, all right. But how can we test

it? And it’s not really very proba-

ble,” he added. '"Why should a

two-way rig suddenly show up

from the twenty-fourth Century,

when no other traveler has one?

We don’t even have two-way time-

travel ourselves, and out scientists

insist that we never will.

"Still,” he mused, "it’s a nice
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thing to dream about. We’ll have

to study this a little mote closely.

But I don’t seriously think it will

work. Bring the jumper in, will

you?”

As Fournet turned to signal the

guards, Mahler asked him, "What’s

the man’s medical report, by the

way?”

"From here to here,” Fournet

said somberly. "You name it, he’s

carrying it. Better get him shipped

off to the Moon as quickly as you

can. I won’t feel safe until he’s off

this planet.”

The big medic waved to the

guards.

Mahler smiled. Fournet’s over-

cautiousness was proverbial in the

Bureau. Even if a jumper were to

show up completely free from dis-

ease, Fournet would probably insist

that he was carrying everything

from asthma to leprosy.

The guards brought the jumper

into Mahler’s ofiice. He was fairly

tall, Mahler saw—and quite young.

It was difficult to see his face clear-

ly through the dim plate of the

protective spacesuit which all jump-

ers were compelled to wear. But

Mahler could tell that the young

time-traveler’s face had much of

the lean, hard look of Mahler’s

own. It was just possible that the

jumper’s eyes had widened in sur-

prise as he entered the office, but

Mahler could not be sure.

"I never dreamed I’d find yon

here,” the jumper said. The trans-

mitter of the spacesuit brought the

young man’s voice over deeply and
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resonantly. "Your name is Mahler,

isn't it?”

"That’s right,” Mahler conceded.

"To go all these years—and find

you. Talk about wild improbabil-

ities !”

Mahler ignored him, declining

to take up the challenge. He had

found it to be good practice never

to let a captured jumper get the

upper hand in conversation. His

standard procedure was firmly to

explain to the jumper just why it

was imperative for him to be sent

to the Moon, and then to summon
the guards as quickly as possible.

"You say this is a two-way time-

rig?” Mahler asked, holding up
the flimsy-looking piece of equip-

ment.

"That’s right,” the other agreed.

"It works both ways. If you pressed

the button you’d go straight back

to the year two thousand, three

hundred and sixty, or thereabouts.”

"Did you build it?”

"Me? No, hardly,” said the

jumper. "I found it. It’s a long
story and I don’t have time to tell

it now. In fact, if I tried to tell

it I’d only make things ten times

worse than they are. No. Let’s get

this over with as quickly as we can,

shall we? I know I don’t stand

much of a chance with you, and
I’d just as soon make it quick.”

"You know, of course, that this

is a world without disease
—

”

Mahler began sonorously.

"And that you think I’m carry-

ing enough germs of different sorts

to wipe out the whole world. And

therefore you have to be absolutely

inflexible with me. All right. I

won’t try to argue with you. Which
way is the Moon?”

Absolutely inflexible. ’The phrase

Mahler had used so many times,

the phrase that summed him up so

neatly! He chuckled to himself.

Some of the younger technicians

must have tipped the jumper off

about the usual procedure, and the

jumper had resigned himself to

going peacefully, without bothering

to plead. It was just as well.

Absolutely inflexible.

Yes, Mahler thought, the words
fitted him well. He was becoming

a stereotype in the Bureau. Per-

haps he was the only Bureau Chief

who had never relented, and let

a jumper go. Probably all of the

others, bowed under the weight of

hordes of curious men flooding in

from the past, had finally cracked

and taken the risk.

But not Mahler—not Absolutely

Inflexible Mahler. He took pride

in the deep responsibility that rode

on his shoulders, and had no in-

tention of evading a sacred trust.

His job was to find the jumpers

and get them off Earth as quickly

and as efficiently as possible. Every

single one. It was a task that re-

quired relentless inflexibility.

"This makes my job much eas-

ier,” Mahler said. "I’m glad I won’t
have to convince you that I am
simply doing my duty.”

"Not at all,” the other said. "I

understand. I won’t even waste my
breath. The task you must carry out
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is understandable, and I cannot

hope to make you change your

mind.” He turned to the guards.

"I’m ready. Take me away.”

Mahler gestured to them, and

they led the jumper away. Amazed,

Mahler watched the retreating fig-

ure, studying him until he could

no longer be seen.

If they were all like that, Mahler

tliought. 1 could have gotten to

like that one. He was a sensible

man—one of the few. He knew

he was beaten, and he didn’t try

to argue in the face of absolute

necessity. It’s too bad he had to

go. He’s the kind of man I’d like

to find more often these days. But

I mustn’t feel sympathy. That

would be unwise.

Mahler had succeeded as an ad-

ministrator only because he had

managed to suppress any sympathy

for the unfortunates he had been

compelled to condemn. Had there

been any other place to send them

—back to their own time, prefer-

ably—he would have been the first

to urge abolition of the Moon pris-

on. But, with only one course of

action open to him he performed

his job efficiently and automatically.

He picked up the jumper’s time-

rig and examined it. A two-way

rig would be the solution, of course.

As soon as the jumper arrived, a

new and better policy would be

in force, turning him around and

sending him back. They’d get the

idea quickly enough. Mahler found

himself wishing it could be so; he

often wondered what the jumpers
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stranded on the Moon must think

of him.

A two-way rig would change the

world so completely that its impli-

cations would be staggering. "With

men able to move at will backward

and forward in time the past, pres-

ent, and future would blend into

one broad and shining highway.

It was impossible to conceive of

the world as it might be, with free

passage in either direction.

But even as Mahler fondled the

confiscated time-rig he realized that

something was wrong. In the six

centuries since the attainment of

time-travel, no one had yet devel-

oped a known two-way rig. And
an unknown rig was pretty well

ruled out. There were no docu-

mented reports of visitors from the

future and presumably, if such a

rig existed, such visitors would

have been as numerous as were the

jumpers from the past.

So the young man had been

lying, Mahler thought with regret.

"The two-way rig was an utter im-

possibility. The youth had merely

been playing a game with his cap-

tors. 'There couldn’t be a two-way

rig, because the past had never been

in any way influenced by the future.

Mahler examined the rig. There

were two dials on it—the conven-

tional forward dial and another in-

dicating backward travel. Whoever

had prepared the incredible hoax

had gone to considerable trouble

to document it. Why?
Could it be that the jumper had

been telling the truth? Mahler
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wished that he could somehow test

the rig immediately. There was al-

ways the one slim chance that it

might actually work, and that he

would no longer have to be a rigid

dispenser of justice. Absolutely In-

flexible Mahler

!

He looked at it. As a time ma-
chine, it was fairly crude. It made
use of the standard distorter pat-

tern, but the dial W'as the clumsy

wide-range 24th-century one. The
vernier system, Mahler reflected,

had not been introduced until the

25th century.

Mahler peered closer to read the

instruction label. Place left hand
HERE, it said. He studied it care-

fully. The ghost of a thought wan-
dered into his mind. He pushed it

aside in horror, but it recurred. It

would be so simple. What if he
should

—

No.

But—
PLACE LEFT HAND HERE.
He reached out tentatively with

his left hand.

Be careful now. No sense in

being reckless—
PLACE LEFT HAND HERE.
PRESS DIAL.
He placed his left hand lightly

on the indicated place. There w'as

a little crackle of electricity. He
let go, quickly, and started to re-

place the time-rig when the desk

abruptly faded out from under
him.

The air was foul and grimy.

Mahler wondered what had hap-

pened to the Conditioner. Then he

looked around.

Huge, grotesque, ugly buildings

blocked out most of the sky. There

were dark oppressive clouds of

smoke overhead, and the harsh

screech of an industrial society

assailed his ears.

He was in the middle of an im-

mense city, and streams of people

were rushing past him at a furious

pace. They were all small, stunted

creatures, their faces harried, and

neurotic. They all had the same

despairing, frightened look. It was

an expression Mahler had seen

many times on the faces of .jump-

ers escaping from an unendurable

nightmare world to a more con-

genial future.

He stared down at the time-rig

clutched in his hand, and knew
what had happened. The two-way

rig!

It meant the end of the Moon
prisons. It meant a complete revo-

lution in civilization. But he had

no desire to remain in so oppres-

sive and horrible an age a minute

longer than was necessary. He
reached down to activate the time-

rig-

Abruptly someone jolted him
from behind and the current of the

crowd swept him along. He was
struggling desperately to regain

control over himself when a hand
reached out and gripped the back

of his neck.

"Got a card, Hump?” a harsh

voice demanded.

He whirled to face an ugly.
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squinting-eyed man in a dull-brown

uniform.

"Did you hear what I said?

Where’s your card, Hump? Talk

up or you get Spotted.”

Mahler twisted out of the man’s

grasp and started to jostle his way
quickly through the crowd, desir-

ing nothing more than an opportu-

nity to set the time-rig and get

out of this disease-ridden, squalid

era forever. As he shoved people

out of his way they shouted angrily

and tried to trip him, raining blows

on his back and shoulders.

"There’s a Hump!” someone

called. "Spot him!”

The cry became a roar. “Spot

him! Spot him! Spot him!”

He turned left and went pound-

ing down a side street, and now
it was a full-fledged mob that

dashed after him, shouting in

savage fury.

"Send for the Crimers!” a deep

voice boomed. "They’ll Spot him!”

A running man caught up to

him and in sheer desperatifen

Mahler swung about and let fly

with his fists. He heard a dull

grunt of pain, but he did not pause

in his headlong flight. The unac-

customed exercise was tiring him
rapidly.

An open door beckoned, and he

hurried swiftly toward it.

An instant later he was inside

a small furniture shop and a sales-

man was advancing toward him.

"Can I help you, sir? The latest

models, right here.”

"Just leave me alone,” Mahler
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panted, squinting at the time-rig.

The salesman stared uncompre-

hendingly as Mahler fumbled with

the little dial.

There was no vernier. He’d have

to chance it and hope to hit the

right year. The salesman suddenly

screamed and came to life—for

reasons Mahler would never under-

stand.

Mahler ignored him and punch-

ed the stud viciously.

It was wonderful, to step back

into the serenity of 28th-Century

Appalachia. It was small wonder

so many time-jumpers came to so

peaceful an age, Mahler reflected,

as he waited for his overworked

heart to calm down. Almost any-

thing would be preferable to back

there.

He looked up and down the

quiet street, seeking a Convenience

where he could repair the scratches

and bruises he had acquired during

his brief stay in the past. They

would scarcely be able to recognize

him at the Bureau in his present

battered condition, with one eye

nearly closed, and a great livid

welt on his cheek.

He sighted one at last and

started down the street, only to be

brought up short by the sound of

a familiar soft mechanical whining.

He looked around to see one of the

low-running mechanical tracers of

the Bureau purring up the street

toward him. It was closely followed

by two Bureau guards, clad in their

protective casings.

Of course! He had arrived from
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the past, and the detectors had

recorded his arrival, just as they

would have pin-pointed any time-

traveler. They never missed.

He turned, and walked toward

the guards. He failed to recognize

them, but this did not surprise him.

The Bureau was a vast and wide-

ranging organization, and he knew
only a handful of the many guards

who customarily accompanied the

tracers. It was a pleasant relief to

see the tracer. The use of tracers

had been instituted during his ad-

ministration, and he was absolutely

sure now that he hadn’t returned

too early along the time stream.

"Good to see you,” he called to

the approaching guards. "I had a

little accident in the office.”

They ignored him, and began

methodically to unpack a spacesuit

from the storage trunk of the me-
chanical tracer. .

"Never mind talking,” one said.

"Get into this.”

He paled. "But I’m no jumper,”

he protested. "Hold on a moment,
fellows. This is all a terrible mis-

take. I’m Mahler—head of the

Bureau. Your boss.”

"Don’t play games with us,

chum,” the taller guard said, while

the other forced the spacesuit

down over Mahler’s shoulders. To
his horror, Mahler saw that they

did not recognize him at all.

"Suppose you just come peace-

fully and let the Chief explain

everything to you, without any

trouble,” the short guard said.

"But I am the Chief,” Mahler

protested. "I was exam.ining a two-

way time-rig in my office and acci-

dentally sent myself back to the

past. Take this thing off me and

I’ll show you my identification

card. That should convince you.”

"Look, chum, we don’t want to

be convinced of anything. Tell it

to the Chief, if you like. Now,
are you coming—or do we bring

you.^”

There was no point, Mahler de-

cided, in trying to prove his iden-

tity to the clean-faced young medic

who examined him at the Bureau

office. To insist on an immediate

identification would only add more

complications. No. It would be

far better to wait until he reached

the office of the Chief.

He knew now what had happen-

ed. Apparently he had landed

somewhere in his own future,

shortly after his own death. Some-

one else had taken over the Bureau,

and he, Mahler had been forgotten.

He suddenly realized with a little

shock that at that very moment his

ashes were probably reposing in

an urn at the Appalachia Cremato-

rium.

When he got to the Chief of

the Bureau, he would simply and
calmly explain exactly what had
happened and ask for permission

to go back ten or twenty or thirty

years to the time in which he be-

longed. Once there, he could- tarn

the two-way rig over to the proper

authorities and resume his life from
his point of departure. When that

happened, the jumpers would no
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longer be sent to the Moon, and

there would be no further need for

Inflexible Mahler.

But, he suddenly realized, if he’d

already done that why was there

still a clearance Bureau. An uneasy

fear began to grow in him.

"Hurry up and finish that re-

port,” Mahler told the medic.

"I don’t know what the rush is,”

the medic complained. "Unless you

like it on the Moon.”

"Don’t worry about me,” Mahler

said confidently. "If I told you who
1 am, you’d think twice about

—

”

"Is this thing your time-rig?”

the medic asked unexpectedly.

"Not really. I mean^yes, yes it

is,” Mahler said. "And be careful

with it. It’s the world’s only two-

way rig.”

"Really, now!” said the medic.

"Two ways, eh?”

"Yes. And if you’ll take me to

your Chief
—

”

"Just a minute. I’d like to show

this to the Head Medic.”

In a few moments the medic

returned. "All right, we’ll go to

the Chief now. I’d advise you not

to bother arguing with him. You
can’t win. You should have stayed

in your own age.”

Two guards appeared and jostled

Mahler down the familiar corridor

to the brightly-lit little office where

he had spent eight years of his life.

Eight years on the other side of

the fence!

As he approached the room that

had once been his office, he care-

fully planned what he would say
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to his successor. He would explain

the accident first, of course. Then
he would establish his identity be-

yond any possibility of doubt and

request permission to use the two-

way rig to return to his own time.

The Chief would probably be bel-

ligerent at first. But he’d quickly

enough become curious, and finally

amused at the chain of events that

had ensnarled Mahler.

And, of course, he would make

amends, after they had exchanged

anecdotes about the job they both

held at the same time across a

wide gap of years. Mahler vowed

that he would never again touch

a time machine, once he got back.

He would let others undertake the

huge job of transmitting the jump-

ers back to their own eras.

He moved forward and broke

the photoelectric beam. 'The door

to the Bureau Chief’s office slid

open. Behind the desk sat a tall,

powerfully built man with hard

gray eyes.

Me!
Through the dim plate of the

spacesuit into which he had been

stuffed, Mahler stared in stunned

horror at the man behind the desk.

It was impossible for him to doubt

that he was gazing at Inflexible

Mahler, the man who had sent four

thousand men to the Moon, with-

out exception, in the unbending

pursuit of his duty.

And if he's Mahler—
Who am /.?-

Suddenly Mahler saw the insane

circle complete. He recalled the
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jumper, the firm, deep-voiced, un-

afraid time-jumper who had ar-

rived claiming to have a two-way

rig and who had marched off to

the Moon without arguing. Now
Mahler knew who that strange

jumper was.

But how did the cycle start?

Where had the two-way rig come
from in the first place? He had
gone to the past to bring it to the

present to take it to the past to

—

His head swam. There was no
way out. He looked at the man
behind the desk and began to walk

slowly toward him, feeling a wall

of circumstance growing up around

him, while in frustration, he tried

impotently to beat his way out.

It was utterly pointless to argue.

Not with Absolutely Inflexible

Mahler. It would just be a waste

of breath. The wheel had come full

circle, and he was as good as on

the Moon already. He looked at

the man behind the desk with a

new, strange light in his eyes.

"I never dreamed I’d find you

here,” the jumper said. The trans-

mitter of the spacesuit brought the

jumper’s voice over deeply and

resonantly.
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humming

cloud

by .. . Eric Clausen

To the lonely farm dwellers the

yellow flyers were evil beyond all

imagination. But only one man

and one woman understood why.

The valley I am lying over is

purple with blooming heather. The
other clouds are gray and blue and

are drifting high in the late sum-

mer sky. I am yellow and I crackle

like the fur of a cat in the hot sun.

My tentacles sweep over the heath

a mile or so in each direction. They
sway up and down. It will soon

be winter. I am making quick cal-

culations about the temperature

changes in the seasons.

A car drives up the gravel road

which winds its way towards my
heath. A man and a woman are in

the car. They stop on the crest of

a hill overlooking the valley. Now
I place a contact cell on the wind-

shield. They are cautious. They

make certain that all the windows

are closed, and the man stuffs

twists of paper in the spaces be-

tween the pedals and the bottom

of the car.

He has put already a fine-meshed

net in the air-channel of the heater.

He unpacks something. It is not a

tele-camera like those the biologists

bring these days when they expect
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me to bury myself. This man is

not a scientist. He is an artist, and
it is a sketchbook he takes out of

his bag.

The woman is looking for a

thermo-bottle and a lunchbox. Evi-

dently she is planning to make a

picnic out of it.

"There is one of the wasps,’’ he

says, "look!"

“It looks like a lump of brass,"

she answers. “No—this salmon

sandwich is for you.”

All during the summer many
people came to see me. But when
the vacation period ended only a

few entomologists came now and

then. They are in ecstasy because

a new variety of "animal life’’ has

turned up in their country. Silica-

composed, stiff wasps—thus stupid-

ly do they refer to my cells. They
wonder what the antennas are used

for. 'They have crushed several

hundred cells in a mortar and have

discovered that they also contain

a small amount of phosphorus.

They look at the cells through

microscopes and they dissect the

antennas and find a trace of nervous

tension in them.

Maybe it is because the artist

out there is not a specialist that he

is wondering along other lines. He
does not see the single cells, but

he looks for a connected whole.

It is clear that he wants to under-

stand the cloud before he draws
it. He is thinking , . .

There will come a time when
1 will experiment with telepathy

on human beings. Now I satisfy

myself with observing their reac-

tions and I know that many of

them are afraid. But those who
are in charge and decide for the

others are more curious than afraid.

’They are the ones who have pro-

tected me and put up stop signs

on all the roads leading to the

valley on the heath: ”Reserved

Area for Nature Study.”

Their biologists keep me pro-

tected, which means that those

who are in charge have no serious

suspicion of who and what I am.

I knew beforehand that it would

happen this way. The ones who
must decide are self-confident

—

and those who obey are afraid.

Most of the frightened ones live

on lonely farms on the heath. I

often listen to what happens in

their rooms.

When these people are sitting

about talking together in the eve-

ning and they spot a contact cell

—

a yellow flyer, they call it—they

fall silent. They look at it sidewise

and pretend that they haven’t seen

it. They do not say much after

that and they do not chase it. The
intelligent people are amused by

the superstition of the heath

dwellers.

I have avoided spreading terror.

It would have been most convenient

to feed off the domestic animals

in the fields behind the stone dam.
But it might have aroused suspi-

cion. ’Therefore, I have made my
own Resen'ation—an area fifteen
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miles around my base. I require

a great deal of extra energy to bring

the animals from so far away.

Moreover, I have to wait until

nightfall, because the sight of a

tentacle catching an animal would

cause fright. I need more than a

hundred thousand of my cells to

take the parts of a cow to my cen-

ter.

Luckily there is an abundance of

vegetable sustenance right here and

I am using sixty tons of it a day.

At first I took—besides wild and

domestic animals—not a few hu-

man beings. But generally there

were annoying investigations after-

ward. Now I take only shabby in-

dividuals who walk aimlessly along

the roads. Nobody is searching for

them.

It is important to avoid suspicion

until the balance of power has

been displaced. I made a mistake

in the spring when I took a Jersey

bull from his pen only four miles

away. I needed nourishment in a

hurry to start building the sub-

terranean division which will house

the organ of renovation — the

queen, their scientists would call

it. It was too early in the evening

when I sent out the tentacle and

a stable boy caught a glimpse of

it.

He shouted something about fly-

ing yellow things taking the bull,

and I had to sting him in the neck

artery to prevent him from say-

ing more. Still, this caused rumors

to circulate in the villages. It was

fortunate that the heath dwellers
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did not manage to have the Re-

served Area signs taken away. The
State Board of Research is my best

protector.

In the beginning I was lying

sheltered and alone in the valley

where I did my excavating. The
sand is fine and dry for a depth of

twenty yards. It is somewhat too

fine-grained, and it slides easily.

But I made extra reinforcements

along the corridors which served

at the same time for insulation.

This material is made of pulp from

the heather plants. The queen’s

cave is lined with heather pulp

mixed with resin and wool.

Later on I made a dam across

a brook and created a water reser-

voir. This served a double purpose

:

I received a permanent supply of

water and I drew the attention of

the people to my existence. Previ-

ously the local population had

stayed away from my valley, be-

cause they didn’t like what they

called the yellow insects.

The dam caused such a sensa-

tion that people all over the coun-

try were soon talking about the

"beaver-wasps,” and I found my-

self protected by the powerful ones

in charge. It was what I had

counted on. By that time I was al-

ready of such great size that I

could not remain visibly concealed.

Human beings are so certain that

they will reign over the earth

throughout all eternity that they

allow themselves the extravagance

of pretending to give other crea-

tures a chance to survive and flour-
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ish. They enjoy nature twice as

much when they give it a little

leeway. After they have built roads

across the wildest mountains they

actually find themselves liking the

mountains.

They are so completely sure that

they have no competitors. Such

blindness is fortunate for me and
for the others that will drift down
over their lands and possessions.

They will never understand in the

time that remains to them because

they believe they understand every-

thing. They are not on guard.

Probably they will or they can

see me only as a cloud of insects.

Their own brain consists of mil-

lions of nerve cells lumped to-

gether within a narrow bone

structure. They cannot imagine any

thinking in a system unlike their

own.

My mind goes over all this while

I watch the two human beings in

the closed cat—while the woman
says: "Salmon sandwich.”

The man gulps down his coffee,

keeping his eye on the corner of

the windshield where I placed the

contact cell. He looks at it con-

stantly. He has no knowledge of

insects, but he has imagination.

He knows so little about science

that the others who came here

would laugh at him. He is no spe-

cialist, and his thoughts are roam-
ing wildly, unrestrained by teach-

ing and opinions. His thoughts

form a completely mad theory

—

the right one. I watch him and my
humming increases.

"I will call this drawing 'the

humming cloud,’ ” he says. After

a while he mutters something:

"The antennas. They make the

connections with the others . .
.”

"You mean to say that the whole
cloud is one living being What
nonsense!” His wife looks at the

contact cell. "But still
—

”

"It is conscious,” he says. "They
are all connected with one another

like the cells in a living body.”

I watch their faces and their

thoughts. They will not forget the

crazy, remote idea. They will cer-

tainly talk about it.

I am sending out a tentacle.

I bury the car under the road,

putting every piece of gravel back

in the old place. Every grain of
sand is smoothed back.

I resume my calculations of win-
ter temperatures in different layers

of earth.
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In a bright new array of science

fantasy titles Aldous Huxley’s

sophisticated vision of tomorrow

gently jostles an UFO report.

Lorenzo Smythe, almost to

the last, is an illustration of why
Robert A. Heinlein is one of the

more prolific and successful writers

in this field. Double Star (Dou-

bleday, $2.95) is perhaps no more
than the story of an often threaten-

ed impersonation, set in a faintly

Graustarkian future (have the pub-

lishers sent an inscribed copy to the

Queen of the Netherlands?), but

it is a persuasive, action-filled and

quite credible future.

Escapist? Undoubtedly. But in

writing a novel that—in contrast

to his Revolt in 2100 (Shasta,

$3.50)—is simply aimed at those

of you who want to relax, Hein-

lein has drawn a hard-to-beat por-

trait of a rather apolitical actor who
suddenly finds himself contributing

to Galactic history. Recommended.

Arthur C. Clarke, who is to

be with us as Guest of Honor at

this fall’s World Convention in

New York, looks at the Tomorrows

with rather doubting eyes in his

Reach for Tomorrow (Ballan-

tine, 35 cents), a new anthology

of his short stories.

Now that Jackie Gleason has come out in favor of flying saucers the entire

area of discussion takes on a controversial quality we’d be solely tempted

to avoid—at least, if we were one of those test pilots Hans Stefan Santesson

so airily refers to here. But Mr, Santesson is a flying saucer partisan, as we've

pointed out before, and while we may disagree with him we’re delighted to have

him present his views on the subject with such sparkling conviction and verve.
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"Tlie Awakening” takes us to a

world where "tlie ancient war be-

tween man and insect had long ago

been ended.” The glaciers sweep

implacably down on the last man
left in London in "The Forgotten

Enemy.” "Jupiter Five” introduces

us to the resourceful and rather

British Professor Forster. "The
Fires Within,” while by no means
a new idea, is still interesting—and
a little frightening. At least, I

found it so.

And we are present during the

last hours of Earth in "Rescue

Party.” "The last that anyone was
ever to see of Earth was a great

plain, bathed with the silver light

of the abnormally brighter moon.
Across its face the waters were

pouring in a glittering flood to-

wards a distant range of mountains.

The sea had won its final victory,

but its triumph would be short-

lived, for soon sea and land would
be no more.”

By the time this review appears

in print you may already have seen

MGM’s Cinema-Scope and color

production. Forbidden Planet, star-

ring Walter Pidgeon and Anne
Francis, the "screenplay written by
Cyril Hume, from the story by
Irving Black and Allen Adler.”

W. J. Stuart's Forbidden Planet
(Bantam, 35 cents), published by
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy this Jan-

uary, and by Bantam Books this

March, is based on the screenplay

and is the story of the second ex-

pedition to Altaic, "the great main

sequence star of the constellation

Alpha Aquilae.”

The expedition runs into un-

pleasant things on that lonely

planet—strange relics left behind

by the race that had lived on Altaic

two hundred thousand years earlier

—and strange and horrible mecha-

nisms that could not be seen while

they tore shrieking people apart.

Commander
J. J. Adams is a stern

hero in the best Cinema-Scope

tradition, a veteran commander
who finds time for the proper emo-
tions. It is hard, and perhaps even

unjust, to evaluate this example of

what happens when MGM and the

book publishers get together. But

we can confidently say that this is

interesting space opera in the

Hollywood manner.

In Tomorrow’s far-flung galaxies

police will patrol the skyways, they

—and those they hunt. Perhaps the

humans. And perhaps not. Time
and space barriers will be crossed

with ease and it will be possible

to anticipate many crimes before

they occur. Others, those subtler

conspiracies against galactic civili-

zation which will involve a com-
plex mastery of scientific advances

will be more difficult to deal with.

Space Police, edited by Andre
Norton (World, $2.75), while an

anthology aimed at that theoretical

teen-age reader, should interest a

good many adults. Ken Crossen

(Why not a novel about Inspector

Jair Calder?), James Blish, H.
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Beam Piper, L, Ron Hubbard (Re-

member him?) and others, are re-

sponsible for interesting glimpses

of a world where we either police

ourselves or are policemen—^while

galactic agents, humanoid or other-

wise, stalk ominously down dark

side streets . . .

Aldous Huxley, writing on

Tomorrow and Tomorrow and
Tomorrow (Esquire, March

1956), discusses three portraits of

the World of Tomorrow—a To-

morrow where we may no longer

be living, to quote Mr. Huxley,

"like drunken sailors, like the ir-

responsible heirs of a millionaire

uncle. At an ever accelerating rate

we are now squandering the capi-

tal of metallic ores and fossil fuels

accumulated in the earth’s crust

during hundreds of millions of

years. How long can this spending

spree go on?” And when will it

end? Recommended.

The Flying Saucers are with us

again

!

Edward J.
Ruppelt, former

head of the United States Air Force

Project Blue Book investigating re-

ports of Flying Saucers, contributes

an authoritative addition to the

mounting material on the subject

with his The Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects

(Doubleday, $4.50). This book,

completely based on official reports

of sightings, is important and a

must for those of you who are

interested in the mildly controver-
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sial question of just what the UFO
really are.

Mr. Ruppelt and his staff pains-

takingly studied over four thousand

reports of alleged sightings

—

more than jour thousand reports

that were subjected to military in-

telligence analysis procedures—and

at the close of his extremely inter-

esting summary Mr. Ruppelt points

out that there ARE reports which

have not as yet been explained.

"When a ground radar picks up a

UFO target and a ground observer

sees a light where the radar target

is located, and when a jet inter-

ceptor is then scrambled to inter-

cept the UFO, and the pilot also

sees the light and gets a radar lock

on only to have the UFO almost

impudently outdistance him, there

is no simple answer. We have no

aircraft on this earth that can at

will so handily outdistance our

latest jets.” (pp. 314-315)

As he says, "Maybe the earth is

being visited by interplanetary

spaceships. Only time will>tell.”

What is your nomination for the

worst SF or Fantasy novel publish-

ed during '55? And what was the

book—or what were the books—
that you liked best? They may not

have been great literature—they

may not have solved, or even

helped to solve, anticipated prob-

lems in our feckless Tomorrows.

But you liked them and thought

them interesting, and that, in the

final analysis, is the difference be-

tween a book which is remembered,
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and read and read again, and a

book which you gulp down once,

like tonight’s paper, and then

promptly forget.

I still think George Adamski's

Inside the Space Ships (Abelard-

Schuman, $3.50), despite the ob-

vious metaphysical slant of the

writers and their unfortunate re-

liance on weak references, was one
of the more interesting books I

read last year. Adamski's work was
a challenging "explanation” of

just who and what the Intelligences

are that we must assume are direct-

ing the UFO.
Vaughan Wilkins' excursion into

Fantasy in his Valley Beyond
Time (St. Martin’s Press, $3.00)
was a pleasant and literate introduc-

tion to a world many of us may
wish we knew, and H. Qiandler

Elliott’s Reprieve from Paradise

(Gnome Press, $3.00) was an ex-

tremely interesting picture of a so-

ciety and a world our descendants

tna'j know ... Or may never live

to see.

Of course there were still others,

William Tenn’s Of All Possible

Worlds (Ballantine, 35 cents),

John Wyndham’s Re-Birth (Bal-

lantine, 35 cents), James E. Gunn’s

rather interesting This Fortress
World (Gnome Press, $3.00), to

mention only a few, but the list is

not long.

Several of you have asked why
fewer novels seem to be published

these days. It is true, of course,

that trade publishing’s romance
with the field isn’t as intense as it

was two, or three years ago. The
reasons for this loss of enthusiasm

were gone into at Cleveland and at

other conferences. But at the same
time we do see more and more
Space Opera, Space Spy Opera, and
anthology after anthology rub

shoulders with Hemingway and
Spillane on the paper book racks.

One of the few to do originals,

Ballantine Books, challenges

the leadership of the older special-

ty houses, publishing—with rare

exceptions—the kind of literate,

thoughtful and provocative mate-

rial that justifies the field’s exist-

ence. Any list of the year’s best

ten has to include several Ballan-

tine titles. This fall’s World
Convention should thank Ian Bal-

lantine for his contributions as a

publisher to science fiction’s coming
of age.

The discovery that mystery fiction and science fiction are enchanted evening
companions on a parallel time track wasn't made by Columbus. That you can
w'lth one key, unlock the treasures of FANTASTIC UNIVERSE and the saint
DETECTIVE MAGAZINE is a modern reader discovery and a most exciting one.
By way of illustration—in this month’s SAINT there’s a truly breathtaking
novelet, the man who was clever, by Leslie Charteris, and short stories by
Carter Dickson, George Fielding Eliot, Peter Cheyney, and Myron D. Orr.
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